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CEQA Notice of Intent to Adopt a Mitigated Negative Declaration for the County of Humboldt,
Humboldt Bay Trail South Project
In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15072 and Public
Resources Code Section 21092, the County of Humboldt Department of Public Works is providing notice
of intent to adopt a mitigated negative declaration (MND) of environmental impact for the “Humboldt Bay
Trail South Project” as described here. The public is invited to comment on the proposed MND pursuant
to the provisions of CEQA. The review period is 30 days and commences on February 16, 2018, and
ends on March 19, 2018. Written comments must be submitted to the County of Humboldt Department of
Public Works no later than 5:00 pm on March 19, 2018. The Initial Study and proposed MND document is
available for review during regular business hours at the County of Humboldt Department of Public Works
located at 1106 Second Street in Eureka, California. The document is also available on the County’s
website for download at: http://www.humboldtbaytrail.info. Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15072(g)(5), no
known hazardous waste facilities or disposal sites exist along the project alignment.
The project generally consists of the construction and operation of a Class I bike path and cable barrier
along the North Coast Railroad Authority (NCRA) and Caltrans U.S. Highway 101 corridor between
Bracut and Eureka, and construction of a cable barrier between Bracut and Gannon Slough. The project
is located along the NCRA and Caltrans U.S. Highway 101 corridor between Eureka and Brainard
Slough, with the exception of a proposed levee trail segment around the California Redwood Company
mill site. The project is generally located on the west/north side of U.S. Highway 101 and on the
south/east side of the NCRA railroad corridor along the northeast shoreline of Humboldt Bay.
The County of Humboldt Department of Public Works will discuss the plan to complete the Humboldt Bay
Trail between Eureka and Arcata at the Wharfinger Building, 1 Marina Way in Eureka, between 5:30 and
7:00 pm on February 27, 2018. For further information, please contact Hank Seemann, County of
Humboldt Department of Public Works, Deputy Director at (707) 445-7741, or email at
HSeemann@co.humboldt.ca.us.
The County of Humboldt plans to consider adoption of the MND at a regularly scheduled Board of
Supervisors meeting on or around April 24, 2018, after 9:00 am, in the Supervisors Chambers (first floor),
located at 825 5th Street, in Eureka.
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1.

Project Information
Project Title

Humboldt Bay Trail South

Lead Agency Name &
Address

County of Humboldt, Department of Public Works
1106 Second Street
Eureka, California 95501

Contact Person

Hank Seemann, Deputy Director
Telephone: (707) 445-7741
hseemann@co.humboldt.ca.us

Project Location

Between Bracut and the City of Eureka, California (see Section
1.3 of this ISMND)

Project Sponsors

Not applicable

Project Assessor’s Parcel
Numbers (APN)

014-031-002, 014-031-002, 014-041-002, 014-051-003, 014041-002, 014-061-002, 014-101-002, 014-051-003, 014-111003, 014-061-002, 014-121-002, 017-081-001, 017-081-002,
017-102-008, 014-101-002, 404-141-002, 404-141-003, 404141-004, 014-111-003, 404-141-005, 014-121-002, 017-081001, 501-091-006, 017-081-002, 501-241-005, 404-141-002,
501-241-027, 404-141-003, 501-241-031, 404-141-004, 501241-033, 404-141-005, 501-091-006, 501-241-005, 501-241027, 501-241-031, 501-241-033.

General Plan Land Use
Designation

Humboldt County: Natural Resources (NR), Industrial General
(MG), Public Facility (PF).
City of Eureka: Natural Resources (NR).

Zoning

Humboldt County: NR/Coastal Wetlands (NR/W), Industrial
General/ARA (MG/A), Natural Resources/Design Review,
Wetlands (NR/D, W), Industrial General/Flood Hazard (MG/F),
Unclassified (U).
City of Eureka: NR, Conservation Water (WC).

Project Description Summary

Construction and operation of a Class I bike path along the
North Coast Railroad Authority (NCRA) and Caltrans U.S.
Highway 101 transportation corridor generally between Bracut
and Eureka, and construction of a cable barrier between Eureka
and Gannon Slough. Some project elements are discretionary
and/or may be phased.
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Surrounding Land Uses and
Setting Summary

The project is located along the NCRA and Caltrans U.S.
Highway 101 corridor between Eureka and Brainard Slough,
with Humboldt Bay to the north. The project is generally located
on the west/north side of U.S. Highway 101 and on the
south/east side of the NCRA railroad corridor along the
northeast shoreline of Humboldt Bay. Project improvements are
located within the boundaries of the City of Eureka, and
unincorporated Humboldt County.

Comment Period

February 16 – March 19, 2018
Comments can be submitted:
1. Via e-mail to hseemann@co.humboldt.ca.us; or
2. In hard-copy form to Humboldt County Department of
Public Works, 1106 Second Street, Eureka, CA 95501

1.1

Introduction

The Humboldt Bay Trail is a network of multi-use trails (also known as shared-use paths) providing
non-motorized access for transportation and recreational use throughout the Humboldt Bay region.
The Humboldt Bay Trail will connect communities with multi-modal transportation facilities and
connect people to the bay by enabling people of all ages and abilities to access and experience the
bay’s resources directly. In addition to serving the region’s transportation needs, the Humboldt Bay
Trail will achieve a critical link in the California Coastal Trail and enhance recreational use and
enjoyment around the bay.
The Humboldt Bay Trail is being developed as a collaborative effort between the Humboldt County
Association of Governments (HCAOG), Humboldt County (County), City of Arcata, City of Eureka,
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), California State Coastal Conservancy, North
Coast Railroad Authority (NCRA), Redwood Community Action Agency (RCAA), and other partners.
The City of Arcata recently completed the Humboldt Bay Trail North segment which extends south
along the Highway 101 and railroad corridor to a terminus located near Bayside Cutoff and Bracut
Industrial Park. The City of Eureka recently completed Phases B and C of the Eureka Waterfront Trail
which extends a segment along the west side of Eureka Slough. The Humboldt Bay Trail is being
developed concurrent with the Eureka-Arcata Route 101 Corridor Improvement Project which is being
implemented by Caltrans and HCAOG to improve safety and operations at six at-grade crossings on
Highway 101. The Corridor Improvement Project will include a new interchange at Indianola Cutoff.
Humboldt County is leading the Humboldt Bay Trail South project (the “project”) from the Eureka
Slough area to the Bracut Industrial Park to provide the interconnecting link between the two trail
projects recently completed by the cities of Arcata and Eureka. The proposed project is an
approximately 4.2-mile paved path situated primarily along the Highway 101 and railroad corridor
with the exception of a proposed levee trail segment around the California Redwood Company (CRC)
mill site. This project will result in a continuous non-motorized trail from central Arcata to the southern
end of Eureka, for a total length of nearly 13 miles. Completion of the link between the two largest
cities in Humboldt County will provide a major step toward regional trail connectivity around Humboldt
Bay. Additional background information is provided in the Project Study Report (Humboldt County,
2014).
In 2013, the County initiated technical studies to evaluate potential alignment options for the project
(GHD, 2014). Preliminary engineering and environmental studies began in 2015. Funding for the
engineering and environmental phases of the project was provided by the State Transportation
Improvement Program. The County plans to complete the CEQA process in spring 2018 and submit
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environmental permit applications in late summer 2018. Refinement of the project design and
preparation of engineering plans and specifications will continue through 2019.
The County will need to secure right-of-way prior to construction because the proposed project
crosses property owned by NCRA, Caltrans, City of Eureka, and three private landowners. The
County plans to apply for a license agreement from NCRA similar to the agreements NCRA executed
with the cities of Eureka and Arcata for adjoining trail projects. The County plans to develop a
cooperative agreement with Caltrans and obtain an encroachment permit. The County plans to obtain
an access agreement (or similar authorization) from the City of Eureka. The County will need to obtain
right-of-way through easement or acquisition from the three affected private landowners prior to
construction. The County has initiated discussions with each of the affected landowners regarding
right-of-way and seeks to work cooperatively with each of them to obtain rights needed for the trail.
The County plans to apply for construction funding from the Active Transportation Program in July
2018. Acquisition of funding from other sources will also likely be required due to the cost of the
project. The timeline for construction is not firm because it is contingent upon securing right-of-way,
environmental permits, funding for construction, and funding for wetland mitigation. The earliest
construction could begin is likely 2021.
The project is subject to the environmental review requirements of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA). The County is the CEQA Lead Agency and has developed this Initial Study for
the following purposes:


To identify feasible opportunities to avoid, substantially reduce, or mitigate environmental
impacts;



To provide a basis for deciding whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Report, a
Mitigated Negative Declaration, or a Negative Declaration for compliance with CEQA;



To disclose the results of the County’s analysis of potential environmental impacts from the
project and the supporting information for approving the project; and



To inform the CEQA Lead Agency, responsible agencies, trustee agencies, and the public
regarding the potential environmental impacts of the project.

This Initial Study has been prepared to satisfy the requirements of CEQA (Public Resources Code
[PRC], Div. 13, Sec 21000-21177) and the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title
14, Sec 15000-15387). Based on the findings of the draft Initial Study, the County proposes to adopt
a Mitigated Negative Declaration of environmental impact for the project. A Mitigated Negative
Declaration is appropriate when significant environmental impacts can be avoided by adopting
specified mitigation measures.
The public review period for the draft Initial Study and proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration
(ISMND) is February 16 through March 19, 2018. Comments regarding the correctness,
completeness, or adequacy of the ISMND are invited. Comments received by the end of the public
review period will be considered before adoption. The final ISMND document will be produced in
track-changes mode to show the changes made in response to the comments received. Copies of
the comments will be provided in Appendix A of the final document. Adoption of the final ISMND by
the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors is anticipated in April 2018. Comments on the draft
ISMND can be submitted via e-mail to hseemann@co.humboldt.ca.us or mailed in hard-copy form
to:
Humboldt County Department of Public Works
1106 Second Street
Eureka, CA 95501
Comments must be received by 5:00 pm on Monday, March 19, 2018.
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1.2

Purpose and Need

A dedicated bicycle and pedestrian trail between Eureka and Arcata has been a regional priority for
nearly 20 years and is identified as a priority project in the Regional Transportation Plan (HCAOG,
2017). The project described and analyzed in this Initial Study will close the existing 4.2-mile gap in
the Humboldt Bay Trail between Eureka and Arcata.
The primary purpose of the project is to improve safety and connectivity for non-motorized and
motorized travelers between the communities of Eureka and Arcata. The trail is warranted because
Highway 101 between Eureka and Arcata is an incomplete transportation facility that was designed
primarily to support motorized vehicles. The project would reduce the potential for conflicts between
bicyclists, pedestrians, and vehicles within the Highway 101 Corridor and increase mobility options
between the communities of Arcata and Eureka. The project would contribute to a balanced,
“complete street” transportation network and enhance public access to Humboldt Bay. A continuous
trail would have many benefits, including:


Improved safety (through separation of motorized and non-motorized travelers)



Economic development (by supporting transportation mobility and regional tourism)



Congestion relief



Coastal access and opportunities for nature study



Improved bay viewshed



Enhanced quality of life



Improved public health (by creating opportunities for increased physical activity)



Community connectivity



Reduced vehicle miles traveled, fuel consumption, and emissions



Partial rehabilitation of selected areas of the railroad prism

1.2.1

Alternative Alignments Considered and Not Selected

This section provides a brief summary of alternative alignments which were initially considered as
part of the overall evaluation process but not selected:
West Side of Railroad Corridor
This alternative would develop a trail on the west side (toward the bay) of the railroad prism or within
the open water portion of the bay. This alternative was not selected due to expected higher
construction costs and expected higher impacts to the more sensitive habitat type (salt marsh and
mud flat) within the bay. In addition, there is high uncertainty whether the required permits could be
acquired.
East Side of Highway 101
This alternative would develop a trail on the east side of Highway 101. This alternative would require
multiple crossings of Highway 101 and other roads and driveways to provide a continuous trail that
is connected to the regional trail system. Right-of-way needs would be substantial with this alternative
and new crossings of creeks and sloughs would be required. The increased distance and separation
from Humboldt Bay are also shortcomings. For these reasons, this alternative was not selected.
Re-align Entire Railroad and Highway Corridors
This alternative would shift the railroad and highway corridors eastward to allow a trail on the existing
railroad prism. This alternative is logical from a planning perspective and has the benefit of locating
the trail directly adjacent to the bay to enhance the recreational experience. This alternative would
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be a major infrastructure project with a cost on the order of $100 million, and securing funding of this
magnitude is unlikely due to competing transportation needs. This alternative was determined to be
cost-prohibitive and therefore infeasible.
Full Occupation of Railroad Prism (Rail-to-Trail)
This alternative would place the trail directly on the existing railroad prism for all or most of the project
area. This alternative would require the removal of the existing railroad tracks and ties, and widening
portions of the prism to accommodate the required trail width. This alternative was not selected
because it conflicts with NCRA’s Rails With Trails Policy and Procedures Manual (NCRA, 2009).
NCRA policy allows trails within their right-of-way if they will not inhibit the current or future ability to
operate freight or passenger rail services.
In 2012, NCRA formed an ad hoc committee to evaluate restoration of the Humboldt Bay rail prism,
development of trails consistent with the NCRA’s 2009 trail guidelines, and restoration of rail service
in the Humboldt Bay Area. On December 12, 2012, NCRA passed Resolution 2012-13 which included
a provision that “NCRA will consider clearly defined and strictly limited exceptions to its current trail
policy to enable development of a trail in the Humboldt Bay corridor without compromising the
prospects of rail service restoration.”
Alignment around Bracut Marsh and Bracut Industrial Park
This alternative would place a portion of the trail (Segment 9) on the levees surrounding Bracut Marsh
and Bracut Industrial Park. This alternative would have the advantage of being further away from the
highway and closer to the bay, but would have the disadvantage of being a less direct route through
the segment with several sharp turns. This alternative would require substantial improvements to the
levees, including widening and revetment repair, and two bridges would be needed to cross the gaps
in the levee around Bracut Marsh. This alternative would have more environmental impacts (through
the filling of wetlands) and be more expensive than the proposed alignment parallel to the railroad.
This alternative is not the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and would conflict with
Coastal Act Section 30233. For these reasons, this alternative was not selected.
Alignment in Front of CRC mill site
This alternative would place the portion of the trail near the CRC mill site (Segments 5 and 6) parallel
with the railroad and highway rather than on the perimeter levee around the mill site. This alternative
would have the advantage of providing a more direct route, but would have the disadvantage of being
closer to Highway 101 and further from the bay. This alternative would require removal of the 0.6mile-long southern segment of eucalyptus trees to create space for the trail facility and for safety
reasons due to overhanging limbs. The feasibility of this alternative is questionable due to the need
to avoid impacting the capacity of the drainage ditch situated between the railroad and highway
(GHD, 2017d). This alternative would have more environmental impacts (through the filling of
wetlands) and be more expensive than the proposed alignment around the perimeter levee. This
alternative is not the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative and would conflict with
Coastal Act Section 30233. For these reasons, this alternative was not selected.

1.3

Project Location

The project is located along the NCRA and California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
Highway 101 corridor between the City of Eureka and Brainard Slough, for a total length of
approximately 4.2 miles, with a portion located on the perimeter levee between the CRC mill site
property and Humboldt Bay (refer to Figure 1).
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The proposed trail alignment is generally situated between Highway 101 and the NCRA railroad
prism, except where the proposed alignment is located on the CRC levee or where the trail is on the
NCRA Eureka Slough Bridge and approaches. Where the project is situated between Highway 101
and the railroad, the proposed alignment is on the west-northwest side of Highway 101 and on the
east-southeast side of the NCRA railroad corridor. The project also includes the extension of a cable
barrier at various locations along Highway 101 from Eureka Slough to Gannon Slough. Figure 2
shows the trail alignment and various project components, and Figure 3 shows the project study
boundary (PSB) incorporating the finished trail and cable barrier.

1.4

Project Description

The Humboldt Bay Trail South Project is intended to provide non-motorized (primarily pedestrian and
bike) transportation and recreational access connecting the City of Eureka’s Waterfront Trail to the
City of Arcata’s Humboldt Bay Trail North via a Class I multi-use trail. The project would connect to
the existing Eureka Waterfront Trail, starting just south of NCRA’s Eureka Slough Bridge in Eureka,
and continuing along the NCRA railroad transportation corridor north towards Brainard Slough. In
addition to the proposed trail improvements between Eureka and Brainard Slough, the project
includes sections of cable barrier that are proposed to be installed at specified locations between the
existing Humboldt Bay Trail North Project and U.S. Highway 101. For the purposes of this study, the
approximately 4.2-mile-long trail alignment was divided into nine functional study segments (as
shown on Figure 2), in addition to the Humboldt Bay Trail North segment, where extension of the
safety cable barrier is proposed:
Table 1-1 Trail Segments
Segment

Location

Approximate
Length (ft)

Alignment Description

1

Connection to Eureka
Waterfront Trail

100

Connection from railroad prism to
existing Eureka Waterfront Trail

2

Eureka Slough
Crossing

720

Cooperative use of NCRA’s existing
Eureka Slough Bridge

3

Eureka Slough North

1,500

Trail on or adjacent to railroad prism

4

Eureka Slough to CRC

5,200

Trail between railroad and highway and
bridge trail connection over bay

5

CRC

5,400

Trail on CRC perimeter levee

6

CRC North Bay
Crossing

200

Bridge trail connection over bay

7

North Eucalyptus Area

2,600

Trail between railroad and highway

8

South of Bracut

4,000

Trail between railroad and highway

9

Bracut to Brainard
Slough

2,700

Trail between railroad and highway and
bridge over Brainard Slough

Humboldt
Bay Trail
North

Brainard Slough to
Gannon Slough

5,350

Cable barrier between existing trail and
highway

The impact analysis included in this document is based the preliminary alignments and concepts
shown in Figure 2 and Appendix G. As the design and engineering phase’s progress, small
changes and variations in design within the project study boundary are anticipated. The impacts
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associated with the final design would be comparable or less severe to what is analyzed in this
document.
1.4.1

Project Elements

The project is being designed to achieve the standards of a Class I Bikeway in accordance with the
Caltrans Highway Design Manual (2017). In addition, the project will be designed to conform to other
applicable standards, including the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, Fourth Edition (2012); California
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (CA MUTCD) (2014); the 2010 Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) Standards for Accessibility Design; Chapter 11B of the 2016 California Building Code;
General Order No. 26-D from the California Public Utilities Commission; and the NCRA Trail
Guidelines (2009).
The basis of design for the width of the Humboldt Bay Trail between Eureka and Arcata was evaluated
in a technical report (Humboldt County, 2016). Trail width is a key design parameter for use safety
and the quality of the user experience. The report documents how design standards were applied for
the project area to develop the appropriate trail width using a context-based approach.
The project is being designed to accommodate the expected volume and diversity of users, which
includes a range of ages, experience levels, speeds, trip purposes, and mobility modes. As described
in more detail below, the project includes a multi-use trail, lighting, signage, shoreline protection
improvements, drainage improvements, and cable barrier fencing. Additional features may include
viewing platforms, interpretive features, trailheads, and other amenities. Reference Appendix G for
detailed graphics and images of project elements.
Class I Multi-Use Trail
The standard trail would consist of a 10 foot wide asphalt traveled way with two 2-foot gravel
shoulders on each side. A narrower trail width may be utilized in isolated areas in special situations
where it is not practical to maintain the standard width. In accordance to Class I and accessibility
standards, the trail would be designed with a two percent or less cross slope and a five percent or
less running slope. In areas in which the project crosses tidally influenced waters, the standard trail
would include a bridge for crossing as further described below.
The trail is anticipated to have a typical pavement structural section that has approximately 12 inches
of aggregate base and approximately 3 inches of asphalt concrete. In areas of poor soils, the
structural section may be increased to up to three-feet of aggregate/engineered fill base or other soil
stabilization measures such as the use of geotextiles and increased structural section depth.
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Lighting
Up to two new lights may be included at the Bracut driveway/trail intersection to enhance visibility at
night. Outside night lighting associated with construction, would be designed to protect wildlife and
nighttime views, including views of the night sky. This design goal would be satisfied using a variety
of means as applicable, including fixture types, cut off angles, shields, lamp arm extensions, and pole
heights. Specific design preferences include directing light downward and away from other
properties, avoiding brightly illuminated vertical surfaces where feasible, such as walls and lamp
poles, and directing lighting away from environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHA).
Viewing Platforms and Interpretive Signage
The viewing platforms and interpretive sign areas of the project may consist of either low-profile
landscaped areas or raised deck platforms comprised of either steel, asphalt concrete, concrete,
wood or crushed rock. Each platform/sign area may include interpretive signs, benches, trash
receptacles, railings and/or landscaping. These areas would encourage an appreciation of the
environment and the socio-cultural history of the area by providing opportunities for nature and
cultural study. The opportunities include providing up-close views of local vegetation/habitats, midrange views of Eureka Slough/Humboldt Bay, long-range views of the surrounding ridge lines, and
interpretive signs that include information regarding local habitats and cultural/historical sites.
Specific locations for viewing platforms and interpretive signage will be determined later in the design
process.

Directional/Wayfinding Signage
Directional/Wayfinding signage would be installed at regular intervals to inform trail users of nearby
connections to surface streets and nearby destinations.

Trailheads
The project is primarily situated within the interior of the Arcata-Eureka transportation corridor and is
fundamentally designed to connect existing trail segments located within the two cities. Currently the
project does not propose new trailheads, and envisions that users will access the new trail segment
from the interconnecting trail segments in Eureka or Arcata. Opportunities for new trailheads will be
evaluated as the project design progresses. The trailheads could include new or refurbished parking
spaces, interpretive signs, gateway signage, kiosks, benches, trash receptacles, and/or landscaping.
California Redwood Company Area/Levee Trail (Segment 5 and 6)
Approximately 1.1 miles of the proposed trail alignment follows the outer perimeter levee surrounding
the CRC. The existing levee varies in width from 12 to more than 30 feet wide and averages
approximately 10 feet higher than the adjacent Humboldt Bay mud flats. The standard trail section
would be maintained along the levee but may include additional fencing and/or slope/drop-off
protection. In general, the trail elevation is proposed to be very similar to that of the existing levee;
however, the elevation profile would vary as needed to comply with the standards and other design
elements. Portions of the levee which are narrow or low in elevation, may need additional
embankment construction to widen and/or raise the elevation of the trail. Sections may also require
reinforced steepened slopes or short retaining systems (e.g. gabion walls) to reduce necessary
embankment fill. If widening is necessary, it would generally occur on the inboard CRC side of the
levee rather than towards Humboldt Bay. The additional embankment would be added along the
inside slope at an approximate 1.5:1 slope. In most cases, the added embankment would result in fill
into the inboard ditch/wetlands. Where this occurs, the inboard ditch would be reconstructed to
provide for the necessary capacity and to also mitigate onsite for wetlands impacts associated with
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inboard ditch. The CRC portion of the trail is proposed to be connected to the adjacent trail sections
(on both ends) by bridges crossing the mud flats or salt marsh and provide a smooth transition back
to the main trail alignment located between the railroad tracks and highway. The bridges are
described in more detail below.
Eureka Slough Crossing (Segment 2 and 3)
Currently, Highway 101 crosses the Eureka Slough, but does not include bike or pedestrian facilities.
The highway’s bridge structures (northbound and southbound bridges) are planned to be replaced
and reconstructed in the future; however, no specific dates have been determined. Caltrans staff
have indicated a replacement highway bridge across Eureka Slough would include bike and
pedestrian facilities, but until that time, an alternate route would be required.
Approximately 700 feet to the northwest of the Highway 101 Eureka Slough Bridge crossing is a
railroad bridge owned by the NCRA. The bridge is currently unused as there is no rail service within
the area. If rail service were to resume, significant maintenance and/or improvements would be
required as the condition of portions of the tracks approaching the bridge are not to current standards
for rail traffic.
The proposed trail across Eureka Slough would make use of the existing railroad bridge by modifying
the structure to accommodate the trail. One option utilizes the existing deck by installing an asphalt,
concrete or a wooden surface over the existing bridge surface and on top of the rails. Another option
would be to install an asphalt, concrete, wooden or pre-manufactured surface up to the level of the
rails that allows for cooperative use with trains. Some of the existing cross ties may require
replacement or an anti-fungal treatment to extend their useful life. Both options would include new
safety railing and minor cosmetic improvements to the bridge’s appearance, such as painting over
graffiti. During construction, protection measures would be implemented to prevent construction
debris and other materials from falling from the bridge and entering the waterway below.
In the future, when Caltrans replaces the southbound Highway 101 bridge structure with one that
includes accommodations for bikes and pedestrians, the trail (Segments 2 and 3) would be rerouted
to utilize the new Highway 101 bridge structure. After crossing the Highway 101 bridge, the future
trail would continue along the highway until it connects with the trail (Segment 4) approximately 1,000
linear feet to the north. At that time, access across the railroad bridge would likely discontinue and
any un-needed trail improvements could be removed. The future Eureka Slough crossing on Highway
101, connection route to and from the bridge, and the deconstruction of the trail improvements on the
railroad bridge are not analyzed in this Initial Study.
Brainard Slough Crossing (Segment 9)
Brainard Slough is formed from the Washington Gulch and Rocky Gulch drainages, the confluence
of which is on the east side of the freeway before crossing under Highway 101 via a single reinforced
box culvert, then under the tracks via two 48-inch corrugated metal pipe culverts which are
significantly damaged and do not currently function. A new trail crossing would require the two
existing 48-inch pipe culverts be removed and a bridge structure be added for the trail.
The bridge structure would need to be approximately 120 feet in length. The bridge would consist of
a single-span, pre-manufactured structural section comprised of steel, aluminum, fiberglass or
concrete. The bridge would be supported on each end with abutments (including wingwalls)
supported by up to five 18-inch diameter cast-in-steel-shell (CISS) piles on each end. Up to 10 piles
would be installed to a depth of up to approximately 100 feet below ground surface (bgs) and
approximately 10 to 15 feet from Humboldt Bay water extents during periods of low tide. The steel
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shells would be installed outside the active channel using a vibratory pile driver (American Pile driving
Equipment Model 200 or similar), which would utilize a vegetable based non-toxic hydraulic oil in
case of a hydraulic leak in or near Humboldt Bay. Each steel shell would be proofed by driving its
final 5 feet by a conventional impact hammer pile driver to achieve design tip elevation and verify
load capacity. No pile driving would occur in water, as installation would occur during low tides.
The existing failed culverts and debris (including timber ties, supports and rock) would be removed,
the remaining rail embankment regraded (as-needed) and rip-rap installed (including on the bay side)
to stabilize the embankment/shoreline and reduce the potential for ongoing erosion.
Prior to completing the final design, the County would complete a geotechnical analysis to determine
the bearing capacity of the soils and to verify if piles are necessary. The geotechnical analysis would
be used to verify the target depths of the piles.
CRC Bridge Structures (Segment 5 and 6)
Two bridge structures are proposed at the north and south extents of the CRC property for trail
portions that cross tidally influenced waters. The bridges would be at least 10-feet wide between
railings and would be constructed with pre-manufactured wood, fiberglass, steel, aluminum, or
concrete materials.
The northern CRC bridge is anticipated to be a three-span pre-manufactured bridge supported with
four piers (one on each end and two within the mid-sections located in Humboldt Bay). The bridge
would have a total length of approximately 200 feet. Each pier is anticipated to be comprised of up
to five 18-inch diameter CISS piles. Like the bridge structure proposed for the Brainard Slough
crossing, the steel shells would be installed to a depth of approximately 100 feet bgs and installed
using the same vibratory pile driver method followed by impact hammer proofing. In order to provide
access for cranes, temporary sheet piles and washed coarse-grained aggregate fill would be used to
construct temporary access road and landings. The sheet piles would be installed approximately 30
feet bgs (vibrated in without impact proofing), and the aggregate fill would be encapsulated in
geotextile fabric to separate native and fill soils. Water bladders may also be used to construct a
coffer dam to isolate the work area from the bay and tidal waters. Isolating the work area with water
bladders would allow for work within the bay to be expedited as work would not be restricted to
periods of low tides only. The coffer dam would also reduce the likelihood of construction generated
sediment from entering the bay, and reduce the possibility of fish entrapment. Following the
installation of the bridges, the temporary access road, including the sheet piles, aggregate fill and
geotextiles, would be removed, and existing ground surface (bay mud) smoothed out to the extent
practical. The northern CRC bridge is necessary to avoid conflicts with an existing building.
The southern CRC bridge would be a single span pre-manufactured bridge approximately 80 feet in
length. Like the Brainard Slough bridge, the southern CRC bridge is anticipated to be supported on
each end with abutments and up to four 18-inch diameter CISS piles approximately 100 feet deep.
The piles would be installed in the same manner and using the same equipment as the northern CRC
bridge. The southern CRC bridge is intended to improve the geometry of the trail alignment by
reducing the radius of curvature for turns at this location. The southern CRC bridge is optional and
could be eliminated during subsequent design refinements.
Prior to completing the final design, the County would complete a geotechnical analysis to determine
the bearing capacity of the soils and to verify if piles are necessary. The geotechnical analysis would
be used to verify the target depths of the piles.
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There have been some opinions expressed regarding the shininess of the new aluminum bridges
installed as part of the Eureka Waterfront Trail and Arcata’s Humboldt Bay Trail North. A study will
be prepared in early 2018 to identify the bridge types that are suitable and that could be considered
for the Humboldt Bay Trial South project. During bridge type selection, the County will consider the
feedback received on adjacent trail projects as well as the potential benefits of consistency with the
existing structures.

Retaining Structures
Retaining structures may be used at each end of the bridges (abutment wing-walls) and also along
the segment of the trail beginning at the northwest corner of the CRC property and extending northwesterly for a distance of approximately 2,700 linear feet (Segment 7). The segment of trail north of
CRC would be located between the railroad and the Highway 101 corridor, either directly adjacent to
the railroad, or directly adjacent to the highway (behind the existing metal beam guardrail). A retaining
wall structure may be required in order to maintain minimum setbacks from the NCRA tracks or
Highway 101 (depending on the alignment) while limiting encroachment into the existing drainage
ditch which is located between the railroad and highway. The structure may consist of cast-in-place
concrete or soldier pile retaining wall. If soldier pile retaining wall is used, 30 to 40-foot tall reinforced
concrete or steel soldier piles would be driven at six to eight foot intervals and approximately 22 to
34 feet bgs leaving approximately six to eight feet exposed above the ground surface. The soldier
piles would be impact driven using the same (or similar) pile driver that would be used for proofing
the CISS pilings. Lagging (concrete or treated timber) would be used to retain the backfill. It is
anticipated that the soldier piles (approximately 340 total) would require 100 blows per pile. The top
of the retaining structures would not exceed the elevation of the railroad and the height to the ground
surface is expected to be six feet or less. For safety purposes, the retaining structure would include
railings.
Eucalyptus Tree Removal (Segment 7)
A group of existing eucalyptus trees of varying age and size located along the edge of Highway 101
and railroad prism north of the CRC property would need to be removed as part of the project.
Removal of the eucalyptus trees is needed to accommodate the trail. The tree removal area extends
for approximately 2,500 feet (0.5 miles) and includes approximately 219 eucalyptus trees that are 8
inches in diameter or greater in addition to smaller trees and saplings. Some trees are in direct conflict
with the trail alignment and all pose a safety hazard to trail users (falling debris and ground litter).
Removal of the trees would also open up views looking west towards the bay. The trees would be
limbed and trunks rigged, felled and lowered in sections (sectional felling). Tree stumps would be
removed to the extent feasible through excavating, grinding or other means, with remaining stumps
and root systems treated with an herbicide (glyphosate, triclopyr or similar) to prevent regrowth.
Required equipment and workers would access the trees from both the highway and railroad side.
The removal operation would likely require the closure of one or more lanes of Highway 101. The
existing metal beam guardrail adjacent to the trees would likely be replaced because removal of the
trees is expected to damage the guard rail system. The project would also remove all eucalyptus
saplings in the vicinity of the trail (generally between the highway and railroad).
Shoreline Protection (Segments 4, 7, 8 and 9)
As previously discussed, the project includes localized shoreline improvements at the Brainard
Slough crossing. In addition to Brainard Slough, there are multiple areas along the project extents
where the existing railroad fill prism has deteriorated and shows significant signs of erosion as a
result of wave action from Humboldt Bay. The area between CRC and Bracut is generally in the worst
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condition, with more isolated areas of deterioration between Eureka Slough and CRC. In order to
help protect the trail prism from future erosion and damage, sections of the rail prism would be
repaired by placing ballast rock and portions of the revetment would be repaired and/or supplemented
with additional rock rip-rap. The shoreline protection along the bay side (the western side of the
railroad prism), would be limited (horizontally) to the bay-ward extent of the existing rip-rap. No
additional encroachment beyond the toe of existing rock armoring is proposed.
Approximately 500 linear feet of existing shoreline revetment would be repaired with rip-rap and
ballast rock. Work would include temporarily removing the railroad ties and rails, placing additional
ballast rock, and resetting the ties and rails on the ballast.
Approximately 5,000 linear feet of shoreline would receive supplemental ballast rock infill and surface
applied rip-rap placed directly adjacent to the railroad ties on the bay side to improve and protect the
shoreline from wind and wave action. Additional surface stabilization rock armoring is anticipated
along the highway side of the trail prism to protect against wave over wash and surface erosion. The
stabilization rock would be smaller in size as compared to the shoreline rip-rap.
Striping and Vehicle Control
The trail would include a centerline stripe to delineate the two bi-directional lanes. Standard trailrelated traffic-control signage would be installed in order to comply with Class I standards and
MUTCD requirements. At locations where the trail intersects a vehicular roadway, bollards or similar
control features would be installed to prevent motorized vehicles from entering the trail. Authorized
personnel (e.g. police, emergency-responders, County/City maintenance crews, etc.) would be able
to remove the bollards and temporarily access some portions of the trail with motorized vehicles.
Drainage Improvements
The trail would typically have a two percent or less cross slope to allow surface water to flow off of
the trail surface. When the trail is directly adjacent to either the railroad or the highway facilities, the
cross slope of the trail would be away from the railroad/highway in order to convey runoff towards
existing or new drainage facilities. In locations where the existing drainage ditches are in close
proximity to the proposed trail alignment, culverts may need to be extended or added. Similarly, in
cases where the trail’s fill prism encroaches into the existing drainage ditch to the extent it causes a
reduction in capacity, the drainage ditch may need to be reconstructed at approximately the same
grade and depth, but at a location (horizontally) offset from the original position.
Barriers and Fencing
Safety railing and fencing is proposed along retaining walls, viewing platforms, the CRC levee, on
bridges, at the Bracut driveway, and at the edge of the trail when adjacent to steep embankments.
Security fencing and gates may be needed at the CRC mill site and Bracut Industrial Park. The railing
and fencing would be constructed from wood or metal material, and may include chain link, cable, or
picket style fencing. During railing type selection, the County will consider feedback received on
adjacent trail projects as well as potential benefits of consistency with existing structures.
High-tension cable barriers and metal beam guard rail would be utilized between Highway 101 and
the trail to protect trail users from errant vehicles. Barriers are required by design standards when
the trail is located within the highway’s 30 foot clear recovery zone. The proposed project includes
cable barriers in certain locations where the trail is outside the clear recovery zone as a discretionary
action to enhance trail and highway safety. The cable barrier would be installed along portions of the
proposed Humboldt Bay Trail South project as well as the existing Humboldt Bay Trail North project.
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The high-tension cable barrier would be set back approximately 10 feet from the edge of trail and
approximately 8 to 12 feet from the edge of the highway shoulder. The cable barrier consists of steel
wire ropes (typically 4 strands) mounted on steel posts secured in concrete foundations. An
approximately two-foot wide concrete weed mat would be constructed along the length of the cable
barrier. Image 1-1 shows a typical cable barrier along a highway.

Image 1-1 – Typical Cable Barrier Fencing
Where the trail is less than 10 feet from the edge of the highway shoulder, a metal beam guard rail
or other positive barrier would be required. In this situation the trail would be located approximately
3 feet behind the metal beam guard rail wood posts. A weed control mat would be installed along the
length of the barrier to control vegetation.
Billboard Removal (Segment 7 and 8)
There are four billboards in the vicinity of the project, all of which are situated on private property.
Three of the billboards are located outside the project study area on the bay side of the railroad prism.
One of the billboards is located within the project study area between the highway and railroad.
Depending on the final trail alignment, the trail may narrowly avoid this billboard, or it could be in
conflict and require the billboard be removed or relocated. To prepare for this contingency, this Initial
Study analyzes the potential removal of the billboard situated on the railroad prism.
1.4.2

Project Construction

Construction Schedule
Construction of the project is expected to begin in late spring and require approximately six months
to complete. Vegetation clearing would occur during the non-bird nesting season, between August
16th and March 14th. Anticipated daytime work hours are 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday with occasional work on Saturdays. Construction on Sunday or legal and County holidays is
not currently anticipated except for emergencies or with prior approval from the County of Humboldt.
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Construction Staging, Activities, and Equipment
Construction staging areas would occur within the mapped portion of the project study boundary,
within paved or graveled areas, or with designated, previously disturbed corporation yards.
Construction would primarily include removal of trees and vegetation, excavation and grading, bridge
foundation construction and pre-manufactured bridge assembly and installation, trail paving,
fencing/railing, and signage, along various segments of the project alignment. All construction
activities would be accompanied by both temporary and permanent erosion and sediment control
best management practices (BMPs).
Trail construction would include the following activities:


Clearing and Grubbing – To clear trees, vegetation and topsoil from the proposed trail footprint



Excavation – Primarily at bridge approaches with other shallow excavations to maintain trail
grades



Embankment – Fill to maintain trail grades through low areas



Retaining Walls – To limit encroachment into drainage ditches



Aggregate Base – For trail shoulders and to support asphalt paving



Asphaltic Concrete Paving – For trail surface



Fencing/Barriers/Bollards



Trail striping and signage

Pre-manufactured Bridge Assembly and Placement would include the following activities:


Excavation – For the abutment foundations (maximum depth of six feet below existing grade)



Aggregate Base – For structure foundations



Abutments and Footings – Cast-in-place concrete to support pre-manufactured bridges



Piles – Reinforced concrete in steel shell to support pre-manufactured bridges



Bridge assembly in stating area



Placement/Installation – Set pre-manufactured bridge on abutments



Railing Installation



Rock Slope Protection – To protect abutments and prisms

Equipment required for trail construction would include: tracked excavators, backhoes, graders,
bulldozers, dump trucks, rollers, paving machines, cranes, water trucks, drill rigs, pile drivers and
pick-up trucks. Equipment required for pre-manufactured bridge assembly and placement would
include excavators and cranes.
Construction access would be to and from the staging areas identified below. Roadways that would
be utilized for construction access and the staging areas include Highway 101, the entrance into CRC
and the entrance into Bracut Industrial Park.
It is not anticipated that any temporary utility extensions, such as electric power or water, would be
required for construction.
Construction Access and Hauling Traffic
The anticipated haul truck routes to the project area include Highway 101 from the north and south.
The number of construction-related vehicles traveling to and from project area would vary on a daily
basis. It is anticipated that up to 40 haul truck round trips would occur on a peak day. In addition, it is
anticipated that construction crew trips would require up to eight round trips per day. Therefore, for
the purposes of analysis, on any one day during construction, up to 48 vehicle round trips could
occur.
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Traffic Control Plan
In accordance with jurisdictional requirements, the construction contractor would be required to
obtain an encroachment permit from Caltrans prior to beginning the work along Highway 101. As part
of the encroachment permit process, the construction contractor would be required to prepare a traffic
control plan for review and acceptance of planned work within the public right-of-way. The
development and implementation of a traffic control plan would include, but not necessarily be limited
to: temporary traffic control systems, delineators, signs, and flaggers conforming to the current
California Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
Groundwater Dewatering
Excavation into groundwater and dewatering is anticipated. Temporary groundwater dewatering
would be conducted to provide a dry work area. Dewatering would involve pumping water out of a
trench or excavation. Groundwater would be pumped to settling tanks (Baker tanks or similar) or into
dewatering bags. Following the settling process provided by a tank or filter, the water would be used
for dust control and compaction. Water from settling tanks or dewatering bags would be to applied to
upland areas, away from wetlands and other water bodies, or discharged to nearest sanitary or
stormwater system.
Site Restoration and Demobilization
Following construction, the contractor would demobilize and remove equipment, supplies, and
construction wastes. The disturbed areas along the project alignment would be restored to preconstruction conditions or stabilized with a combination of grass seed (broadcast or hydroseed),
straw mulch, rolled erosion control fabric, rock, and other plantings/vegetation.
Air Quality Construction Control Measures
The following air quality emission construction measures would be included in the construction
specifications for the project:
1.

All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas and unpaved
access roads) shall be watered as necessary during dusty conditions.

2.

All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material on- or off-site shall be covered
or should maintain at least 6 inches of freeboard (i.e., minimum vertical distance between top
of load and the trailer).

3.

Soil stockpiles shall also be surrounded by silt fencing, straw wattles, or other sediment
barriers prior any forecasted rain event.

4.

Equipment or manual watering shall be conducted on all stockpiles, dirt/gravel roads, and
exposed or disturbed soil surfaces, as necessary, to reduce airborne dust.

5.

Paved access roads and parking areas shall be swept daily.

6.

All visible mud or dirt tracked-out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed.

7.

All vehicle speeds on unpaved areas shall be limited to 15 miles per hour.

8.

All paving shall be completed as soon as possible.

1.4.3

Maintenance and Operation

The trail would be used for non-motorized transportation and recreation, including but not limited to
walking, bicycling, running, skateboarding, roller skating, dog-walking and nature study.
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Following construction, general trail operation and maintenance activities associated with the
proposed trail would include annual inspections, trash/debris removal, vegetation management,
repaving, and painting. In the event of storm damage, more significant repairs to the trail facilities and
shoreline may be needed on occasion.
Typical routine operation and maintenance of the project would generate less than one traffic trip per
week on average with motorized access limited to light maintenance and emergency service vehicles.
Access would be gained at trail/roadway crossings equipped with secured, but removable bollards to
prevent unintended vehicular access.
For larger repairs to damaged trail facilities or to the shoreline, larger construction equipment would
be needed which may include backhoes, excavators, loaders, dump trucks, or pavers. Larger repairs
to the trail or shoreline may take several weeks to complete depending on the extent of damage and
other circumstances.

1.5

Project Technical Studies

The following technical studies have been completed for the project, are currently under preparation,
or will be completed in the near future. The project includes federal funding and several of the studies
listed below are associated with the required analysis and documentation under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).


Project Study Report – Completed March 2014



Basis of Design Report for Trail Width – Completed March 2016



Topography and Right of Way Surveys – Completed April 2017



Preliminary Environmental Study – Completed July 2017



Mapping of Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas – Completed November 2017



Initial Site Assessment – Completed November 2017



Rare Plant Survey - Completed November 2017



Wetland Delineation - Completed December 2017



Archaeological Survey Report – Draft completed December 2017



Historic Property Survey Report – Draft completed December 2017



Historical Resources Evaluation Report – Completed January 2018



Natural Environment Study – Draft completed February 2018



Visual Impact Assessment – Draft completed February 2018



Biological Assessment (federal) – Draft completed February 2018



Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report – Under preparation



Geotechnical Investigation – Under preparation



Location Hydraulic Study – Under preparation



Summary Floodplain Encroachment Report – Under preparation



Drainage Study – Under preparation



Stormwater Data Report - Under preparation



Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan – Under preparation



Preliminary Design – Under preparation

1.6

Required Permits and/or Approvals

The project would require approval by the County of Humboldt Board of Supervisors, through
adoption of this CEQA environmental study and future approval of the construction plans and
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specifications. Several additional agencies would also be involved in the consideration of portions of
the project. Federal, State and local approvals that may be required for the project are listed below.
The anticipated submittal date for each is August 2018 and the goal is to achieve agency approval
by August 2019.


Caltrans: Encroachment Permit



California Coastal Commission: Coastal Development Permit



U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Section 7 Consultation: Individual Permit and 404(b)(1)
Alternatives Analysis



U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service/National Marine Fisheries Service: Biological Opinion and Letter
of Concurrence



North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board: Section 401 Water Quality Certification



California Department of Fish and Wildlife: Section 1602 Notification of Lake or Streambed
Alteration



Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation and Conservation District: Development Permit.

1.7

Project Phasing

The project includes elements which are discretionary or which could be implemented separately
from the core work of constructing the trail. Certain elements may be implemented before or after the
trail construction, based on available funding and/or the readiness of the elements. Elements which
may be implemented in phases (prior or after the construction of the trail) include, but are not limited
to, the following:


Eucalyptus tree removal



Cable barrier installation



Shoreline revetment and embankment repairs and improvements



Billboard removal



Painting NCRA’s Eureka Slough Bridge



Trail heads, viewing platforms and trail amenities

1.8

Wetland Mitigation

Due to topographic constraints and the presence of existing facilities within the project area, it is
unavoidable that wetlands would be impacted from construction of the proposal trail. Impacts to
wetlands are discussed in Section 3.4. The majority of the impacted wetlands are associated with the
existing drainage ditch between Highway 101 and the railroad prism. A conservative estimate is
approximately 5.65 acres of three-parameter wetlands would be permanently impacted and 1.78
acres temporarily impacted. In addition, approximately 0.13 acres of 1-parameter wetlands would be
permanently impacted and 0.30 acres temporarily impacted. The wetland areas impacted include
both estuarine and palustrine types. While some wetlands impacts are unavoidable, reduction of
wetland impacts to the greatest extent feasible will continue to be a primary design objective as the
design and engineering phases progress.
Impacts to wetlands are considered a potentially significant impact; therefore, the County will
implement mitigation measures to ensure that the impacts are less than significant. The mitigation
approach will be consistent with similar projects and comply with the requirements of the forthcoming
environmental permits, including a commitment to no net loss of wetlands.
The proposed wetland mitigation strategy for the project includes a combination of on-site wetland
creation and rehabilitation and off-site compensatory mitigation. Where appropriate, the project would
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include on-site creation of wetlands associated with reconstruction and/or widening of the adjacent
drainage ditch, concurrent with construction of the project. Temporary impacts to wetlands would be
restored through disking (or other soil preparation techniques) and re-seeded with native plant
species. In addition, the County is collaborating with Caltrans and HCAOG on the funding, planning,
design, and permitting of a wetland mitigation project located on a property acquired by Caltrans in
2010 near Lanphere Dunes in the Arcata Bottoms (the “Lanphere Parcel”). Caltrans is leading this
project to compensate for impacts from the Eureka-Arcata U.S. Route 101 Corridor Improvement
Project and other transportation projects around Humboldt Bay. The goal is to create the wetlands
on the Lanphere Parcel prior to, or concurrent with, construction of the Corridor Improvement Project.
In 2016, Caltrans committed to create 2.26 acres of wetlands on the Lanphere Parcel to support the
City of Arcata’s wetland mitigation obligations for the Humboldt Bay Trail North project. Technical
studies are currently in progress to identify the total area of wetland creation and to determine
whether the Lanphere Parcel has sufficient capacity to fully compensate for all wetland impacts
associated with the Humboldt Bay Trail South project. This determination is expected by the end of
2018. This determination will be made in coordination with the permitting agencies (Coastal
Commission, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board)
regarding appropriate mitigation ratios. The mitigation ratio will depend on a variety of factors include
wetland type and whether there is temporal loss of wetlands. If the Lanphere Parcel does not have
sufficient capacity to fully compensate for the project’s wetland impacts, then the County would
identify an alternative site and develop a specific plan for that property to create the necessary
wetland amount, to ensure no net loss from the project. The County will develop a Wetlands Mitigation
and Monitoring Plan when the mitigation site (or sites) is established. Permitting agencies will require
this plan prior to permit issuance.

1.9

Climate Change, Sea Level Rise, and Adaptation Strategy

The trail project will not significantly contribute to climate change and sea level rise through
greenhouse gas emissions (Section 3.7). However, the project is located along the edge of Humboldt
Bay, which is subject to the effects of climate change and sea level rise. A Sea Level Rise
Vulnerability and Adaptation Report (ESA, in prep.) is currently being developed to analyze coastal
hazards and identify potential adaptation strategies. This report will include the following components:
1.

Establish the projected sea level rise range for the proposed project’s planning horizon using
the best available science.

2.

Determine how physical impacts from sea level rise and climate change may constrain the
project site, including erosion, structural and geologic stability, flooding, and inundation.

3.

Consider the influence of future sea level rise and climate change upon trail infrastructure.

4.

Consider initial design features to reduce near term sea level rise and climate change impacts
and also consider longer term adaptation strategies that may be used over the lifetime of the
project.

Sea level rise is caused by a number of factors including melting ice, increased ocean temperatures
and thermal expansion, the compaction of previously diked and drained soils, and land subsidence
caused by plate tectonics. Expected sea level rise rates have been forecasted through the
development projections for Humboldt Bay published by NHE (2015) and based on State guidance
from Ocean Protection Council (OPC) (2013). Based on these reports, the range of sea level rise
considered for this project is approximately 1 to 3 feet by the year 2070. This will directly increase
the still water elevation and total water level (still water elevation plus the effects of wave setup and
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runup), which will be most extreme during King Tides, as well as during storm events which are also
expected to occur more frequently.
Potential hazards to the trail itself from increases in sea level include possible wave spray, wave
overtopping, trail overflow, and inundation. These forces could also cause deposition of debris on the
trail and erosion of the trail prism. Sea level rise and climate change storm related impacts could also
cause outboard shoreline erosion, and debris wash-up.
Addressing climate change and sea level rise scenarios are part of the context of developing projects
along the coast. Therefore, the trail is being planned based on strategies for initial design, strategies
for resiliency of ongoing operations and response to climate/tidal events, and strategies for long-term
adaptation as sea level continues to rise in the future.
Strategies for Initial Design
Approximately 500 feet of existing shoreline will be strengthened by reconstructing approximately
500 feet of existing revetment, and installing supplemental ballast and surface applied rip-rap to the
railroad prism on another 5,000 feet. In addition, for approximately 4,000 feet where the railroad prism
is particularly low (Segment 4) between Eureka Slough and the CRC mill site, the trail finished grade
will be raised to the approximate elevation of the adjacent highway.
In addition to shoreline improvements, the trail itself will include a durable asphalt surface, erosion
control surface protections for the trail prism, drainage facilities, and other features to both resist
damage from overtopping events, and to allow for cleaning and maintenance. Overtopping events
will occur when the combination of sea level rise, tides, and weather effects drive the total water level
above the shoreline elevation. Drainage features will be included to help quickly clear the trail of
water as tides and storms subside.
Strategies for Resiliency of Ongoing Operations and Response to Climate/Tidal Events
During ongoing operations, the shoreline protecting the trail will be periodically inspected for damage.
This will be especially important after storm events, when significant wave action and overtopping is
most likely to occur and potentially cause erosion. Overtopping events are expected to initially occur
relatively infrequently and only due to combinations of King Tides and storm events. However, as
sea level rises and storm events become more frequent and severe, overtopping events are likely to
become more common. Overtopping events would result in ponding water and potentially sediment
on portions of the trail as well as potentially more significant damage in some areas. During such
events, the trail may not be readily usable until the tide drops and/or the storm abates. However,
during severe storm events that cause overtopping, it is unlikely there would be many users of the
trail due to the severity of the weather and so user inconvenience is likely minimal. Post inundation
inspections, cleaning, and maintenance should take place to maintain serviceability.
Strategies for Long-Term Adaptation
In the coming decades sea level is expected to continue to rise and the severity and frequency of
storm events may continue to increase. Ultimately, this could result in more frequent overtopping,
inundation, and erosion. At some point, the still water elevations may regularly inundate the trail at
high tides unless adaptation measures are implemented. It is important to note that the trail is not a
standalone piece of infrastructure. The corridor between Arcata and Eureka includes the railroad,
Highway 101, public utilities, and many acres of protected developed and undeveloped land. There
are numerous stakeholders throughout the corridor who could benefit from long-term adaptation
based on a collaborative approach.
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There are numerous adaptation strategies available to implement in the near- and long-term. One
such strategy is the development of a Living Shoreline along the existing levees and the railroad
prism. A Living Shoreline is created by augmenting the soils and plant communities within the tidal
zone to help manage potential wave effects. Further strategies could include raising the railroad
prism, levees, or trail to provide increased protection. In addition, the existing shoreline could be
fortified with improved revetment or the implementation of biotechnical approaches such as turf
reinforcement or timber crib walls. Since Highway 101 is subject to the effects of climate change and
sea level rise, the State of California has a major stake in the resilience of the Eureka-Arcata
transportation corridor, and Caltrans is expected to take a lead role in implementing an adaptation
strategy for the corridor.
Any major adaptation strategy will take many years to implement and will need to be in place before
sea level rise and climate change results in significant adverse effects on the infrastructure.
Therefore, sea level rise and climate change should be part of ongoing planning and programming
so adaptation projects can be implemented in a timely fashion.
Sea Level Rise Adaptation Plan for Humboldt Bay Transportation Infrastructure – Phase 1
Humboldt County and the City of Eureka are applying to the Fiscal Year 2018-19 Caltrans Adaptation
Planning Grant Program for funding to develop a transportation infrastructure adaptation plan for an
area that encompasses the Humboldt Bay Trail South Project, along with portions of Highway 101,
county roads, city streets, NCRA railroad, and Murray Field Airport. Funding announcements are
expected in the summer of 2018. If awarded, work could begin by the end of 2018. The plan would
build a foundation for implementing multi-purpose adaptation projects to reduce the impacts and
consequences of flooding hazards associated with sea level rise.
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2.

Environmental Factors Potentially
Affected
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at
least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” as indicated by the checklist on the
following pages.
Aesthetics

Hazards & Hazardous
Materials
Hydrology/Water Quality

Recreation

Land Use/Planning

Tribal Cultural Resources

Biological Resources

Mineral Resources

Utilities/Service Systems

Cultural Resources

Noise

Geology/Soils

Population/Housing

Mandatory Findings of
Significance

Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Public Services

Agricultural & Forestry
Resources
Air Quality

Transportation/Traffic

DETERMINATION
(To be completed by the Lead Agency) On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment,
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION would be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
there would not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made
by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION would be
prepared.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect: (1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and (2) has been
addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached sheets.
An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain
to be addressed.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect: (1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and (2) has been
avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions
or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.
_______________________________

____________________

County of Humboldt Signature

Date
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3.

Environmental Analysis
CEQA Guidelines Appendix G have been used to analyze potential project impacts throughout this
ISMND. Significance thresholds have also been included where applicable to fine-tune the analysis
to specific local regulations. Significance thresholds are not included for resource categories found
to have no impact.

3.1

Aesthetics
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No Impact

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?



b) Substantially damage scenic
resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a state scenic
highway?



c) Substantially degrade the existing
visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?



d) Create a new source of substantial
light or glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the
area?



Evaluation Criteria
Would the project have a
substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?

Significance
Thresholds

Sources

Major alteration of a
view from a scenic vista
or major obstruction in
viewed area towards a
scenic vista

CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, Checklist
Item I (a)

Would the project substantially
damage scenic resources,
including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and
historic buildings within a state
scenic highway?

Affect a scenic resource
within 200 feet of a
roadway designated as
scenic by Caltrans

CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, Checklist
Item I (b)

Would the project substantially
degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site
and its surroundings?

High visual contrast or
change

CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, Checklist
Item I (c)

Table A in Visual Resources Impact
Assessment (Appendix B)

Table A in Visual Resources Impact
Assessment (Appendix B)
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Evaluation Criteria
Would the project create a new
source of substantial light or
glare which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in
the area?
a)

Significance
Thresholds
Non-compliance with
County General Plan
Policy SR-S4

Sources
CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, Checklist
Item I (d)
General Plan Policy SR-S4

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista? (Less than Significant)

A draft Visual Resources Impact Assessment (VIA) was prepared for the project and is included as
Appendix B (Stantec 2018). The Humboldt County General Plan identifies scenic resources as
forested hillsides, working agricultural land, river corridors, and some coastal areas.
All proposed project components would be located on relatively flat land and would typically be at
ground level (e.g., the Class I trail itself) or at a relatively low height (e.g., fencing and signage). Refer
to Appendix B for images of existing conditions and visual simulations for the various project
components (Images 1A through 12B). The three proposed new bridge structures including the
Brainard Slough crossing and two crossings to the CRC levee (one at either end of the parcel) would
affect the pattern elements (form, line, structure, texture, etc.) of the existing views, but the effect on
visual resources and aesthetics would be less than significant. Neighbors (i.e., those persons working
in offices and buildings near the north end of CRC) would be exposed to visual changes as a result
of the bridge crossing extending from the trail corridor to the levee, and the addition of safety railings.
Consideration for construction materials, color palettes, plantings, and use of open safety barrier
design would buffer the appearance of project features on the landscape and the effect on viewers,
in particular, commuters on Highway 101 who would have the greatest familiarity with the pre-project
conditions. In addition, the use of cable safety barriers or rails as needed along the extent of the trail
would be consistent with the existing safety features along Highway 101.
Visual impacts were determined in the VIA by assessing changes to the visual resources and
predicting viewer response to those changes. These impacts can be beneficial or detrimental to the
visual environment. The assessment of visual impacts also considers cumulative and temporary
impacts associated with construction activities. Tables were used to assign numerical values to the
existing visual resource and project-related changes, and the viewer’s sensitivity to these changes.
Numerical ratings range from -7.0 to +7.0 where -7.0 is high negative change and +7.0 is high positive
change. Table A (Appendix B) provides a reference for comparing numerical ratings associated with
changes to visual resources to a qualitative narrative rating, and significance level. Section 8.2 in the
VIA (Appendix B) provides an analysis of visual resources impacts for each landscape unit along the
project alignment. All impacts were determined to be either less than significant or result in a positive
effect.
One billboard is located within the project area between the highway and railroad, and depending on
the final trail alignment, the trail may narrowly avoid this billboard, or the potential exists for the trail
to conflict with the billboard, which may result in its removal or relocation. The visual simulation
(Image 8B in Appendix B) assumes the billboard would not be in conflict with the trail alignment and,
therefore would remain. If the billboard is removed and eucalyptus trees removed, views of Humboldt
Bay from Highway 101 would be broadened and scenic resources would be enhanced. There would
be no impact to scenic vistas from removal of the billboard.
Two clusters of eucalyptus trees are situated along Highway 101 near the CRC mill site, separated
by the entrance into the site. The southerly cluster extends for approximately 3,400 feet in front of
the mill site; this cluster would not be affected by the project. The northerly cluster extends for
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approximately 2,500 feet north of the mill site and would need to be removed as part of the project.
This cluster includes approximately 219 eucalyptus trees that are eight inches in diameter or greater
in addition to smaller trees and saplings. The trees would be limbed and trunks rigged, felled, and
lowered in sections (i.e., sectional felling). Tree stumps would be removed to the extent feasible
through excavating, grinding or other means, with remaining stumps and root systems treated with
an herbicide to prevent regrowth. Required equipment and workers would access the trees from both
the highway and railroad sides. The existing metal beam guardrail adjacent to the trees may be
replaced following removal of the trees. The project would also remove all eucalyptus saplings in the
vicinity of the trail (generally between the highway and railroad).
According to JRP Historical Consulting Services (2004), the eucalyptus trees were planted around
1920 at the time of Highway 101 construction as a beautification effort. These trees provide a vertical
element and rich texture to the existing view. Other non-native vegetation has established itself along
the proposed trail corridor, adding to the visual obstructions for the view from Highway 101. Neighbors
and commuters are the viewer group having the most familiarity of this view, so they would be the
most affected by the proposed removal of these trees. Per the VIA (Appendix B), removal of the trees
would change the visual character of the view by allowing for unobstructed views of the coastal plain
and Humboldt Bay previously obstructed by the presence of the trees. The pattern elements of form,
line, color, and texture associated with the towering stand of eucalyptus would be replaced by the
new trail prism that would be supported by a conspicuous retaining wall that would be exposed to the
Highway 101 corridor. Removal of the stand of eucalyptus trees would also partially expose the CRC
buildings, making them a dominant, unnatural feature, potentially distracting from the adjacent bay.
Recreationists using the trail would be fully exposed to the visual quality of the Highway 101 corridor
to the east, which would be in sharp contrast to the presence of Humboldt Bay immediately to the
west.
Although the eucalyptus were purposely planted and are not native to the area, their presence along
the coastline provides a higher level of unity and intactness than would exist as a result of their
removal. Replacement of trees by a human-made feature (trail) would change the pattern elements
associated with this view. Vertical lines would be replaced by the horizontal trail alignment, and the
dynamic color and texture of the trees would be replaced by the monochromatic trail features;
however, railing materials, color, and scale would affect the visual impact. Railings, fencing, and other
barriers used throughout the trail alignment for safety may partially obstruct views of areas outside
of the trail and conversely, views of the trail afforded motorists on Highway 101. The overall aesthetic
quality would be lessened along this trail segment. However, views of Humboldt Bay would be
increased for travelers on Highway 101 as well as landward views from the bay and curving coastline
to the north and south. Overall, project-related impacts on the visual environment per the VIA
(Appendix B) would be negative at a moderately low significance level.
Removal of approximately 40% of the total eucalyptus stand that currently line Highway 101 would
be arguably the most noticeable change to the visual character of the Humboldt Bay Trail. Not only
would their removal change the existing views along the Highway 101 corridor, but it would also
change the visual character of the skyline as viewed from distant neighbors and as reference by pilots
using the nearby Murray Field Airport. These trees are considered by some in the community to be
an important local landmark, with a history reaching back approximately 80 years, although they are
not eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or the California Register of Historic
Resources (JRP, 2004; JRP, 2018). The majority of the eucalyptus trees near the CRC mill site will
not be affected by the project. This remaining cluster of trees is situated closer to the airport than the
cluster to be removed, and will continue to provide visual screening for the mill site. The remaining
eucalyptus trees will continue to serve as a landmark and dominant skyline feature.
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Neighbors and commuters using Highway 101 (i.e., those most familiar with the existing view) would
be the most affected viewer groups. There is currently not a trail in the affected area, thus the effect
of changes in the visual character of this proposed trail segment on future trail users cannot be
qualified since there is not an established existing view for this viewer group. Removal of the
eucalyptus trees would open up views of Arcata Bay from Highway 101 as well as to neighbors;
however, the use of railings, fencing, and barriers that may be used to ensure public safety along the
affected segment may be considered by some to be an unnatural obstruction on the landscape,
reducing the intactness of the view. Unity would be reduced because the eucalyptus trees were a
compatible visual intrusion and were harmonious with other visual components. However,
harmonious elements like native landscaping treatments would also be included. The impact is less
than significant.
The project would result in minor changes to the appearance of the existing ROW between Highway
101 and Humboldt Bay, but would not diminish views of Humboldt Bay on the landward side or of the
coastal mountain from the bay. Therefore, the project would not impact views of Humboldt Bay or
scenic vistas after construction, and construction activities would be temporary and only visual in the
immediate vicinity. The impact on scenic vistas would be less than significant.
b)

Substantially damage scenic resources within a state scenic highway? (Less than
Significant)

Based on California Scenic Highway Mapping System information no designated state scenic
highways are found adjacent to or within view of the project alignment (Caltrans 2011). There are no
officially designated State Scenic Highways within Humboldt County, although Highway 101 for its
entire length in Humboldt County has been identified by the State Scenic Highway Mapping System
as eligible for state listing. The project alignment is visible from Highway 101; however, due to the
fact that Highway 101 is not a designated state scenic highway, there would be no impact to a state
scenic highway. There would be no impact to a scenic resource within a state scenic highway.
c)

Have an adverse effect on visual character or quality? (Less than Significant)

The project is expected to improve the scenic quality/character of the area by installation of a Class
I multi-purpose trail which would attract multiple trail user groups to the area, deterring littering and
other potential nuisance activities along the Highway 101 corridor.
Temporary adverse visual impacts may occur from construction activities associated with the project.
This impact would be short-term (approximately six months of construction) and less than significant.
In the long-term the existing visual character along the project alignment would improve for the
reasons mentioned above.
The project would be compatible with the existing visual character of the proposed project alignment
and its surroundings, and would not introduce any elements that would degrade existing visual
character or quality. The addition of project components such as a multi-use trail, fencing, retaining
walls, and rock slope protection would have a low profile and occur in a manner consistent with the
existing aesthetic of the surrounding area. The impact is less than significant.
d)

Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day
or nighttime views in the area? (Less than Significant)

The completed project includes use of nighttime safety lighting at locations where the trail would
intersect roadways, such as at the Bracut driveway/intersection. While this would be a new source of
nighttime lighting, low-level, low-glare lighting will be used. The potential for glare from headlights
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(including bicycle lights), the expanded trail surface, directional and informational signs, would be
consistent with existing conditions along the Highway 101 corridor and surrounding areas and would
not be significant. Nighttime views of the project area would be limited to artificial light from outside
sources such as bicycle lights and road crossings. Adherence to the lighting design features
described in the project description would ensure that impacts resulting from project-related light
sources remain less than significant.
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3.2

Agriculture and Forest Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on
the maps prepared pursuant to the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?



b) Conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?



c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or
cause rezoning of, forest land (as
defined in Public Resources Code
section 12220(g)), timberland (as
defined by Public Resources Code
section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g))?



d) Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest
use?



e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location
or nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland, to non-agricultural use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest
use?



a, b, c, d, e)

Convert farmland or forest land or conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use or a Williamson Act contract? (No Impact)

The project study area has no Important Farmlands as mapped by the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Department of Conservation (CDOC 2016). There is no land in
agricultural production, land zoned for agricultural use, land designated (General Plan Land Use) for
agriculture use, or land under Williamson Act contract within the project alignment (Humboldt County
2017).
There is land designated Agriculture Exclusive on the east and south side of Highway 101; however,
the proposed project would have no impact on these lands. There is no forest land or timber
harvesting in the project vicinity, nor are there lands suitable for timber harvesting; therefore, the
project would not encroach upon or affect timber harvesting, or cause the rezoning of forest land. No
impact would occur.
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3.3

Air Quality
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporation

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?



b) Violate any air quality
standard or contribute
substantially to an existing
or projected air quality
violation?



c) Result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase in
any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is
non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard
(including releasing
emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for
ozone precursors)?



d) Expose sensitive receptors
to substantial pollutant
concentrations?



e) Create objectionable odors
affecting a substantial
number of people?



Evaluation Criteria
Would the project conflict with or
obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?

Significance Thresholds
Compliance with NCUAQMD
Rule 104 – Prohibitions,
Subsection D (Fugitive Dust
Emissions)

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item III (a)
NCUAQMD Rules and
Regulations

Would the project violate any air quality
standard or contribute substantially to
any existing or projected air quality
violation?

Compliance with BAAQMDrecommends “Basic
Construction Measures” to
reduce emissions of
construction-generated PM10

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Items III (b)
BAAQMD 2017 CEQA Air
Quality Guidelines
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase
of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is nonattainment under
an applicable federal or state ambient
air quality standard (including releasing
emissions which exceed quantitative
thresholds for ozone precursors)?

Exceed NCUAQMD Rule 110
– New Source Review &
Prevention of Significant
Deterioration Section E, Best
Available Control Technology,
Table 1.0 Significance
Thresholds

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Items III (c)
NCUAQMD Rule and
Regulations, Rule 110 New Source Review
(NSR) & Prevention of
Significant Deterioration
(PSD), Section E.1 –
BACT
NCUAQMD Air Quality
Planning & CEQA:
Environmental Review
Guidelines (NCUAQMD
2018a)

Would the project expose sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?

Would the project create objectionable
odors affecting a substantial number of
people?
a)

Exceed NCUAQMD
NCUAQMD Rule 110 –NSR &
PSD Section E, Best Available
Control Technology , Table 1.0
Significance Thresholds

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item III (d)

Creation of a new substantial
odor source near existing
sensitive receptors

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item III (e)

NCUAQMD Rule and
Regulations, Rule 110 NSR & PSD, Section E.1 BACT

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan? (No
Impact)

This impact relates to consistency with an adopted attainment plan. The North Coast Unified Air
Quality Management District (NCUAQMD) is responsible for monitoring and enforcing local, state,
and federal air quality standards. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards for the following six ‘criteria’ air pollutants: ozone, particulate matter
(PM 10 and PM 2.5 ), nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, lead, and sulfur dioxide. The California Air
Resources Board (ARB) administers the California Ambient Air Quality Standards, which include the
six criteria pollutants listed above as well as visibility-reducing particulates, hydrogen sulfide, sulfates,
and vinyl chloride.
Humboldt County is designated ‘attainment’ for all National Ambient Air Quality Standards. With
regard to the California Ambient Air Quality Standards, Humboldt County is designated attainment
for all pollutants except PM 10 . Humboldt County is designated as “non-attainment” for the state’s
PM 10 standard.
PM 10 refers to inhalable particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 10 microns.
PM 10 includes emission of small particles that consist of dry solid fragments, droplets of water, or
solid cores with liquid coatings. The particles vary in shape, size, and composition. PM 10 emissions
include unpaved road dust, smoke from wood stoves, construction dust, open burning of vegetation,
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and airborne salts and other particulate matter naturally generated by ocean surf. Therefore, any use
or activity that generates airborne particulate matter may be of concern to the NCUAQMD. The
proposed project would create PM 10 emissions in part through vehicles coming and going to the
project site and the construction activity associated with the project.
To address non-attainment for PM 10 , the NCUAQMD adopted a Particulate Matter Attainment Plan
in 1995. This plan presents available information about the nature and causes of PM 10 standard
exceedances and identifies cost-effective control measures to reduce PM 10 emissions to levels
necessary to meet California Ambient Air Quality Standards. However, the NCUAQMD states that
the plan, “should be used cautiously as it is not a document that is required in order for the District to
come into attainment for the state standard.” (NCUAQMD 2018b) Therefore, compliance with
applicable NCUAQMD PM10 rules is applied as the threshold of significance for the purposes of
analysis. NCUAQMD Rule 104 Section D, Fugitive Dust Emissions, is applicable to the project.
Pursuant to Rule 104 Section D, the handling, transporting, or open storage of materials in such a
manner, which allows or may allow unnecessary amounts of particulate matter to become airborne,
shall not be permitted. Reasonable precautions shall be taken to prevent particulate matter from
becoming airborne, including, but not limited to: (1) covering open bodied trucks when used for
transporting materials likely to give rise to airborne dust; and (2) the use of water during the grading
of roads or the clearing of land. The project enhances project compliance with Rule 104 as noted in
Section 1.4.3 under air quality construction control measures. Further, the project incorporates
additional fugitive dust emission and construction equipment emission controls recommended by the
Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). Therefore, the project complies with applicable
rules, and would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan with
regard to construction and operation.
b)

Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation? (Less than Significant)

This impact is related to localized criteria pollutant impacts. Potential localized impacts would be
exceedances of State or federal standards for PM 10 . Localized PM 10 is of concern during construction
because of the potential to emit fugitive dust during earth-disturbing activities.
The project would include clearing and grubbing, excavation, embankment work, asphalt paving, premanufactured bridge installation, fencing, and sidewalk construction along various segments of the
project alignment. Generally, the most substantial air pollutant emissions would be dust generated
from site clearing and grubbing, grading, and excavation. If uncontrolled, these emissions could lead
to both health and nuisance impacts. Construction activities would also temporarily create emissions
of equipment exhaust and other air contaminants. The project’s potential impacts from equipment
exhaust are assessed separately in Section 3.3 c), below.
The NCUAQMD does not have formally adopted thresholds of significance for fugitive, dust-related
particulate matter emissions. For the purposes of analysis, this document uses the BAAQMD
approach to determining significance for fugitive dust emissions from project construction. The
BAAQMD bases the determination of significance for fugitive dust on a consideration of the control
measures to be implemented. If all appropriate emissions control measures recommended by
BAAQMD are implemented for a project, then fugitive dust emissions during construction are not
considered significant. BAAQMD recommends a specific set of “Basic Construction Measures” to
reduce emissions of construction-generated PM 10 to less than significant. Without incorporation of
these Basic Construction Measures, the project’s construction-generated fugitive PM 10 (dust) would
result in a potentially significant impact. The Basic Construction Measure controls recommended by
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the BAAQMD are incorporated into the project. These controls are consistent with NCUAQMD Rule
104 (D), Fugitive Dust Emission and provide supplemental, additional control of fugitive dust
emissions beyond that which would occur with Rule 104 (D) compliance alone. Therefore, the project
would result in a less than significant impact for construction-period PM 10 generation, and would not
violate or substantially contribute to an existing or projected air quality violation.
Following construction, the project would not include any stationary sources of air emissions. Vehicle
trips associated with operation and maintenance of the trail would include annual inspections,
repaving, painting, and repairs as needed. Operation and maintenance of the project would generate
less than one traffic trip per week on average. However, larger repairs to the trail or shoreline may
take several weeks to complete depending on the extent of damage and other circumstances. The
project would not result in substantial long-term operational emissions of criteria air pollutants.
Therefore, project-generated operational emissions would not violate or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation. The project’s impact would be less than significant.
c)

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the region is in non-attainment? (Less than Significant)

This impact is related to regional criteria pollutant impacts. As identified in Section 3.3 a), Humboldt
County is designated nonattainment of the State’s PM 10 standard. The County is designated
attainment for all other state and federal standards.
For construction emissions, the NCUAQMD has indicated that emissions are not considered
regionally significant for projects whose construction would be of relatively short duration, lasting less
than one year. For project construction lasting more than one year or that involves above average
construction intensity in volume of equipment or area disturbed, construction emissions may be
compared to the stationary source thresholds. The project’s construction is anticipated to require
approximately six months to complete. Therefore, the project’s construction duration does not exceed
the NCUAQMD’s unofficial screening guidance of one year. However, emissions modelling was
conducted for project construction, as detailed below.
The NCUAQMD does not have established CEQA significance criteria to determine the significance
of impacts that would result from projects such as the proposed project; however, the NCUAQMD
does have criteria pollutant significance thresholds for new or modified stationary source projects
proposed within the NCUAQMD’s jurisdiction. NCUAQMD has indicated that it is appropriate for lead
agencies to compare proposed construction emissions that last more than one year to its stationary
source significance thresholds, which are:


Nitrogen oxides – 40 tons per year



Reactive organic gases – 40 tons per year



PM 10 – 15 tons per year



Carbon monoxide – 100 tons per year.

If an individual project’s emission of a particular criteria pollutant is within the thresholds outlined
above, the project’s effects concerning that pollutant are considered to be less than significant.
The California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) version 2016.3.1 was used to estimate air
pollutant emissions from project construction (Appendix C). Construction of the project is expected
to begin in late spring and require approximately six months to complete. Detailed construction
equipment activity was estimated based on project construction components and prior trail projects.
NCUAQMD Rule 104 (D) requires reasonable precautions to prevent particulate matter from
becoming airborne. The air quality construction control measures included in the project description
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include enhanced compliance with the Rule 104 (D) requirement, as well as incorporation of
BAAQMD’s Basic Construction Measures. The emissions modeling included watering the
construction site daily, promptly replacing ground cover on disturbed areas, and cleaning trackout off
of paved roadways.
Table 3.3-1 summarizes construction-related emissions. As shown in Table 3.3-1, the project’s
construction emissions would not exceed the NCUAQMD’s stationary sources emission thresholds.
Therefore, the project’s construction emissions are considered to have a less than significant impact.
Table 3.3-1 Construction Regional Pollutant Emissions
Parameter

Emissions (tons per year)
ROG

NO x

CO

PM 10

0.22

2.12

1.43

0.17

NCUAQMD Stationary Source
Thresholds

40

40

100

15

Significant Impact?

No

No

No

No

Project Construction

Following construction, the project would not include any stationary sources of air emissions. Vehicle
trips associated with operation and maintenance of the proposed trail would include annual
inspections, repaving, painting, and repairs as needed. Operation and maintenance of the project
would generate less than one traffic trip per week on average. However, larger repairs to the trail or
shoreline may take several weeks to complete depending on the extent of damage and other
circumstances. The project would not result in substantial long-term operational emissions of criteria
air pollutants. Therefore, project-generated operational emissions would not result in a cumulatively
considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the region is in non-attainment. The
project’s contribution to a cumulative impact would be less than significant.
d)

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations? (Less than
Significant)

Activities occurring near sensitive receptors should receive a higher level of preventative planning.
Sensitive receptors include school-aged children (schools, daycare, playgrounds), the elderly
(retirement community, nursing homes), the infirm (medical facilities/offices), and those who exercise
outdoors regularly (public and private exercise facilities, parks). There are no schools in close
proximity to the project alignment. The closest residences are approximately 250 feet (the closest
residence) or more from the project alignments western end within the City of Eureka. The closest
residences along the project alignment within the County are more than 600 feet away.
BAAQMD’s Basic Construction Measures included in the project description minimize idling times for
trucks and equipment to five minutes (as required by the California airborne toxics control measure
Title 13, Section 2485 of California Code of Regulations [CCR]), and ensures construction equipment
is maintained in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.
Staging areas where the majority of construction equipment would be stationed, would be located
600 feet or greater from sensitive receptors. Project construction activities would largely be linear in
nature, and not include intensive or prolonged construction equipment use in any one location.
Therefore, project construction activities are not expected to occur for a substantial amount of time.
Due to the relatively short length of the construction period, the distance from the majority of
construction activities, and the implementation of fugitive dust control measures, the project would
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not result in the exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations. Therefore,
the construction-related impact would be less than significant.
Following construction, the project would not include any stationary sources of air emissions or new
mobile source emissions that would result in substantial long-term operational emissions of criteria
air pollutants. In fact, project operation could potentially reduce vehicle-miles-traveled and therefore
emissions. Therefore, project operation would not expose nearby sensitive receptors to substantial
levels of pollutants. The operation-related impact would be less than significant.
e)

Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people? (Less than
Significant)

The project would not create odors that could reasonably be considered objectionable by the general
public because no aspect of project construction is anticipated to create objectionable odors except
for limited exhaust fumes from gas powered equipment. Following construction, implementation of
the project would not result in any major sources of odor. The impact would be less than significant.
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3.4

Biological Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a
candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and
Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?



b) Have a substantial adverse effect on
any riparian habitat or other sensitive
natural community identified in local or
regional plans, policies, regulations or
by the California Department of Fish
and Wildlife or US Fish and Wildlife
Service?
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined
by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption,
or other means?





d) Interfere substantially with the
movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?



e) Conflict with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation
policy or ordinance?



f)

Conflict with the provisions of an
adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan,
or other approved local, regional, or
state habitat conservation plan?
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project have a substantial
adverse effect, either directly or through
habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
California Department of Fish and
Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?

Uncompensated loss of any
plant or animal species or
individuals listed as rare,
threatened, or endangered by
federal or state government, or
loss or degradation of habitat
that supports such species

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item IV (a)

Would the project have a substantial
adverse effect on any riparian habitat or
other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service?

Uncompensated loss of more
than an incidental and minor
area of riparian habitat or other
sensitive habitat type
(excluding wetlands defined by
Section 401 of the Clean
Water Act) identified under
federal, state or local policies

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item IV (b)

Would the project have a substantial
adverse effect on federally protected
wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act (including, but not
limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal,
etc.) through direct removal, filing,
hydrological interruption, or other
means?

Uncompensated loss or
severe degradation of more
than an incidental or minor
area of wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item IV (c)

Would the project interfere substantially
with the movement of any native resident
or migratory fish or wildlife species or
with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede
the use of native wildlife nursery sites?

Uncompensated loss or
substantive modification of key
habitat areas that provide for
continuity of movement for
resident or migratory wildlife,
or as a loss or substantive
degradation of key habitat
components that would result
in loss of use of important
concentration areas for wildlife

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item IV (d)

Would the project conflict with any local
policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?

Uncompensated loss of
important biological resources
that is inconsistent with local
ordinance or policies

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item IV (e)

Sources

General Plan Policies
BR-P2 and BR-P12

General Plan Policy BRP6

General Plan Policies
BR-P5, BR-P6, BR-P7,
BR-P8

Streamside Management
Area Ordinance
Would the project conflict with the
provisions of an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved
local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

Conflict with the provisions of
an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation
Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat
conservation plan

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item IV (f)
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a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service? (Less than Significant with Mitigation)
An evaluation of the existing biological setting on and near the project alignment was conducted to
determine the potential for any special-status vegetation communities, plants, or animal species to
occur. A Botanical Survey Technical Memorandum was prepared for the project (GHD 2017a).
Information on special-status plant species was compiled through a review of the literature and
database searches. The CDFW and the CNPS recommend an assessment area for a project be a
minimum of nine USGS quadrangles with the PSB located in the central quad. The assessment area
was defined as the USGS 7.5’ minute quadrangles in which the project is located and the surrounding
quadrangles (Eureka, Arcata South, Arcata North, Tyee City, Cannibal Island, Fields Landing,
McWhinney Creek, Blue Lake, Korbel, and Iaqua Buttes USGS 7.5’ quadrangles). The following
sources were reviewed to determine which special-status natural communities, plant and wildlife
species have been documented in the vicinity of the project alignment:


A Manual of California Vegetation Second Edition (Sawyer et al. 2009)



California Natural Diversity Database records (CNDDB) (CDFW 2017)



CNPS Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants (CNPS 2017)



Lists of special-status species and natural communities that may occur in the project area as
provided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS 2017), National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), and CDFW (CDFW 2017)

In May and June, 2017 rare plant surveys, habitat mapping, and a biological evaluation were
performed within the PSB including access routes and staging areas for construction. A wetland
delineation was performed for this project and is a stand-alone report (GHD 2017b). A report
assessing ESHA was also prepared for the project (GHD 2017c). A Natural Environment Study
(NES) was also prepared for the project (Stantec 2017a). Additionally, a Biological
Assessment/Essential Fish Habitat Assessment (BA/EFHA) was also prepared for the project
(Stantec 2017b). All of the biological resources reports identified above are available at the County
of Humboldt Public Works Department. The wetland delineation is included as Appendix D (with the
exception of the wetland data sheets) and the botanical memorandum is included as Appendix E.
Special-status Plants
The PSB contains potential habitat for seven special-status plants: Lyngbye’s sedge (Carex
lyngbyei), Humboldt Bay owl's-clover (Castilleja ambigua var. humboldtiensis), Point Reyes bird’sbeak (Chloropyron maritimum ssp. palustre), Western sand-spurrey (Spergularia canadensis var.
occidentalis), dwarf alkali grass (Puccinellia pumila), Oregon coast paintbrush (Castilleja littoralis),
and marsh pea (Lathyrus palustris).
Of the seven potential special-status plant species with the potential to occur within the PSB, three
species were observed during the protocol level botanical surveys. These were Humboldt Bay owl'sclover, Point Reyes bird’s-beak, and western sand-spurrey (GHD 2017a).
Humboldt Bay owl’s-clover and Point Reyes bird’s-beak were found in similar estuarine areas, mainly
concentrated near Eureka Slough, near the southern end of the proposed alignment near the railroad
bridge. Another smaller patch is located on the south end of the CRC property, near where the bridge
would be constructed. Neither species was observed in the PSB north of the south end of the CRC
property. Small patches of Point Reyes bird’s beak were also observed along the railroad prism just
north of the Eureka Slough railroad bridge. Western sand-spurrey was observed in a few locations
just north of the Eureka Slough railroad bridge, just south of the railroad prism.
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Implementation of the proposed project would impact areas where Humboldt Bay owl’s clover, Point
Reyes bird’s-beak, and Western sand-spurrey have been observed. Direct impacts would mainly
result from the clearing and grading for trail construction. Fuel and oil spills might occur during
construction, which could result in an indirect effect to these plants. Populations of Humboldt Bay
owl’s clover and Point Reyes bird’s-beak appear to have significant temporal geographic variability
based on historic and recent plant surveys within the PSB. The number of individuals estimated to
be impacted by the proposed project, as mapped during the botanical surveys is depicted as follows:


Point Reyes Bird's-Beak (CRPR List 1B.2) – 41 individuals



Humboldt Bay's owl’s-clover (CRPR List 2B.1) – 3 individuals



Western sand spurrey (CRPR List 2B.1) – 2 individuals

All impacts to these species would be less than significant with implementation of the following
mitigation measure. No monitoring is proposed for mitigation of the annual salt marsh species as
assessing the success of seeded areas is impractical given the mobility of seeds in the tidally
influenced salt marsh environment.

Mitigation Measure BIO-1: Avoidance and Protection Measures for Special-status
Plants
The County of Humboldt shall implement the following avoidance and protection measures
for special-status plants:
1.

Due to the mobility and fluctuation of populations of Humboldt Bay owl’s-clover, and Point
Due to the mobility and fluctuation of populations of Humboldt Bay owl’s-clover, and Point
Reyes bird’s beak specifically, seasonally appropriate pre-construction surveys shall
occur approximately one year prior to construction within the planned area of disturbance
for the project, during the appropriate blooming time (spring or summer) for the target
species. Impacts to special-status annual salt marsh plants such as Humboldt Bay owl’sclover, Point Reyes bird’s beak, and western sand spurrey shall be avoided to the extent
feasible. If these plants occur within the project footprint, and permanent impacts cannot
be avoided, they shall be conserved through re-seeding (by hand, by a qualified biologist)
into suitable habitat in the immediate project area. Seed will be collected in the late
summer or early fall the year before construction when seeds from each target species
are mature. Seed will be stored and spread post project construction in the best possible
suitable habitat, near areas where impacts have occurred. Seeds should be spread in
high elevation tidal marsh environments in the vicinity of salt grass if possible for Point
Reyes bird’s beak and near other native high salt marsh species, and in areas where
invasive cordgrass is absent or sparse.

2.

If future pre-construction surveys determine that other special-status species are present
within the project footprint, these plants will also be avoided to the extent feasible, and if
not feasible, they shall be conserved by measures appropriate for the individual species
which may include methods such as plant relocation, seed collection, and/or nursery
plant propagation.

3.

Pre-construction surveys will also be performed within the planned area of disturbance,
less than seven days prior to ground disturbance within habitat appropriate for Humboldt
Bay owl’s-clover, Point Reyes bird’s beak and western sand spurrey. At this time any
newly identified impacts to special-status plant species within the planned area of
disturbance that cannot be feasibly avoided will be quantified and mapped. In the event
that mature seed is available for Humboldt Bay owl’s-clover, Point Reyes bird’s beak and
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western sand spurrey and plants cannot be feasibly avoided, the seed will be collected,
stored, and spread post construction and as described in this mitigation measure. All
special-status plant species found at this time within the planned area of disturbance, but
outside the trail footprint will be flagged for avoidance during construction.
4.

Any plants that could not be feasibly avoided and that will be impacted will be mapped,
and the number of individuals documented prior to construction. The approximate
quantity of seed collected from these plants and the dates the seed was collected and
spread will also be reported. No monitoring is proposed for the seeded areas as
assessing the success of these areas is impractical given the mobility of seeds in the
tidally influenced salt marsh environment.

5.

Any seed mixes or other vegetative material used for re-vegetation of disturbed sites will
consist of locally adapted native plant materials to the extent practicable.

Tree Resources
A row of mature blue gum eucalyptus trees (Eucalyptus globulus) extends for approximately 1.1 miles
adjacent to Highway 101, in two sections (one north and one south of the entrance to the CRC mill
site). These trees were planted in 1926 and after a hard freeze most were cut down in 1933 and the
trees today spouted from the stumps. Some of the trees were cut down in 1953 to allow access to
the CRC site (Final EIR Eureka-Arcata Route 101 Corridor Improvement Project 2016). Eucalyptus
trees in the area are non-native and not considered ESHA, and were not considered such in previous
environmental studies. The northern section of trees which extends approximately 0.5 miles would
be removed as part of the project, with the southern section (approximately 0.6 miles) remaining.
Tree removal is expected to occur outside of the nesting bird season in Northern California (March
15 - August 15). However, if trees are removed during the nesting season, a qualified biologist would
perform one or more pre-construction nesting bird surveys to ensure that there are no impacts to
birds protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). Pre-construction nesting bird surveys
are described in further detail below in Mitigation Measure BIO-5.
Special-status Wildlife
The following sections describe species with potential habitat present in the project area or immediate
vicinity and anticipated impacts of the proposed project. None of these species were incidentally
observed in the PSB during site visits.

Listed Salmonids
Project activities may cause take of a federally-listed fish species if it results in any one of the
following: (1) direct mortality of a federally listed fish species; (2) temporary impacts to habitats such
that federally listed species suffer increased mortality or lowered reproductive success; (3)
permanent loss of habitat critical to a federally listed fish species; (4) substantial reductions in the
size of a special-status fish species population; or (5) substantial reduction in the quantity or value of
fish habitat in which a federally listed fish population occurs.
Southern Oregon/Northern California Coasts ESU Coho Salmon
The project area includes tidally influenced brackish water slough habitat that is seasonally suitable
for migratory and rearing juvenile coho salmon. However, due to the lack of freshwater pool habitat
suitable for summer rearing, daily tidal fluctuations, and the seasonal distribution of coho salmon in
Humboldt Bay and its tributaries, the probability of juvenile coho salmon being present during the
proposed in-channel and in-bay work period is discountable. Based on the life history of juvenile coho
salmon in Humboldt Bay, and available data, it is highly unlikely that juvenile coho salmon would
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occur in the PSB during the restricted in-bay construction period (July 1st–September 31st).
Construction of the bridge structures may result in a small increment of permanent shading to tidal
mudflat, and permanent displacement of an estimated 18 square feet of tidal mudflat area by the
eight pilings required for the north access to the CRC levee. This area is included as part of
designated critical habitat for Southern Oregon/Northern California Coast (SONCC) coho salmon.
However, no measurable, long-term adverse changes to waters, substrates, food production, or
availability of cover conditions that are necessary for rearing, migration, feeding, and growth of coho
salmon after project construction would be expected as a result of this small change in total area of
tidal mudflat habitat in Humboldt Bay.
Construction of the proposed bridges would require piles to be driven near and in tidal flat areas,
which has the potential to cause barotraumas to fishes in the vicinity. A hydroacoustic analysis in the
BA/EFHA (Stantec 2017c) was developed based on data for similar piles driven at water’s edge for
comparable projects. For fish ≥ 2 grams near the CRC and Brainard Slough bridges, the acoustic
energy from pile driving was determined to not likely rise to the 187 decibels (dB) accumulated sound
exposure level (SEL) physical injury threshold within zero and one meter of the piles, respectively.
For fish < 2 grams, the acoustic energy from pile driving was determined to not likely rise to the 183
dB SEL physical injury threshold within one and three meters of the CRC and Brainard Slough piles,
respectively. A behavioral impact radius of seven meters for Brainard Slough and nine meters for the
CRC sites could occur when pile driving based on an impact threshold of 150 dB (root mean square
[RMS]). However for the proposed project at Brainard’s Slough and the CRC sites, it is reasonable
to expect that the actual radius of each impact threshold would be less than these distances because
all piles will be driven during low tide cycles, when work areas are well outside of the water, and
attenuation of sound energy through ground versus water is greater, resulting in lower sound levels
at an equal distance away from driven piles.
Existing rocky shoreline habitat will be impacted along the North Eucalyptus area. Permanent impacts
to this habitat include an estimated 500 lineal feet of rip-rap approximately 15 feet wide added to an
existing intertidal rocky shoreline area along the North Eucalyptus area, for a total footprint of 7,500
square feet. Of this total, 300 square feet (0.007 acre) would be placed in Estuarine Intertidal
Emergent Wetlands – Native, and 300 square feet (0.007 acre) would be placed in Estuarine Intertidal
Unconsolidated Bottom wetland, both of which would require mitigation.
Additionally, temporary impacts to local estuarine habitat would also occur during construction of the
north CRC bridge. A temporary cofferdam would be constructed preventing access to an estimated
0.3 acre of habitat. This could indirectly effect coho salmon through a minor reduction in productivity
of mudflat area for available invertebrate prey. However, the mudflat area to be temporarily isolated
by the coffer dam is relatively small compared to the total available mudflat area of Humboldt Bay
and is not adjacent to deeper tidal channel habitats or eel grass beds typically preferred by rearing
salmonids and other fishes. Therefore, potential effects were determined to “may affect, but is not
likely to adversely affect” SONCC coho salmon critical habitat according to the submitted BA/EFHA.
However, the temporary disruption of this habitat during construction is considered as “may adversely
affect” EFH for Pacific salmon according to the submitted BA/EFHA.
California Coastal ESU Chinook Salmon
The project effects for Chinook salmon and its habitat would be very similar to those described for
coho salmon above. The area may be seasonally used as non-natal transitory rearing habitat for
juvenile Chinook salmon. However, when they do occur seasonally, it is for short periods of time
during their transitional rearing period between freshwater residency and migration through Humboldt
Bay to the Pacific Ocean. In-channel or in bay work for trail bridge construction would be restricted
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to daily low tide cycles during the limited construction period; therefore, the potential for direct and
indirect effects on California Coastal Chinook salmon would be discountable.
Additionally, the proposed action would not cause measurable changes to the waters and substrates
necessary for migration, feeding and growth of Chinook salmon, either during or after project
construction. Therefore, effects on critical habitat and their PBFs is expected to be insignificant.
Effects to EFH are the same as described for the coho salmon and, although, temporary, the
disruption of this habitat during construction was determined to “may adversely affect” EFH for Pacific
salmon, primarily as a result of potentially localized and transient increases of turbidity in the vicinity
of in-channel and in-bay construction activities and temporary dewatering of the small area of mudflat
(and associated invertebrate prey production) near the north side of the CRC property during bridge
construction.
Northern California DPS Steelhead
The proposed project effects to the listed Northern California DPS steelhead and its designated
critical habitat would be similar to those described in detail above for the coho and Chinook salmon.
The proposed action would have a discountable potential to directly affect steelhead with the
incorporation of the restricted in-channel and in-bay construction period. Additionally, the proposed
action would not cause measurable long-term changes to designated critical habitat PBFs of
estuarine migration and rearing habitat in the PSB during or after project construction. Therefore,
effects on Northern California steelhead and its designated critical habitat are expected to be
insignificant and discountable.
The proposed project has been designed such that the conservation measures and proposed
avoidance and minimization measures would avoid or minimize the potential effects to SONCC coho
salmon, California Coastal ESU Chinook salmon, Northern California DPS steelhead, and their
designated critical habitat to the greatest extent possible.
While it is anticipated that no ESA-listed and other special-status fishes would be present during the
seasonally-limited in-channel or in-bay construction window, measures to exclude aquatic organisms
from in-channel and in-bay work areas and salvage potentially trapped organisms in areas to be
dewatered would be implemented to protect non-listed aquatic species that may occur in the vicinity
of the proposed project. Therefore, the following mitigation is included.

Mitigation Measure BIO-2: Avoidance and Minimization Measures for Fish
The County of Humboldt shall implement the following avoidance and protection measures
for ESA-listed and other special-status fishes:
1.

Prior to complete dewatering of any in-channel or in-bay work areas, coffer dams or
barrier nets shall be placed to block off the area. Any fish remaining inside the coffer
dams or barriers will be carefully removed by a qualified biologist. In order to minimize
potentially adverse effects to aquatic organisms, all translocation/removal of fishes will
be conducted by qualified fisheries biologists. Any fish that cannot be herded by seines
from the work areas and must be physically handled will be immediately released in
suitable habitat away from the action area, with comparable habitat and water quality
conditions. Immediately following completion of in-channel or in-bay work, any
cofferdams or block nets will be removed allowing free fish passage through the project
area during the remainder of the construction period.

2.

To minimize the potential hydroacoustic effects on fish of driving piles for bridge footings
in and adjacent to tidally influenced stream/slough channels (“in-channel”) and on
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intertidal mudflat areas (“in-bay”), a vibratory driver will be used to the maximum extent
practicable. It is anticipated that piles would need to be proofed by driving the final 5 feet
with an impact hammer to achieve design tip elevation and to verify load capacity.
3.

To protect the most vulnerable life stages of sensitive fish species that occur within the
action area, all in-channel and in-bay work will be restricted to the period between July 1
and September 31. This seasonal work window correlates to the period of the year when
sensitive fish species are least likely to occur in the action area. To further reduce the
potential for hydroacoustic effects on fish potentially occurring in the action area, all pile
driving, using either vibratory or impact hammers, of piles placed in-channel and in-bay
mudflat areas will be scheduled to occur between the latter 2-hours of outgoing tides and
beginning 2-hours of incoming tides, when tidal inundation of work areas is minimal and
so that all pile driving will occur out of the water.

Due to the periodic and largely seasonal presence of listed salmonids with the potential to be in/near
the action area, a seasonal work window for in-water construction activities is an appropriate measure
to minimize direct injury or mortality of these species. Vibratory pile driving would be used to the
maximum extent practicable to minimize the potential for barotrauma on aquatic organisms.
Furthermore, all piles will be driven out of the water during low tide cycles. Project activities will
include limiting the in-water project construction period to the dry season (July 1 through September
31).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would ensure that impacts to ESA-listed and other
special-status fishes are less than significant by conducting fish rescue and exclusion activities,
minimizing the potential hydroacoustic effects on fishes, by restricting the time period for all inchannel and in-bay work, and by using vibratory pile driving.

Tidewater Goby
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, listed the tidewater goby (Eucyclogobius newberryi) as
endangered on March 7, 1994 (59 FR 5494) and designated critical habitat on November 20, 2000
(67 FR 67803). On June 24, 1999, they published a proposed rule to remove the northern populations
of the tidewater goby from the endangered species list (64 FR 33816). The proposed rule (67 FR
67803) was withdrawn on November 7, 2002 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2007). Their endangered
status was re-affirmed in a 2007 status review (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2007). In March of
2014, after review of all available scientific and commercial information, the USFWS found that
reclassifying the tidewater goby as threatened is warranted and proposed to reclassify tidewater goby
as threatened under the ESA (79 FR 14340). A final rule to downlist the tidewater goby from
endangered to threatened status was still pending as of December 2017.
Tidewater goby presence documented in the vicinity of the PSB is farther up gradient in the system
and above tidegates (i.e. up gradient of Brainard Slough in Rocky Gulch). Critical habitat is mapped
in ditches east of Highway 101, although actual presence of the species is uncertain and the ditches
are completely isolated from the trail corridor. Project activities, including conservation measures and
avoidance minimization efforts to minimize effects to tidewater goby and critical habitat as described
below in Mitigation Measure Bio-3, would reduce the potential risk of direct effects on tidewater gobies
to a discountable level and would not alter the available habitat in the PSB such that their survival
and population recovery would be measurably reduced.
According to the hydroacoustic analysis in the BA/EFHA, acoustic parameters are not expected to
rise to the physical injury threshold of 187 decibels, within three feet of the pile. Therefore, no effect
to tidewater goby as a result of pile driving is anticipated. In 2011, The USFWS provided a Letter of
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Concurrence (LOC) for a programmatic ESA section 7 consultation with Caltrans covering routine
maintenance, repair and small project activities in Humboldt County (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2011). The LOC covered six species including tidewater goby and would be applied to the proposed
project. The County and Caltrans would ensure that the proposed project construction methods follow
the guidelines within the LOC. Caltrans would be responsible for the requirements included in the
LOC from USFWS.
The following mitigation from the USFWS programmatic LOC shall be implemented to avoid or
minimize project-related impacts on the tidewater goby.

Mitigation Measure BIO-3: Tidewater Goby Avoidance and Minimization Measures
The County of Humboldt shall implement the following avoidance and minimization measures
for tidewater goby:
1.

To avoid crushing adult gobies and their breeding burrows, no construction equipment
will operate within potential goby habitat and no workers shall walk within the wetted
channel in potential goby habitat areas.

2.

To avoid barotrauma injury to gobies or damage to breeding burrows, no impact or
vibratory equipment shall be used within an active, wetted channel in or contiguous with
potential goby habitat or in any location where it could have an adverse effect on breeding
burrows and gobies. In addition, heavy equipment used outside the wetted channel, must
be operated at a distance as far as possible from suitable breeding habitat to avoid
barotrauma injury and/or damage to goby breeding burrows.

3.

No pile driving is permitted in the wetted channel within potential goby habitat.

4.

New access roads must not enter a wetted channel or watercourse within potential goby
habitat.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-3 would ensure that impacts to tidewater goby are less
than significant by avoidance, not using impact of vibratory/conventional impact equipment in the
wetted channel, installing a visual barrier, no drilling, and no new roads in the wetted channel or
watercourse.

Southern and Northern DPS Green Sturgeon
On April 7, 2006, NMFS issued its final rule to list green sturgeon that spawn in rivers south of the
Eel River (excluding the Eel River), California (the southern DPS) as threatened under the ESA (71
FR 17757), effective June 6, 2006. Although spawning populations of the southern DPS green
sturgeon do not occur in or north of the Eel River, the species migrates long-distances and occupies
bays and estuaries from Monterey, California to Puget Sound. Both the northern and southern DPS
are present in Humboldt Bay, with seasonal concentrations in the northeast end of the bay.
Impacts to the southern and northern DPS green sturgeon (Acipenser medirostris) would be limited
to indirect effects to potential sub-adult and adults foraging in Humboldt Bay. Work is proposed to
occur in the tidal flats of Arcata Bay, therefore, some minor turbidity may be produced when tides reflood disturbed work areas. Given the natural background turbidity in the shallow areas of the bay
created during wind events and the overall small impact area, we do not expect project-related
turbidity to reduce the availability or access to food resources. The area affected through the
proposed bridges is small relative to the total food source habitat available in and seaward of the
PSB. A draft BA/EFHA to be submitted to NMFS determined that the proposed project “may affect,
but is not likely to adversely affect” the southern DPS green sturgeon, and its designated critical
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habitat. The PBFs of the southern DPS green sturgeon critical habitat in the affected waterways
would not be permanently altered or destroyed by the proposed project to the extent that the survival
and recovery of southern DPS green sturgeon would be measurably reduced. Therefore, any impacts
are expected to be insignificant and discountable. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2 would
ensure that impacts are less than significant.

Southern DPS Eulachon
The southern DPS eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus) are listed as federally threatened and are a
California Species of Special Concern. The southern DPS eulachon populations are thought to
consist of spawning runs in the Klamath River, Del Norte County, and in the Mad River and Redwood
Creek, Humboldt County. Eulachon spend most of their life in salt water, moving up rivers in large
numbers to spawn in the spring. Spawning usually occurs in the lower reaches of rivers or tributaries
with pea-sized gravel or semi-sandy areas with woody and other debris (Moyle 2002). The cause of
the decline of this species is unknown.
The PSB includes tidal slough and intertidal mudflat habitats that are seasonally suitable for
eulachon. However, due to the restriction of in-channel and in-bay work activities to periods outside
of the spawning migration season, the lack of freshwater spawning habitat in the PSB, and the low
historical abundance in Humboldt Bay, it is highly unlikely that southern DPS eulachon would be
impacted by the project. A plausible indirect impact would be similar to those described for the green
sturgeon (e.g., indirect effects associated with water quality). Implementation of Mitigation Measure
BIO-2 would ensure that impacts are less than significant.

Longfin Smelt
Longfin smelt (Spirinchus thaleichthys) is a federal Candidate, and state Threatened. They
historically ranged from the Gulf of Alaska south to Monterey Bay, California. Adult and juvenile
longfin smelt typically occupy the middle or bottom of the water column in salt or brackish water
portions of estuaries.
Historically, the longfin smelt was common in Humboldt Bay (Moyle 2002; California Department of
Fish and Game 2009). However, longfin smelt abundance is reported to have declined from historic
levels in collections near and in Humboldt Bay to a low but consistent abundance (Moyle et al. 2015).
Longfin smelt are thought to continue to occur as adults and juveniles but in lower numbers in
Humboldt Bay. Potential impacts to longfin smelt would be very similar to those described for
eulachon above. In-channel or in bay work for trail bridge construction would be restricted to daily
low tide cycles during the limited construction period; therefore, the potential for direct and indirect
effects on longfin smelt is thought to be insignificant and discountable. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure BIO-2 would ensure that impacts are less than significant.

Coastal Cutthroat Trout
Coastal cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii) is a California Species of Special Concern which are
found in coastal streams from the Eel River, Humboldt County, to north to Seward in southeastern
Alaska. Some coastal cutthroat trout may spend their entire lives in freshwater, but most are
anadromous, spending the summers in saltwater habitats.
Coastal cutthroat trout only rarely enter Humboldt Bay, as they are primarily a freshwater species
(Fritzsche and Cavanagh 1995), occurring in the streams in the Humboldt Bay basin. Coastal
cutthroat trout occur in low numbers in the freshwater streams and sloughs surrounding Humboldt
Bay (Moyle et al. 2015).
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Potential impacts to coastal cutthroat trout would be very similar to those described for listed
salmonids above and would be less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO2.

Northern Red-legged Frog
The northern red-legged frog (Rana aurora) is designated a California Species of Special Concern.
It ranges from northern Mendocino County, California to British Columbia. It can be found in upland
habitats adjacent to freshwater aquatic sites, and may travel away from them on wet or rainy nights
(Thompson et al. 2016). Egg-laying usually occurs in January to March.
The CNDDB has northern red-legged frogs recorded in the Little Freshwater and Ryan Creek
Drainages; along the South Fork Elk River; and near an unnamed tributary to Willow Brook south and
east of the action area. The CNDDB also has an occurrence record for the northern red-legged frog
within Arcata Marsh from 1998.
Suitable habitat exists within some portions of and in the vicinity of the PSB, therefore northern redlegged frogs could be impacted if present during construction. Impacts to northern red-legged frogs
could either occur as egg masses or tadpoles within wetted areas, or as adults in fresh water or in
the vicinity of fresh water. Impacts to egg masses or tadpoles are unlikely because of limited
freshwater habitat and because trail construction activity in waterways and areas of standing
freshwater would occur during the spring and summer dry season and outside the northern redlegged frog breeding season. Construction vehicle traffic and related ground disturbance in and
around freshwater wetland areas could result in direct impacts to adult northern red-legged fronts,
including harassment, injury, and mortality if frogs were present at the time.
Construction activities associated with the project if unmitigated could have a potentially significant
effect on the northern red-legged frog if present during construction. Therefore, the following
mitigation is incorporated.

Mitigation Measure BIO-4: Northern Red-legged Frog Avoidance and Minimization
Measures
The County of Humboldt shall implement the following avoidance and minimization measures
for northern red-legged frogs:
1.

Construction in waterways and wetlands with standing water shall be limited to the period
of the year between July 1 and October 30 to avoid disturbance to breeding northern redlegged frogs.

2.

No more than one week prior to commencement of ground disturbance within 50 feet of
suitable northern red-legged frog habitat, a qualified wildlife biologist shall perform a
preconstruction survey for the northern red-legged frog and shall relocate any specimens
that occur within the work -impact zone to nearby suitable habitat.

3.

In the event that a northern-red legged frog is observed in an active construction zone,
the contractor shall halt construction activities in the area where observed and the frogs
shall be moved to a safe location in similar habitat outside of the construction zone.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-4 is intended to reduce potential impacts to northern redlegged frogs to less than significant.

Little Willow Flycatcher
Little willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii brewsteri), listed as state endangered, is one of three
subspecies of the willow flycatcher to occur in California. The little willow flycatcher is a rare to locally
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uncommon summer resident in wet meadows and montane riparian habitats occurring between 2,000
and 8,000 feet in elevation and a more common spring and fall migrant at lower elevations. They
occur primarily in riparian habitat throughout the state exclusive of the North coast (Zeiner et al.
1990). This subspecies nests in dense riparian thickets and forages on insects, berries, and seeds.
The little willow flycatcher is an occasional visitor during the spring, winter, and fall; foraging in the
coastal lowlands and riparian areas of Humboldt Bay (Hunter et al. 2005). The PSB and vicinity
provides marginal foraging and breeding habitat and there have been very few documented
occurrences of nesting in Humboldt County since the 1930’s (Hunter et al. 2005).
Quality riparian habitat preferred by the little willow flycatcher is not present in the PSB. Some
scattered isolated willow patches occur, but are likely not suitable for nesting. Thus, there is a
discountable potential for nesting to occur within or near the PSB. Removal of vegetation along
portions of the trail might slightly decrease the amount of suitable roosting habitat in the PSB. This
small reduction of foraging habitat for this species is not considered significant.

Protected Migratory Birds
Migratory birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which makes it unlawful to take,
possess, buy, sell, purchase, or barter any migratory birds listed in 50 CFR Part 10. Loss of fertile
eggs or migratory birds, or any activities resulting in migratory bird nest abandonment, would be an
adverse effect. Construction and maintenance activities associated with the project could have a
potentially significant effect on protected migratory birds. Therefore, the following mitigation is
incorporated.

Mitigation Measure BIO-5: Avoidance and Protection Measures for Nesting Birds
The County of Humboldt shall implement the following measures to ensure no significant
impacts to native migratory bird species:
1.

The County will attempt to remove trees and other vegetation that could potentially
contain nesting birds outside the bird nesting season (March 15 to August 15). If
vegetation removal occurs outside the bird nesting season, no further mitigation is
necessary. If vegetation removal occurs between March 15 and August 15, the County
shall have a qualified wildlife biologist conduct preconstruction surveys within the vicinity
of the impact area, to check for nesting activity of native birds and to evaluate the site for
special-status bird species such as Little Willow Flycatcher and White-tailed Kites. The
biologist shall conduct a minimum of one preconstruction survey within the seven-day
period prior to vegetation removal activities. If vegetation removal work lapses for seven
days or longer during the nesting season, a qualified biologist shall conduct a
supplemental avian survey before project work is reinitiated.

2.

If an active nest is found, the biologist will determine the extent of an appropriate
construction-free buffer zone to be established around the nest and/or operational
restrictions in consultation with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife. Buffer
zones will be delineated with flagging and maintained until the nests have fledged or
nesting activity has ceased. Buffer sizes would take into account factors such as (1)
highway and other ambient noise levels, (2) distance from the nest to the highway and
distance from the nest to the active construction area, (3) noise and human disturbance
levels at the construction site at the time of the survey and the noise and disturbance
expected during the construction activity; (4) distance and amount of vegetation or other
screening between the construction site and the nest; and (5) sensitivity of individual
nesting species and behaviors of the nesting birds.
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Mitigation Measure BIO-5 requires practicable avoidance and protection measures to nesting birds
during construction, thereby reducing any potential impacts to nesting birds to a less than significant
level.

Western Yellow-billed Cuckoo
The Western Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus occidentalis) is a federally threatened and
California State endangered species. A former widespread inhabitant of native riparian areas in the
west, its range in California has been greatly reduced from historical numbers (Layman 1998).
Critical habitat was proposed for the Western Yellow-billed Cuckoo on August 15, 2014 (79 FR 48547
48652). The public comment period is over for this proposed habitat designation and the final rule is
yet to be published by the USFWS. Proposed critical habitat for the yellow-billed cuckoo exists south
of the PSB and Humboldt Bay along the Eel River corridor. The last sighting in the region occurred
in this area (Eel River) in 2013 and was thought to be a breeding pair. The species was also observed
(likely migratory) in Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary north of the PSB in late July, early August
of 2015 (eBird.org 2017). Potential use in the PSB would be limited to the spring and fall migration
season as appropriate breeding habitat is not present.
Dense riparian habitat with a good understory preferred by the yellow-billed cuckoo is not present in
the PSB. Some scattered isolated willow patches do occur, but are not suitable for nesting habitat.
Thus the potential for nesting to occur within the PSB is discountable. Potential impacts would be
limited to foraging or roosting sites during migration. Removal of vegetation along portions of the trail
might slightly decrease the amount of suitable roosting habitat in the PSB. However, due to the
amount of similar habitat in the proposed project area, a small amount of willow habitat loss is not
expected to result in an adverse effect on this species. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5
would result in a less than significant impact to this species.

Western Snowy Plover
The western snowy plover (Charadrius nivosus nivosus) is federally threatened and a California
Species of Special Concern. The species breeds primarily on coastal beaches from southern
Washington to southern Baja California, Mexico. Nests are made above the high tide line, on coastal
beaches, sand spits, dune-backed beaches, sparsely-vegetated dunes, creek and river mouths, and
salt pans at lagoons and estuaries.
Breeding habitat for the snowy plover does not exist in the PSB, but the tidal flats in Humboldt Bay
adjacent to the PSB may provide foraging habitat. Public records indicate that the species typically
inhabits areas near the designated critical habitats and the coastline, rarely entering Humboldt Bay
proper. The most recent observation of the species within the project area occurred in 2014 near the
mouth of Jacoby Creek, and also one recorded observation located within Eureka Slough (eBird.org
2017).
Western snowy plover have rarely been documented on the east side of Humboldt/Arcata Bay, as
there is no breeding habitat present and it is not favorable foraging habitat. The very low potential for
occurrence near the PSB suggests that any potential project impacts would be negligible and would
not result in adverse effects. The impact is less than significant.
Yellow Warbler
The yellow warbler (Setophaga petechia) is a California Species of Special Concern. It is a
Neotropical migrant that principally occurs in California as a summer resident from late March through
early October (Shuford and Gardali 2008). It is usually found in dense riparian deciduous habitats
with cottonwoods, willows, alders, and other small trees and shrubs typical of open-canopy riparian
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woodlands. The species breeds from mid-April to early August, building an open cup nest in a tree
or shrub.
Yellow warbler are known to occur in the Humboldt Bay area. Only marginal breeding riparian habitat
exists in the PSB as scattered bunches of willows and, therefore, is not highly suitable for yellow
warbler nesting. Potential impacts would be similar to those described for the little willow flycatcher
above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would result in a less than significant impact to
this species.

Yellow-breasted Chat
The Yellow-breasted chat (Icteria virens) is a California Species of Special Concern. It is a large wood
warbler with a robust build. A Neotropical migrant, it usually arrives in California in April and departs
by late September. In California, it typically occurs in early successional riparian habitats with a welldeveloped shrub layer and an open canopy. Nesting habitat is usually restricted to the narrow border
of streams, creeks, sloughs, and rivers (Shuford and Gardali 2008). Breeding occurs from early May
to early August.
The Yellow-breasted chat is present seasonally as a breeder in riparian areas of Humboldt Bay
concentrated around Arcata Marsh. Some scattered isolated willow patches occur within the PSB,
but are not suitable for nesting to due to the small size. Marginal riparian habitat exists in the PSB
mainly as scattered bunches of willows, largely contained in areas mapped as palustrine emergent
wetlands or willow-dripline. Therefore, these areas are not suitable for yellow-breasted chat nesting.
Potential impacts would be similar to those described for the little willow flycatcher above. Occurrence
of this species cannot be precluded in local woody or shrub vegetation, during migration. However,
no construction activities are proposed within dense woody riparian habitat. Indirect effects (e.g., nest
abandonment, incubation or feeding interruptions) from constructing within close proximity of nesting
and foraging habitat are unlikely, as preferred breeding habitat does not occur along the proposed
project alignment. Therefore, the proposed project is not expected to result in an adverse effect on
this species. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would result in a less than significant
impact to this species.

White-tailed Kite
The white-tailed kite (Elanus leucurus) is a California Fully Protected species. California supports the
largest number of white-tailed kites in North America. They can be found in association with the
herbaceous and open stages of a variety of habitat types, including open grasslands, meadows,
emergent wetlands, and agricultural lands. Nests are constructed in dense stands located adjacent
to foraging areas.
White-tailed kites may occur in and adjacent to the PSB due to the presence of suitable habitat
surrounding Humboldt Bay. There is a low potential for white tailed kite to nest adjacent to the PSB.
The proposed project may result in a small, temporary reduction of foraging and/or roosting habitat
for these species. However, due to the regional abundance of similar habitats, temporary small
amounts of foraging or roosting habitat loss is not expected to result in an adverse effect on this
species. Any nests found in or near the PSB would be protected via Mitigation Measure BIO-5, and
implementation of this mitigation measure would result in a less than significant impact to this species.

Northern Harrier
Northern harriers (Circus cyaneus) are designated a California Species of Special Concern. In
California, the northern harrier is distributed throughout the state, primarily in open habitats, nesting
in coastal fresh and saltwater marshes. Nests are built on the ground in areas where long grasses or
marsh plants provide cover and protection. Northern harriers hunt for a variety of prey, including
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rodents, birds, frogs, reptiles, and insects by flying low and slow in a traversing manner utilizing both
sight and sound to detect prey items. Current threats to this species include habitat destruction
resulting from agricultural and urban development.
The northern harrier is a common migrant and winter resident found in the coastal marshes and
grasslands near Humboldt Bay. It occurs in the area year around, but is more common in the winter
months.
Northern harrier foraging habitat is present in and adjacent to the PSB. Due to similar diets and
foraging, the potential impacts to northern harrier are similar to those described for white-tailed kite
above. Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would result in a less than significant impact to
this species.

Bald Eagle
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is state listed as Endangered, state Fully Protected, and
was federally delisted. Most of a bald eagle’s annual food requirements are derived from or obtained
around aquatic habitats. Because of the dietary association, nesting territories are usually found near
water. Perches are used primarily during the day for resting, preening, and hunting, and may include
human-made structures such as power poles. Bald eagle nests and roosts are usually found where
human activity is infrequent or muted.
Nesting habitat for the bald eagle is not present in or near the PSB; however, bald eagles occasionally
forage along the margins of Humboldt Bay near the PSB. Recent observations have occurred near
the project area in Fay Slough to the east of the CRC property, and in Arcata Marsh north of the PSB.
Removal of vegetation and trees within the PSB would result in a very small reduction of potential
roosting habitat for this species. However, due to the regional abundance of foraging habitat and
roosting sites as well as the infrequency with which these species are expected to occur in the project
area, this is not anticipated to have an adverse effect on this species. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures BIO-5 and BIO-6 would result in a less than significant impact to this species.

Short-eared Owl
The short-eared owl (Asio flammeus) is designated a California Species of Special Concern. The
short-eared owl is a ground nester and occurs in open country, including grasslands, wet meadows,
and cleared forest. During migration it may also appear in alpine meadows (Fix and Bezener 2000).
Current threats to short-eared owls are primarily from the decline and degradation of marsh and tall
grassland habitat as a result of grazing pressure.
Short-eared owls are known from wetland and agricultural areas surrounding Humboldt Bay,
including the Humboldt Bay National Wildlife Refuge and the Fay Slough and Mad River Slough
Wildlife Areas. Nesting is very rare, but displaying birds have been observed in the Humboldt Bay
National Wildlife Refuge (LeValley 2004). Short-eared owls may occur in the vicinity of the PSB as
suitable habitat is present.
Due to similar diets and foraging habits, the potential impacts to short-eared owl are similar to those
described for white-tailed kite above. Due to the low detection rate of nesting short-eared owl in the
Humboldt Bay area and the small footprint of the proposed project, it is unlikely that the project would
impact nesting short-eared owls. The project would result in a small, temporary reduction of foraging
and/or roosting habitat for these species. However, due to the regional abundance of similar habitats,
temporary habitat loss is not expected to result in an adverse effect on these species.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 would result in a less than significant impact to this
species by conducting surveys, implementing a buffer, and identifying appropriate timeframes.
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Black Brant
Black Brant (Branta bernicula nigricans) are a species of sea goose that breed in the arctic and subarctic and primarily winter in coastal bays and estuaries in Baja California. The California Department
of Fish and Wildlife have designated Black Brant as a Species of Special Concern. Humboldt Bay
serves as a critical wintering area and spring staging site for brant (Lewis et al. 2013). In fact, it is
believed to the most important spring staging site for Brant in California and the fourth most important
staging site in the Pacific Flyway (Moore et al. 2013). This is due to the presence of large eelgrass
(Zostera marina) beds in Humboldt Bay, which serve as a critical food resource for brant. Brant build
energy stores necessary for breeding by foraging on eelgrass during the winter. The population of
Black Brant that use Humboldt Bay as a stop-over site have an estimated population size of 150,000
birds and harvest is allowed during the winter under the species management plan (Pacific Flyway
Council 2002). Brant have been documented to feed on eelgrass beds during both low and high tides
in Humboldt Bay and are relatively common winter visitors to the area (Elkinton 2013). Surveys have
documented brant in both the North and South Bays (Moore et al. 2013).
Due to their foraging habitats, brant may be present during the fall, winter, and spring in or near the
PSB in areas where the PSB is close to eelgrass beds. The project is not-expected to have any
impacts on eelgrass. However, pile-driving activities may occur near small areas of eelgrass (i.e.
possible brant foraging habitat). Auditory impacts of pile-driving will be minimized with the use of a
vibratory hammer and the noise disturbance will be of a short duration. In addition, any eelgrass near
the PSB represents a small portion of the total eelgrass in Humboldt Bay and thus a small portion of
brant foraging habitat. Potential impacts due to recreational use are analyzed in the following section.

Waterfowl, Shorebirds, and Wading Birds
Waterfowl, shorebirds, and wading birds utilize portions of Humboldt Bay in the vicinity of the project
area for foraging. There is an existing level of disturbance due to vehicles and non-motorized
travelers along Highway 101. The trail is situated along the edge of the potential foraging habitat
rather than bisecting an undisturbed foraging or nesting area. Trails such as this one that are along
a tangential approach to avian foraging and nesting areas are expected to be less disruptive to birds
than trails on a direct approach (Burger and Gochfeld 1981). Although the effects of trail and
pedestrian disturbance to birds at nesting sites has been well documented, the effects of trail use on
avian foraging behavior varies significantly by species (Burger and Gochfeld 1983, Klein et al. 1995).
However, a study on trail use in the Bay Area found no significant correlation between trail use
intensity and waterbird numbers or species richness (Trulio and Sokale 2006). The trail would not
introduce watercraft, hunting, or other sources of loud noises; however, dogs may be present. Since
brant as well as other waterfowl, shorebirds, and wading birds are highly mobile, they are expected
to move to other foraging areas in the bay in the event of auditory or visual disturbance by pedestrians
or dogs along the trail.
b)

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service? (No
impact)

Riparian areas are those vegetated areas adjacent to rivers, streams and lakes with specific overstory
and/or understory plant species that meet the definition of riparian by the CDFW. The entire project
alignment is within the Coastal Zone, which is subject to the California Coastal Act of 1976. Section
30107.5 of the Coastal Act defines an ESHA as any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats
are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and
which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments.
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According to the Vegetation Mapping/ESHA Screening report (GHD 2017c) prepared for the project,
the mapping of upland vegetation communities occurred in Spring of 2017 for the proposed project
and in September for the additional area within the Humboldt Bay Trail North project. No eelgrass
was observed within the PSB. Two vegetation alliances were mapped within the trail alignment. One
alliance is ranked as sensitive, Morella californica Shrubland Alliance, and one is not, Eucalyptus
(globulus, camaldulensis) semi-natural woodland stand. Neither of these communities met criteria to
be considered high quality natural communities or ESHA. There is no riparian habitat within the PSB
either. Therefore, no impact would occur.
c)

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool,
coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means? (Less than Significant with Mitigation)

A wetlands delineation was prepared for the project (GHD 2017a). The PSB is entirely within the
Coastal Zone; therefore, the extent of wetland-type vegetation (based on one parameter) was
mapped in accordance with the California Coastal Commission as well as the extent of wetlands
having wetland-type vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland hydrology (based on three-parameters) per
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The wetland delineation effort began with reviewing
available wetland mapping within the PSB. This included reviewing existing wetland delineations that
overlap or intersect the project area, including a wetland delineation completed by GHD for the
Eureka Waterfront Trail Phase C Project, wetlands mapping for the Humboldt Bay Trail Eureka to
Bracut Initial Engineering Study (GHD 2014), a wetland delineation for the Arcata Rail-with-Trails
project (Winzler & Kelly 2010), and Caltrans mapping. GHD created a preliminary environmental
constraints map template from the previous delineation work.
Field mapping was completed with a GeoPro 6H global positioning system (GPS) receiver connecting
to a Motion F5v Tablet running ArcPad geographic information system (GIS) software that was used
by the ecology team to map areas of 1-parameter and 3-parameter wetlands. The wetland delineation
identified the types of wetlands that are present within the project alignment and their locations.
The wetland delineation procedure was completed pursuant to the USACE 1987 Manual, Regional
Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Western Mountains, Valleys,
and Coastal Regions (Version 2.0) (USACE 2010). Following the initial review, field surveys were
conducted over 13 days on 1/31, 2/1, 2/6, 2/7, 3/1, 3/3, 3/16, 3/17, 4/10, 4/14, 4/21, 4/23, and 4/27
of 2017 to map and document wetland and water features within the PSB. A jurisdictional
determination has not yet been conducted (this would be accomplished as part of the project’s
permitting process); USACE-verified three-parameter wetlands are subject to USACE jurisdiction.
The parameters used to identify a wetland are characteristics of the soil, hydrology, and vegetation.
To define a wetland, the USACE (2010) requires that all three parameters show wetland attributes.
The Coastal Commission defines a wetland based on the presence of any one parameter. As the
project falls entirely within the Coastal Zone, areas with wetland vegetation (Facultative Wetland
Plants or wetter) that did not meet requirements for wetland hydrology or hydric soils were mapped
and differentiated from three parameter wetlands.
Table 3.4-1 identifies the nine types of three parameter wetlands and one parameter wetlands.
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Table 3.4-1 Summary of wetland types
Three-Parameter Wetlands
Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Wetland dominated with native vegetation
Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Ditch with Spartina densiflora
Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Wetland with Spartina densiflora
Palustrine Emergent Ditch
Palustrine Emergent Scrub-Shrub
Estuarine Intertidal Rocky Shore
Estuarine Intertidal Rocky Shore with Spartina densiflora
Estuarine Intertidal Unconsolidated Bottom
Estuarine Subtidal Unconsolidated Bottom
One-Parameter Wetlands
1 parameter Pacific rush (Juncus effusus subsp. pacificus) series
1 parameter Tufted hair grass (Deschampsia cespitosa) series
1 parameter Willow (Salix sp.) series, dripline
Implementation of the proposed project would potentially result in permanent impacts on up to 5.65
acres of waters of the United States (Table 3.4-2). This impact acreage calculation is a conservative
estimate, and the County will continue to explore opportunities to further reduce impacts to
jurisdictional waters during the final design phase for the project. Permanent impacts would occur
where the footprint of the proposed trail overlaps mapped waters of the United States. Temporary
impacts may occur along edges of the trail alignment and associated with construction access routes
and work areas for bridge construction. A complete wetland delineation of the PSB is provided in
Appendix D.
Permanent impacts to federal and state jurisdictional waters, including wetlands, would occur as a
result of the placement of fill along the existing railroad grade to meet trail design specifications,
installation of trail bridge pilings at Brainard Slough and at the north and south ends of the CRC levee,
and placement of rip rap to repair existing and prevent future erosion of the railroad bed in certain
locations. The placement of rip rap would occur along the trail section north of the CRC property.
This rip rap would impact an area of shoreline 500 lineal feet long by 15 feet wide (plan view), totaling
7,500 square feet (sf). Of that 7,500 sf, 20 percent (1,500 sf) would be placed above 9.2 feet (Federal
and State waters), NAVD 88. Of the 80 percent remaining placed below 9.2 feet, 90 percent (a total
of 5,400 sf) of that would be placed on existing rip rap rock, which was mapped as Estuarine Rocky
Intertidal Shore in the wetland delineation (Appendix D). Therefore, no mitigation would be proposed
for this section of rip rap placement. Of the remaining 10 percent placed below the 9.2 foot elevation,
300 sf (0.007 acre) would be placed in Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Wetlands – Native, and 300 sf
(0.007 acre) would be placed in Estuarine Intertidal Unconsolidated Bottom wetlands, both of which
would require mitigation.
Construction of the bridge structures would result in a small amount of permanent shading (0.6 acre)
to estuarine habitat. However, the cumulative area affected by these project features is very small
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relative to the total habitat available in Humboldt Bay. In addition, no eelgrass was observed growing
in this area, therefore no mitigation for the proposed bridges at the Brainard slough and CRC north
and south crossings is proposed.
Table 3.4-2 Potential Permanent and Temporary Impacts on Waters of the
United States and Waters of the State
Permanent
(acres)

Temporary
(acres)

2.44

0.46

Palustrine Emergent Ditch

1.83

0.92

Estuarine Rocky Intertidal Shore

0.002

0.01

Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Wetland - with Spartina densiflora

0.57

0.01

Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Wetland - with Spartina densiflora
(railroad revetment repairs)

0.007

0

Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Wetland - Native

0.03

0.01

Estuarine Intertidal Unconsolidated Bottom

0.01

0.13

Estuarine Intertidal Unconsolidated Bottom (railroad revetment repairs)

0.007

0

Palustrine Emergent Wetland

0.26

0.2

Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland

0.49

0.04

Total Impacts on waters of the U.S. and State

5.65

1.78

Willow series (1-parameter)

0.027

0.01

Tufted hair grass series (1-parameter)

0.006

0

Juncus series (1-parameter)

0.093

0.29

Total Impacts on additional waters of the State

0.126

0.30

Feature Type
Estuarine Intertidal Emergent Ditch - with Spartina densiflora

To the extent practicable, the discharge of dredged or fill material into “waters of the United States”
including wetlands would be avoided (this also includes waters not subject to USACE jurisdiction, but
subject to CCC and RWQCB jurisdiction). However, complete avoidance is not feasible, thus the
following mitigation shall be implemented to avoid or minimize the potential for project-related impacts
on “waters of the United States” and wetlands regulated by the CCC and RWQCB.

Mitigation Measure BIO-6: Avoidance and Minimization Measures for Waters of the
United States
The County of Humboldt shall implement the following avoidance and protection measures
for Waters of the United States and Waters of the State:
1.

The County shall attempt to avoid or minimize impacts to wetlands/waters to the greatest
extent feasible in the final design plans.

2.

Areas where wetland and upland vegetation are to be removed shall be clearly identified
in the construction documents and reviewed by the County prior to issuing for bid.

3.

Within 10 days of completion of construction in those areas where subsequent ground
disturbance will not occur for 10 calendar days or more, disturbed areas shall be
temporarily stabilized to reduce the potential for short-term erosion. Prior to a rain event
or when there is a greater than 50 percent possibility of rain within the next 24 hours, as
forecasted by the National Weather Service, appropriate BMPs will be installed upon
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completion of the day’s activities to control erosion and prevent sediment laden
stormwater from leaving the construction area.
4.

Suitable perimeter control BMPs, such as silt fences, or straw wattles shall be placed
below all construction activities at the edge of surface water features to intercept
sediment before it reaches the waterway. These BMPs shall be installed prior to any
clearing or grading activities.

5.

If spoil (or stockpile) sites are used, they shall be located such that they do not drain
directly into a surface water feature, if possible. If a spoil site drains into a surface water
feature, swales shall be constructed to intercept sediment before it reaches the feature.
Spoil sites shall be graded and vegetated to reduce the potential for erosion.

6.

Sediment control measures shall be in place prior to the onset of the rainy season and
will be monitored and maintained in good working condition until disturbed areas have
been revegetated.

7.

A site-specific spill prevention plan shall be implemented for potentially hazardous
materials. The plan shall include the proper handling and storage of all potentially
hazardous materials, as well as the proper procedures for cleaning up and reporting any
spills. If necessary, containment berms shall be constructed to prevent spilled materials
from reaching surface water features.

8.

Equipment and hazardous materials shall be stored 50 feet away from surface water
features.

Mitigation Measure BIO-7: Compensatory Mitigation for Wetlands Impacts
The County shall compensate for wetlands impacts through restoration, rehabilitation, and/or
creation of wetlands. If the wetland mitigation project being led by Caltrans on the Lanphere
Parcel in the Arcata Bottoms does not have sufficient capacity to fully compensate for the
Humboldt Bay South project’s wetland impacts, then the County will identify an alternative
site and develop a specific plan for that property to create the necessary wetland amount. A
Wetlands Mitigation and Monitoring Plan shall be prepared in coordination with the USACE,
NCRWQCB, CCC, and CDFW. Compensation for wetlands shall occur so there is no net loss
of wetland habitat at ratios to be determined in consultation with the USACE, NCRWQCB,
CCC, and CDFW.
The Plan shall be acceptable to the applicable agencies and include the following elements:
proposed mitigation ratios; description and size of the restoration or compensatory area; site
preparation and design; plant species; planting design and techniques; maintenance
activities; plant storage; irrigation requirements; success criteria; monitoring schedule; and
remedial measures. The Plan shall be implemented by the County.
Mitigation Measures BIO-6 and BIO-7 requires avoidance and minimization of permanent impacts
and temporary impacts to wetlands during construction, restoration of pre-project conditions at the
conclusion of construction, and compensation of wetlands thereby reducing any potential impacts to
wetlands to a less-than-significant level.
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d)

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors,
or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites? (No Impact)

Wildlife movement corridors are areas that connect suitable wildlife habitat areas in a region
otherwise fragmented by rugged terrain, changes in vegetation, or human disturbance. Natural
features such as canyon drainages, ridgelines, or areas with vegetative cover provide wildlife
corridors. Wildlife movement corridors are important because they provide access to mates, food,
and water; allow the dispersal of individuals away from high population density areas, and facilitate
the exchange of genetic traits between populations.
The project does not include any features that would interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. The project would not preclude
wildlife mobility, breeding, or reproduction. No impact has been identified.
Following construction, the proposed project would not create an impediment to wildlife movement.
No operational impact would occur.
e)

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such
as a tree preservation policy or ordinance? (No Impact)

The Humboldt County General Plan and City of Eureka General Plan includes several policies to
protect biological resources. The County includes a policy to avoid significant habitat modification or
destruction consistent with federally adopted Habitat Recovery Plans or interim recovery strategies
(Policy BR-P2); a policy for wetland identification (Policy BR-P7); a policy to protect oak woodlands
(Policy BR-P9); and a policy to manage and control noxious and exotic invasive plant species (Policy
BR-P10); a policy for projects requiring discretionary review to preserve large trees, where possible,
and mitigate for carbon storage losses attributable to significant removal of trees (Policy AQ-P17).
The County does not have a tree preservation policy or ordinance.
The City of Eureka includes a number of policies to protect and enhance the natural qualities of the
Eureka area's aquatic resources and to preserve the area's valuable marine, wetland, and riparian
habitat (policies 6.A.1, 6.A.3, 6.A.6, 6.A.7, 6.A.8, 6.A.13, 6.A.14, and 6.A.19). The project would not
conflict with applicable Humboldt County General Plan or City of Eureka General Plan policies
protecting biological resources. No impact would occur.
f)

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan? (No Impact)

Currently there are no adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan,
or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plans that cover the project area. No
impact would occur.
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3.5

Cultural Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historic property
that qualifies as a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5?
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5?





c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or
unique geologic feature?
d) Disturb any human remains, including
those interred outside of formal
cemeteries?

Evaluation Criteria
Would the project cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource as defined in
§15064.5?





Significance Thresholds

Sources

Adverse alteration of those
physical characteristics of a
historical resource that justify
its eligibility for the NRHP,
CRHR or as a local landmark

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item V (a)

Adverse alteration of those
physical characteristics of an
archaeological resource that
justify its eligibility for the
NRHP, CRHR or as a unique
archaeological resource

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item V (b)

Would the project directly or indirectly
destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic
feature?

Disturbance of a known
vertebrate fossil locality or
within a geologic unit that has
high sensitivity for vertebrate
fossils

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item V (c)

Would the project disturb any human
remains, including those interred outside
of dedicated cemeteries?

Disturbance of human
remains, including Native
American human remains,
associated grave goods, or
items of cultural patrimony

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item V (d)

Would the project cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of an
archaeological resource pursuant to
§15064.5?

General Plan Policies
CU-P3 and CU-P5

General Plan Policies
CU-P1, CU-P3, CU-P5
and CU-P6

General Plan Policy CUP4
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The CEQA Guidelines define a historical resource as: (1) a resource listed in the California Register
of Historical Resources; (2) a resource included in a local register of historical resources, as defined
in the California PRC Section 5020.1(k), or identified as significant in a historical resource survey
meeting the requirements of PRC Section 5024.1(g); or (3) any object, building, structure, site, area,
place, record, or manuscript that a lead agency determines to be historically significant or significant
in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political,
military, or cultural annals of California, provided the lead agency’s determination is supported by
substantial evidence in light of the whole record.
The County retained JRP Historical Consulting, LLC (JRP) and Roscoe & Associates (Roscoe) to
prepare cultural resources documentation for the project. JRP prepared a Historical Resources
Evaluation Report (HRER), Roscoe prepared an Archaeological Survey Report (ASR), and they
jointly prepared a Historic Property Survey Report (HPSR), which is a summary document regarding
the cultural resources findings. JRP addressed historic architectural / built environment resources
and Roscoe addressed archaeological resources. The HPSR, ASR, and HPSR were prepared for
compliance under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. These documents also
provided data and analysis for compliance with Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines. JRP and
Roscoe developed a stand-alone memo discussing CEQA compliance (JRP and Roscoe, 2018).
a)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historic property that
qualifies as a historical resource as defined in §15064.5? (No Impact)

JRP identified three historic-era resources within the Area of Potential Effect that had previously been
evaluated and found ineligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and the California
Register of Historic Resources (CRHR), with concurrence from the State Historic Preservation
Officer. These previously evaluated resources are the Bracut Industrial Park, a five-mile segment of
the railroad corridor, and the row of eucalyptus trees along Highway 101 near the CRC property.
JRP identified two resources which had not been previously evaluated: the former Arcata Redwood
Company property, currently owned by CRC, at 5151 N US Highway 101, and a segment of the
railroad in the City of Eureka near Eureka Slough. Neither of these resources meet the criteria for
listing in the NRHP, the CRHR, nor as eligible properties on the City of Eureka Local Register of
Historic Places. Furthermore, the former railroad segment does not have the potential to be a
contributor to any larger historic property. Additionally, pursuant to Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of
CEQA, using criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California PRC, neither resource is a historical
resource for the purposes of CEQA. No impact would occur.
In 2003, JRP evaluated a row of eucalyptus trees located in the APE as part of the “Historical
Resources Evaluation Report Route 101 Eureka-Arcata Corridor Highway Improvement Project.”
This row of trees is located adjacent to the CRC property. JRP concluded that the tree row was not
eligible for the NRHP and CRHR, nor as part of a historic landscape. SHPO concurred with this
determination on November 29, 2006. The Eureka Heritage Society presented Caltrans with
additional information regarding the original date of planting and by whom, but Caltrans staff decided
that the trees still do not meet the criteria for NRHP or CRHR eligibility, either alone, or as part of a
historic landscape. Caltrans also stated that the possibility of the trees contributing to a historic
corridor has been negated by the lack of integrity the corridor possesses in relation to its period of
significance. (JRP Historical Consulting, LLC 2018)
Subsurface historic-period archaeological resources are evaluated in “b” below.
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b)

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5? (Less than Significant with Mitigation)

The records search at the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) indicates that the project APE has
been included in previous cultural resource surveys, beginning with Llewellyn L. Loud (1918:
Ethnogeography and Archaeology of the Wiyot Territory) and later, formal surveys by Gary Berg
(1974: S-000129), James Benson et al. (1977: S-000886), Timothy Keefe (2006: S-038304) Lou Ann
Speulda-Drews (2012: S-039642), and JRP Historical Consulting (2004: no survey number). (Roscoe
and Associates 2017)
Four previously-recorded cultural resources are reported within the project area at the NWIC, three
of which are historic-period resources. Site CA-HUM-048, the Wiyot village of plets-wok, was mapped
in the APE by Loud (1918); however, subsequent historic-era quarrying and road-construction
projects obliterated the majority of Brainard’s Point, on which the site was situated, and no evidence
of the site has since been reported. A recent analysis of Loud’s maps, historic-period maps and aerial
photographs concluded that this site would have been located where Highway 101 and the
Northwestern Pacific Railroad corridors pass the southeast corner of the Bracut Industrial Center.
Roscoe and Associates contacted local Native American tribes regarding this project and cultural
resources investigation. Correspondence was initiated with the Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC) who provided a list of Native American individuals and tribes with ancestral
interest in this portion of Humboldt County. Written letters, email and phone conversations were
conducted with representatives of the Bear River Band of the Rohnerville Rancheria, Blue Lake
Rancheria and the Wiyot Tribe at Table Bluff Reservation. Ultimately, no concerns regarding the
proposed undertaking or this investigation were expressed as a result of this correspondence.
An archaeological field survey was conducted on October 31, 2017 by Roscoe and Associates
personnel under the supervision of James Roscoe, M.A. This field investigation was conducted over
the entire project APE, including the equipment staging areas, and overlapped portions of the Eureka
Waterfront Trail project and the City of Arcata Rail with Trail project. During the field survey, conditions
to identify archaeological site indicators were fair. Mineral soils were observed along and adjacent to
the APE and provided ample opportunity to identify archaeological materials; except in the paved
areas of the Bracut Industrial Park and the former lumber decks of the CRC. The margins of these
paved areas, where the proposed trail construction is planned, were included in the field survey.
No artifacts, features, sites or other archaeological cultural resources were encountered during this
investigation within the APE. Although the Wiyot village site of plets-wok (CA-HUM-048) was once
recorded within the project APE, the landform on which the shell-mound was situated was destroyed
in the mid-20th century for use as fill in local construction projects, and no evidence of the site has
been reported since Loud’s recordation (Loud 1918).
This investigation results in a finding that pursuant 36 CFR 800.4(d)(1), no archaeological resources
would be affected by the proposed project and according to Public Resource Code 5020.1, no
adverse changes would occur to any archaeological resources. At this time, no further archaeological
studies are recommended.
It is unlikely that archaeological materials would be discovered during construction of the project;
however, if buried cultural materials are encountered during construction, work shall stop in the
immediate vicinity of the find(s) until Humboldt County can follow procedures for discovery of cultural
resources during implementation of an undertaking, as described at 36 CFR 800.13. A substantial
change to or destruction of these resources could be a potentially significant impact; therefore the
following mitigation is included.
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Mitigation Measure CR-1: Protect Archaeological Resources during Construction
Activities
If cultural materials such as chipped or ground stone, historic debris, building foundations, or
bone are discovered during ground-disturbance activities, work shall be stopped within 20
meters (66 feet) of the discovery. Work near the archaeological finds shall not resume until a
professional archaeologist, who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines, has evaluated the materials and offered recommendations for further action. If
the find is determined to constitute either an historical resource or a unique archaeological
resource per CEQA Guidelines sections 15064.5, the archaeologist shall develop appropriate
mitigation to protect the integrity of the resource and ensure that no additional resources are
affected. Mitigation could include but would not necessarily be limited to avoidance,
preservation in place, archival research, subsurface testing, or excavation and data recovery.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 would reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level
for both construction and operation because a plan to address discovery of unanticipated buried
cultural resources and to preserve and/or record those resources consistent with appropriate laws
and requirements would be implemented.
c)

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature? (Less than Significant)

Paleontological resources are the remains or traces of prehistoric animals and plants. Paleontological
resources, which include fossil remains and geologic sites with fossil-bearing strata are nonrenewable and scarce and are a sensitive resource afforded protection under environmental
legislation in California. Under California PRC Section 5097.5, unauthorized disturbance or removal
of a fossil locality or remains on public land is a misdemeanor. State law also requires reasonable
mitigation of adverse environmental impacts that result from development of public land and affect
paleontological resources (PRC Section 30244).
According to the Humboldt County General Plan, the geology of the Mad-Redwood Basin is complex
and variable. The basin includes the Mad River, Redwood Creek, Eureka Plain, and Trinidad planning
watersheds which all differ in their bedrock composition. Mad River, Redwood Creek, and Trinidad
are composed primarily of Franciscan rock types, while Eureka Plain is mostly younger sedimentary
rock.
It is unlikely that project construction would impact potentially significant paleontological resources;
therefore, the impact is less than significant.
d)

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries?
(Less than Significant with Mitigation)

Based on field review/investigations, no evidence suggests that any prehistoric or historic-era marked
or un-marked human interments are present within or in the immediate vicinity of the project
alignment. It is unlikely that undiscovered human remains are present within the construction areas
given that the majority of the project area has been disturbed by previous development. However,
the possibility of encountering human remains during construction cannot be completely discounted;
therefore, the impact related to the potential disturbance or damage of previously undiscovered
human remains, if present, is considered potentially significant.
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Mitigation Measure CR-2: Protect Human Remains if Encountered during
Construction
The County‘s contractor shall immediately notify the Humboldt County Coroner should human
remains, associated grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony be encountered during
construction, and the following procedures shall be followed as required by Public Resources
Code § 5097.9 and Health and Safety Code § 7050.5. In the event of the coroner’s
determination that the human remains are Native American, the Native American Heritage
Commission would be contacted and would appoint a Most Likely Descendant (MLD). A
qualified archaeologist, the County and the MLD shall make all reasonable efforts to develop
an agreement for the treatment, with appropriate dignity, of any human remains and
associated or unassociated funerary objects. The agreement would take into consideration
the appropriate excavation, removal, recordation, analysis, custodianship, and final
disposition of the human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects.
Mitigation Measure CR-2 would reduce the impact of construction activities on potentially unknown
human remains to a less-than-significant level by addressing discovery of unanticipated remains,
associated grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony consistent with appropriate laws and
requirements. Operational impacts on human remains are not anticipated.
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3.6

Geology and Soils
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving:
i)

ii)

Rupture of a known earthquake
fault, as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or
based on other substantial evidence
of a known fault? Refer to Division
of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.



Strong seismic ground shaking?



iii) Seismic related ground failure,
including liquefaction?



iv) Landslides?



b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the
loss of topsoil?



c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that
is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and
potentially result in on, or off, site
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction or collapse?



d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined
in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code (1994), creating substantial risks
to life or property?



e) Have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater?
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project expose people or
structures to potential substantial adverse
effects involving rupture of a known
earthquake fault, as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Fault Zoning Map issued by the State
Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault?

Placement of a structure
intended for human
occupancy within an AlquistPriolo earthquake fault zone

Would the project expose people or
structures to potential substantial adverse
effects involving strong seismic ground
shaking?

Non-compliance with
California Building Code

Would the project expose people or
structures to potential substantial adverse
effects involving seismic-related ground
failure, including liquefaction?

Would the project expose people or
structures to potential substantial adverse
effects involving landslides?

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(a)(i)
General Plan Policy S-P7

Non-compliance with
recommendations of projectspecific geotechnical reports
Non-compliance with
California Building Code
Non-compliance with
recommendations of projectspecific geotechnical reports
Non-compliance with
California Building Code
Non-compliance with
recommendations of projectspecific geotechnical reports

Would the project result in substantial soil
erosion or the loss of topsoil?

Sources

Non-compliance with
Streamside Management
Area Ordinance

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(a)(ii)
Humboldt County
Geologic Hazards
Ordinance
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(a)(iii)
Humboldt County
Geologic Hazards
Ordinance
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(a)(iv)
Humboldt County
Geologic Hazards
Ordinance
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(b)
Streamside Management
Area Ordinance

Would the project be located on a
geologic unit or soil that is unstable,
or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result
in on or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or
collapse?

Non-compliance with
California Building Code
Non-compliance with
recommendations of projectspecific geotechnical reports

General Plan Standard
BR-S9
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(c)
General Plan Policy S-P1
Humboldt County
Geologic Hazards
Ordinance
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Evaluation Criteria
Would the project be located on
expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B
of the Uniform Building Code (1994),
creating substantial risks to life or
property?
Would the project have soils incapable of
adequately supporting the use of septic
tanks or alternative waste water disposal
systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of waste water?
a.i)

Significance Thresholds
Non-compliance with
California Building Code
Non-compliance with
recommendations of projectspecific geotechnical reports
Installation of septic systems
or waste water disposal
systems in unsuitable soils

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(d)

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VI(e)

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on
other substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology
Special Publication 42. (Less than Significant)

The Alquist-Priolo Act (Public Resources Code Sections 2621–2630) was passed in 1972 to mitigate
the hazard of surface faulting to structures designed for human occupancy. The purpose of the Act
is to prevent the construction of buildings used for human occupancy on the surface trace of active
faults. The project does not include structures designed for human occupancy. Additionally, the
proposed trail alignment would not cross an active Alquist-Priolo fault mapped by the California
Geological Survey (CDOC 1983). No impact has been identified.
The project would be designed and constructed in conformance with the site-specific
recommendations contained in the geotechnical report prepared for the project (Crawford and
Associates 2017), any subsequent project-related geotechnical reports, and be consistent with
General Plan Policy S-P7. This would include, but not be limited to, pavement recommendations,
new embankment support, subgrade conditions, retaining structures, and bridge foundation
recommendations, and soil corrosivity for culvert design. The project’s fault rupture related impacts
would be less than significant with regard to construction and operation.
a.ii)

Strong seismic ground shaking? (Less than Significant)

Strong seismic shaking is a regional hazard that could cause major damage to the project area. The
extent of ground-shaking during an earthquake is controlled by the earthquake magnitude and
intensity, distance to the epicenter, and the geologic conditions in the area.
Humboldt County is in an active earthquake area. The closest faults to the project alignment are the
Falore and Freshwater Faults which abut Highway 101 and head southeast, according to the
California Geological Survey 2010 Fault Activity Map of California (CGS 2010). The only project
component that would likely present a hazard in the event of a seismic incident are the bridges;
however, all constructed features would comply with the latest version of the California Building Code
(CBC), including the requirements of the Seismic Design Category (SDC) zones.
The project would be designed and constructed in conformance with the site-specific
recommendations contained in the geotechnical report to be prepared for the project, any subsequent
project-related geotechnical reports, and be consistent with the Humboldt County Geologic Hazards
Ordinance. This would include, but not be limited to, pavement recommendations, new embankment
support, subgrade conditions, retaining structures, and bridge foundation recommendations, and
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corrosion protection. Adherence to the recommendations in the geotechnical report during
construction and operation would result in a less than significant impact.
a.iii)

Seismic related liquefaction? (Less than Significant)

Liquefaction is the transformation of saturated, loose, fine-grained sediment to a fluid-like state
because of earthquake shaking or other rapid loading. Liquefaction is known to occur in loose or
moderately saturated granular soils with poor drainage.
The proposed project would not include residential development, occupied structures, or critical
facilities that would be subject to liquefaction. According to Humboldt County’s Web GIS
(http://webgis.co.humboldt.ca.us/HCEGIS2.0/), the project area is in an area of potential liquefaction.
The project is within an area of historical fill over bay muds and may be subject to some degree of
ground liquefaction during strong seismic shaking. The project would be designed and constructed
in conformance with the site-specific recommendations contained in the geotechnical report prepared
for the project (Crawford and Associates 2017) and any subsequent project-related geotechnical
reports. Adherence to the recommendations in the geotechnical report during construction and
operation would result in a less than significant impact with regard to seismic related liquefaction.
a.iv)

Landslides? (Less than Significant)

The project area does not have the potential for landslides as the project area is on relatively flat
land. No project components would present a landslide hazard, and all constructed features would
comply with the latest version of the CBC, including the requirements of the SDC zones, and the sitespecific recommendations contained in the geotechnical report prepared for the project. Adherence
to the CBC and recommendations in the geotechnical report during construction and operation would
result in a less than significant impact with regard to landslides.
b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil? (Less than Significant)

Construction activities, including cut, fill, removal of vegetation, and operation of heavy equipment
would disturb soil and, therefore, have the potential to cause erosion. These activities would be
performed in compliance with the BMPs prescribed in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
Standards (NPDES) General Permit for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction and
Land Disturbance Activities (Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ) (Construction General Permit). BMPs may
include: silt fences, straw bales and wattles, soil stabilization controls, site watering for controlling
dust, settling tanks and dewatering bags. In areas where the bike path would be located within close
proximity to wetlands or special-status plants, BMPs would be implemented to prevent erosion and
sedimentation from bike path construction. Protection measures include a stormwater pollution
prevention plan (SWPPP) which would be required prior to any construction ground disturbing
activities since the project would disturb more than one acre of ground. Therefore, with adherence to
existing codes and regulations and the SWPPP, no substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil would
result from the project and a less than significant impact is expected to occur as a result of the project.
Following construction, the project would not result in soil erosion or loss of topsoil, as disturbed
areas would be restored to general pre-construction conditions and no additional ground disturbance
would occur. Therefore, no operational impact would occur.
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c)

Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable
as a result of the project, and potentially result in on, or off, site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse? (Less than Significant)

The proposed project is not located in an area prone to on‐ or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, or collapse; nor would construction or activities after construction increase the likelihood
of creating on- or off‐site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, or collapse. Reference Section a)
iii, above for a discussion on liquefaction. The soil profile (Occidental, 0 2 percent slopes, map unit
symbol 140) in the vicinity of the project alignment generally consists of peat (0-3”), and silty clay
loam (3-63”) (USDA 2016). Together with much of the land in and around Humboldt Bay and
associated coastal streams, the project alignment is mapped as “Relatively Stable” on the Humboldt
County GIS Portal.
The project would comply with the seismic requirements of the CBC and is on predominately flat
ground with no potential for landslides. The project would be designed and constructed in
conformance with the site-specific recommendations contained in the geotechnical report prepared
for the project (Crawford and Associates 2017),any subsequent project-related geotechnical reports,
and be consistent with General Plan Policy S-P1. Project adherence to the recommendations in the
geotechnical report during construction and operation would result in a less than significant impact
with regard to landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, or collapse.
d)

Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property? (Less than Significant)

Expansive soils are generally high in certain clay types and are prone to large volume changes that
are directly related to changes in water content. Soils along the project alignment are generally silty
clay loam (USDA 2016), which have the potential for expansion. The project would be designed and
constructed in conformance with the site-specific recommendations contained in the geotechnical
report prepared for the project (Crawford and Associates 2017) and any subsequent project-related
geotechnical reports. Adherence to the recommendations in the geotechnical report during
construction and operation would result in a less than significant impact with regard to expansive
soils creating substantial risks to property.
e)

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of
wastewater? (No Impact)

The project would not involve the use of septic tanks or other alternative wastewater disposal
systems. Therefore, no impact would occur.
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3.7

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions,
either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?



b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse
gases?



Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project generate greenhouse
gas emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?

1,100 MT CO 2 e

Would the project conflict with an
applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the
emissions of greenhouse gases?

Conflict with the State’s
adopted Scoping Plan

a, b)

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VII (a)
BAAQMD CEQA
Guidelines
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VII (b)

Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment, or conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or
regulation? (Less than Significant)

This section discusses greenhouse gas emissions and consistency with the State’s adopted Scoping
plan. Greenhouse gasses are also a contributor to climate change and sea level rise. To provide
additional context to this document, this section also discusses sea level rise resulting from global
climate change for informational purposes only.
Climate change refers to change in the Earth’s weather patterns including the rise in the Earth’s
temperature due to an increase in heat-trapping greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere. Unlike
emissions of criteria and toxic air pollutants, which have local or regional impacts, emissions of GHGs
that contribute to global warming or global climate change have a broader, global impact. Global
climate change is a process whereby GHGs accumulating in the atmosphere contribute to an
increase in the temperature of the Earth’s atmosphere. The principal GHGs contributing to global
warming are carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), methane (CH 4 ), nitrous oxide (N 2 O) and fluorinated compounds.
These gases allow visible and ultraviolet light from the sun to pass through the atmosphere, but they
prevent heat from escaping back out into space. GHG emissions can be reduced to some degree
by improved coordination of land use and transportation planning at the city, county and subregional
level, and other measures to reduce automobile use. Energy conservation measures also can
contribute to reductions in GHG emissions.
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Federal Guidance
On February 18, 2010, the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) provided a draft guidance
memorandum for public consideration and comment on the ways in which federal agencies can
improve their consideration of the effects of greenhouse gas emissions and climate change in
evaluations of proposals for federal actions under the NEPA (CEQ 2010). The CEQ updated that
draft in 2014, and provided a final guidance on August 2, 2016 (CEQ 2016).
The CEQ’s 2010 draft guidance proposed to advise federal agencies to consider, in scoping their
NEPA analyses, whether analysis of the direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions from their
proposed actions may provide meaningful information to decision makers and the public. Specifically,
if a proposed action would be reasonably anticipated to cause direct emissions of 25,000 metric tons
or more of carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO 2 e) emissions on an annual basis, agencies should
consider this an indicator that a quantitative and qualitative assessment may be meaningful to
decision makers and the public. For long-term actions that have annual direct emissions of less than
25,000 MTCO 2 e, CEQ encouraged federal agencies to consider whether the action’s long-term
emissions should receive similar analysis. CEQ did not propose this as an indicator of a threshold of
significant effects, but rather as an indicator of a minimum level of greenhouse gas emissions that
may warrant some description in the appropriate NEPA analysis for agency actions involving direct
emissions of greenhouse gases. The CEQ removed the direct emissions criteria from the 2016 final
guidance, which contains no numeric recommendations. For comparison, the EPA's Greenhouse
Gas Reporting Program requires mandatory reporting for ‘large’ industrial sources of GHG to report
GHG data, and defines large industrial sources as those that emit more than 25,000 MTCO 2 e per
year.

State Guidance
In 2006, the Governor of California signed the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill
32), committing the State of California to reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. The statute
requires the ARB to track emissions through mandatory reporting, determine the 1990 emission
levels, set annual emissions limits that would result in meeting the 2020 target, and design and
implement regulations and other feasible and cost effective measures to ensure that statewide GHG
emissions would be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020
In December 2008, pursuant to Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32), the ARB adopted the Climate Change
Scoping Plan (Scoping Plan), which outlined measures to attain the 2020 GHG emissions limit. The
Scoping Plan estimated that implementation of identified measures would result in a reduction of
emission from various sectors including transportation, energy, forestry, and high global warming
potential gas sectors.
In May 2014, ARB approved the First Update to the Climate Change Scoping Plan (Updated Scoping
Plan) which describes the progress made to meet the near-term (2020) objectives of AB 32 and
defines California’s climate change priorities and activities for the next several years (ARB 2014).
The Updated Scoping Plan also updated the 2020 emissions limit and business-as-usual emissions
for 2020. Finally, the Updated Scoping Plan provides recommendations for establishing a mid-term
emissions limit that aligns with the long-term (2050) goals of Executive Order S-3-05. The
recommendations cover the energy, transportation, agriculture, water, waste management, natural
and working lands, short-lived climate pollutants, green building, and cap-and-trade sectors.
The initial Scoping Plan recommended that local governments achieve a 15-percent reduction below
2005 levels by 2020, which aligns with the State’s goal of not exceeding 1990 emissions levels by
2020. However, the Updated Scoping Plan does not contain a recommended reduction level or
percent for local government’s municipal operations. The ARB is moving forward with a second
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update to the Scoping Plan that would incorporate a year 2030 GHG emissions reduction target. The
second update to the Scoping Plan has not been adopted.

Regional Guidance
The NCUAQMD does not have rules, regulations, or thresholds of significance for non-stationary
GHG emissions. In 2011, the NCUAQMD adopted Rule 111 - Federal Permitting Requirements for
Sources of Greenhouse Gases to establish a threshold above which New Source Review and federal
Title V permitting applies and to establish federally enforceable limits on potential to emit GHGs for
stationary sources. These are considered requirements for stationary sources, and should not be
used as a threshold of significance for non-stationary source projects. For reference, Rule 111
Section D(1)(a) and D(1)(b) have applicability thresholds of 75,000 MTCO 2 e per year and 100,000
MTCO 2 e per year.
On December 4, 2007, the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors joined the International Council
on Local Environmental Initiatives’ (ICLEI) campaign to reduce local carbon emissions. The Humboldt
County General Plan (Chapter 15) contains one goal, and multiple policies, standards, and
implementation measures related to greenhouse gases and the reduction of GHG emissions in the
County.
The County released a draft Climate Action Plan in January 2012, which contains an emissions
inventory and forecast. The draft Climate Action Plan also includes a proposed emissions reduction
target. However, the County has not yet adopted the Climate Action Plan. The County’s General Plan
contains policies and implementation measures within the Air Quality Element to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and for the preparation of a Climate Action Plan.

Other Air District Guidance
The BAAQMD publishes CEQA Guidelines to assist local jurisdictions and lead agencies in complying
with the requirements of CEQA regarding potentially adverse impacts to air quality. These CEQA
Guidelines were updated in June 2010 to include new thresholds of significance (2010 Thresholds)
adopted by the BAAQMD Governing Board. The BAAQMD’s Guidelines were further updated in May
2017 to address the California Supreme Court’s 2015 opinion in California Building Industry
Association vs. Bay Area Air Quality Management District, 62 Cal.4th 369.
The BAAQMD’s adopted thresholds of significance contain the following operational GHG thresholds:


Compliance with a Qualified GHG Reduction Strategy; or



1,100 MTCO2e per year; or



4.6 MTCO2e per service population (residents plus employees) per year.

The BAAQMD Guidelines do not provide construction thresholds of significance for GHG emissions.

Threshold of Significance Applied
The Updated Scoping Plan is the applicable plan adopted for the purpose of reducing emissions of
greenhouse gas. Humboldt County, as Lead Agency for the project, has elected to apply the
BAAQMD’s threshold of 1,100 MTCO 2 e per year to determine the project’s impact for generation of
greenhouse gases. In order to assess the potential impact of construction-generated emissions, the
construction GHG emissions are annualized over an assumed 30-year project lifespan and added to
operational emissions.

Construction and Operational Impact
Project construction activities would result in a temporary increase in GHG emissions, including
exhaust emissions from on-road trucks, worker commute vehicles, and off-road heavy-duty
equipment. Construction would require clearing, earthmoving, and delivery equipment, as used for
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similar projects, and which have been accounted for in the State’s emission inventory and reduction
strategy for both on and off-road vehicles. Construction emissions were estimated using CalEEMod
version 2016.3.1, and are estimated to be approximately 285 MTCO 2 e from all construction activities
over the two-year construction period. The project’s construction emissions equal 9.5 MTCO 2 e per
year when annualized over the assumed 30-year lifespan of the project.
Operation and maintenance of the project would generate less than one traffic trip per day on
average. Larger repairs to the trail or shoreline may take several weeks to complete depending on
the extent of damage and other circumstances. The project would not increase the County’s
population or bring new, permanent employees to the project area. As such, the project would not
result in substantial long-term operational emissions of GHGs. Even assuming an average of one trip
per day, total project emissions (operations plus annualized construction) would be less than 12
MTCO 2 e per year, which is substantially less than the emission threshold of 1,100 MT CO 2 e.
Therefore, the project would generate a less than significant impact.
The project is also evaluated for consistency with the ARB First Update to the Climate Change
Scoping Plan. The Climate Change Scoping Plan released by the ARB provided strategies for
meeting the near-term 2020 greenhouse gas emission reduction goals in AB 32. The First Update to
the Climate Change Scoping Plan provides recommendations for establishing a mid-term emissions
limit that aligns with the long-term (2050) goals of Executive Order S-3-05, which consists of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels. The recommendations cover the energy,
transportation, agriculture, water, waste management, natural and working lands, short-lived climate
pollutants, green building, and cap-and-trade sectors, and are to be implemented by a variety of State
agencies.
Although project construction may benefit (have a reduced generation of GHG) from implementation
of some of the State-level regulations and policies, such as the Phase 2 heavy-duty truck greenhouse
gas standards proposed to be implemented within the transportation sector, the project would not
impede the State in meeting the AB 32 greenhouse gas reduction goals. The recommended next
steps in the First Update Climate Change Scoping Plan are broad policy and regulatory initiatives
that would be implemented at the State level and do not relate to the construction and operation of
smaller individual infrastructure projects such as the proposed project. The project would provide
infrastructure for non-motorized transportation modes, which supports the Updated Scoping Plan’s
goals reducing emissions from the transportation sector. Therefore, the project would not conflict
with AB 32 or the Climate Change Scoping Plan, and would result in a less than significant impact.
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3.8

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
the routine transport, use, or disposal
of hazardous materials?



b) Create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and
accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into
the environment?



c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste
within one-quarter mile of an existing
or proposed school?



d) Be located on a site which is
included on a list of hazardous
materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5
and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the
environment?



e) For a project located within an airport
land use plan or, where such a plan
has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?
f)



For a project within the vicinity of a
private airstrip, would the project
result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project
area?

g) Impair implementation of or
physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?





h) Expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires, including
where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences
are intermixed with wildlands?
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment
through reasonably foreseeable upset
and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the
environment?

Potential for improper
transport, use, disposal, or
accidental release of
hazardous materials or wastes
due to non-compliance with
State and federal hazardous
materials or waste regulations

Would the project emit hazardous
emissions or involve handling hazardous
or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one‐quarter
mile of an existing or proposed school?
Would the project be located on a site
that is included on a list of hazardous
materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5 and,
as a result, create a significant hazard to
the public or
the environment (State CEQA Guidelines
Section 15186)?
Would the project be located within an
airport land use plan or, where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use
airport, result in a safety hazard for the
people residing or working in the area?

Use, storage, or emission, of
acutely hazardous materials or
waste within 0.25 mile of a
school

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (b)
California (Title 8 and 26
of the CCR), and federal
(CFR 29 and 49)
hazardous materials and
waste regulations
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (c)

Location of project on or
adjacent to a site with
presence or likely presence of
hazardous substances or
petroleum products

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (d)

Location of project within an
airport land use plan or within
two miles of an airport and
introduction of new or
increased safety hazard

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (e)

Would the project be within the vicinity of
a private airstrip and result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
Would the project impair implementation
of or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan?

Location of project within two
miles of a private airport and
introduction of new or
increased safety hazard
Location of project in areas
that impair or interfere with an
adopted emergency plan,
including emergency access
routes

Would the project expose people or
structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving wildland fires,
including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?

Location of project in a
wildland fire area

Murray Field Airport
Master Plan
Humboldt County Airport
Land Use Compatibility
Plan
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (f)
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (g)
Humboldt County
Emergency Operations
Plan
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item VIII (h)
Humboldt County Fire
Safe Regulations (Title III
– Land Use and
Development Division 11)
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a, b)

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials or upset and accident conditions?
(Less than Significant with Mitigation)

Construction activities would involve the use of hazardous materials, such as fuels, lubricants, paints
and solvents. These materials are commonly used during construction, are not acutely hazardous
and would be used in small quantities. Regular transport of such materials to and from the project
alignment during construction could result in an incremental increase in the potential for accidents.
However, numerous laws and regulations ensure the safe transportation, use, storage and disposal
of hazardous materials. For example, Caltrans and the California Highway Patrol regulate the
transportation of hazardous materials and wastes, including container types and packaging
requirements, as well as licensing and training for truck operators, chemical handlers, and hazardous
waste haulers.
Worker safety regulations cover hazards related to the prevention of exposure to hazardous materials
and a release to the environment from hazardous materials use. The California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health (Cal-OSHA) also enforces hazard communication program
regulations, which contain worker safety training and hazard information requirements, such as
procedures for identifying and labeling hazardous substances, communicating hazard information
related to hazardous substances and their handling, and preparation of health and safety plans to
protect workers and employees.
An Initial Site Assessment (GHD 2017d) was prepared for the project by GHD in November, 2017,
and due to its size (over 500 pages) is not attached as an appendix. It is, however, available for
viewing at the County of Humboldt Public Works Department located at 1106 2nd Street in Eureka.
Reference Figures 3.8-1 through 3.8-4 in the Initial Site Assessment for the Corridor Study’s features
and sites of interest along the project alignment.
The purpose of this Corridor Study was to identify areas of potentially impacted soil and/or
groundwater along the project alignment that may require special handling and disposal during
construction or could pose a health exposure risk to construction workers. Based on the data
available, each of the sites that could potentially impact the project has been assigned a Hazard Rank
in the Initial Site Assessment which is defined as follows:






Hazard Rank 1: A site that would likely affect project construction. Contamination of soil and/or
groundwater is confirmed to be within the project alignment.
Hazard Rank 2: A site with the potential to affect the project, either because of the presence
of contamination that may likely migrate into the project area or because the extent of
contamination is unknown.
Hazard Rank 3: A site that is not known to be contaminated, but due to current or historical
use could possibly have contamination that could affect project construction.
Hazard Rank 4: A site that has little or no potential to affect the project.

The Initial Site Assessment identified evidence that soil and groundwater impacts from historical
activities (mill operations and industrial land uses and areas of fill materials of unknown origins) and
documented petroleum hydrocarbon and semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC) releases may
have the potential to be present at seven locations (see Table 3.8-1 for locations and constituents of
concern) within, or adjacent to, the project alignment.
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Table 3.8-1 Potential Construction Impacts
Site

Hazard Rank

GHD Map Id

North Coast Railroad Authority Corridor

3

1

Pepsi Cola Bottling Company

2

2

Target

2

3

APN 002-231-012

3

4

Former Redwood Oil Bulk Plant

2

5

California Redwood Company

2

6

Bracut Industrial Park

3

7
Source: Initial Site Assessment (GHD 2017d)

There is no analytical evidence to indicate that contaminated soils or hazardous materials are present
in the project vicinity; however, as stated below in Mitigation Measures HAZ-1 and HAZ-2, during
project construction and implementation, if there is any evidence that indicates contaminated soil or
hazardous materials are present on the site, either from visual observations or odors indicative of
regulated substances, the County shall be responsible for performing soil sample analyses. Based
on the results of the analysis, the County shall consult with jurisdictional agencies regarding followup procedures. The County shall comply with all requirements/regulations of the appropriate
agencies with regard to handling, transport and disposal of potential hazardous substances to the
satisfaction of the applicable agency.

Mitigation Measure HAZ-1: Procedures for Encountering Unknown Hazardous
Materials
In the event any hazardous, toxic, noxious, objectionable, or unknown chemicals are
encountered during trail construction, construction shall be halted by the construction crew on
duty and reported to the general contractor for the project and the County of Humboldt. Prior
to resuming any work the County shall be responsible for obtaining a soil sample for analysis.
The findings of the analysis shall be submitted, as applicable, to the North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board (NCRWQCB) and any other appropriate regulatory agencies.
Work shall not continue until and unless written approval is obtained from these agencies.
The County shall comply at all times with the requirements and regulations of the NCRWQCB
and other appropriate regulatory agencies with regard to the handling, transport, and disposal
of hazardous materials such as contaminated soils to the satisfaction of these agencies.
Disposal of all hazardous materials would be in compliance with all applicable California
hazardous waste disposal laws.
Construction specifications will include the following measures to reduce potential impacts to
vegetation and aquatic habitat resources in the project area associated with accidental spills
of pollutants (e.g., fuel, oil, and grease):


A site-specific spill prevention plan shall be implemented for potentially hazardous
materials. The plan shall include the proper handling and storage of all potentially
hazardous materials, as well as the proper procedures for cleaning up and reporting any
spills. If necessary, containment berms shall be constructed to prevent spilled materials
from reaching surface water features.



Equipment shall use non-toxic vegetable oil for operating hydraulic equipment instead of
conventional hydraulic fluids.
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Place plastic materials under asphaltic concrete paving equipment, while not in use to
catch and/or contain drips and leaks.



Minimize sand and gravel from any new asphalt from getting into storm drains, streets, and
creeks by sweeping. Old or spilled asphalt must be recycled or disposed as approved by
the Resident Engineer.



During any and sweeping operations, petroleum or petroleum covered aggregate must not
be allowed to enter any storm drain or water courses. Use silt fence until installation is
complete.



Use only non-petroleum based substances to coat asphalt transport trucks and asphalt
spreading equipment.



Drainage inlet structures and manholes shall be covered with filter fabric during application
of seal coat, tack coat, slurry seal, and/or fog seal.



Seal coat, tack coat, slurry seal or fog seal shall not be applied if rainfall is predicted to
occur during the application or curing period.



If dewatering is not required for other purposes, removal of seepage water in the coffered
work areas may be ceased after new abutment concrete is poured and is curing (for at
least 72 hours after pour) within the form structures, provided that pH of the water inside
the cofferdam enclosures and in contact with the concrete forms does not exceed a
difference of 0.5 pH units from that of ambient water quality in main slough channel outside
of the cofferdams (e.g., 50 ft. upstream and downstream of the new bridge alignment) . If
the difference in pH within the cofferdam exceeds 0.5 units, water levels within the coffered
area will be kept below the level of the concrete abutment forms and pumped to temporary
retention basins or Baker tanks and treated as above for erosion and sediment control.

Mitigation Measure HAZ-2: Preliminary Site Investigation and Sampling
The County shall ensure that in areas of ground disturbance, a Preliminary Site Investigation
(PSI) that includes pre-construction soil borings is conducted prior to finalization of
plans/specifications in order to characterize soil and groundwater in anticipation of
implementation of construction activities. Once the areas of ground disturbance and potential
dewatering are confirmed, the PSI Workplan shall identify potential contaminants of concern
for laboratory analysis, location, and number of borings necessary for pre-characterization,
and depth for sample collection. Laboratory analytical results of soil and groundwater
samples collected from the borings shall be utilized to ascertain whether health and safety
concerns are present for construction workers and determine potential soil and/or
groundwater handling and disposal options. Proposed soil borings and/or grab groundwater
sample locations shall be determined following identification of the areas and depths of soil
excavation and dewatering activities.
If soil and/or groundwater impacts are identified, site workers involved in excavation activities
shall be Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) trained
(Occupational Safety and Health Administration [OSHA] 1910.120).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 and HAZ-2, and adherence to existing and future
hazardous materials and waste regulations would result in a less than significant impact. Following
construction, operation of the project would not result in the need for new hazardous materials that
would need to be transported, used, or disposed. No operational impact would occur.
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c)

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school? (No
Impact)

There are no existing or proposed schools within 0.25 mile of the project alignment; therefore, no
impacts would occur related to emissions or handling of materials within one-quarter mile of an
existing or proposed school.
d)

Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment? (No Impact)

The provisions in Government Code Section 65962.5 are commonly referred to as the "Cortese List."
A search of the Cortese List was completed to determine if any known hazardous waste sites have
been recorded on or adjacent to the project alignment.
No portion of the project alignment would be located on any of the lists compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5, known as the Cortese List (CalEPA 2017) (hazardous waste
and substances sites found on the Department of Toxic Substances Control [DTSC] EnviroStor
database, leaking underground storage tanks found on the Geo Tracker database, solid waste
disposal sites identified by the Water Board, and hazardous waste facilities subject to corrective
action identified by the DTSC). There are a few leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites near
the project alignment; however, all of them have a cleanup status of closed. The closest LUST site
with an open status is Victoria Gardens at the foot of V and X Streets in Eureka, which is
approximately 700 feet northwest of the western end of the project alignment. Therefore, the
proposed project would not be located on a Cortese List site and would not create a significant hazard
to the public or environment. The impact is less than significant.
e, f)

For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
(No Impact)

Murray Field is located less than a ¼ mile to the southeast of the project alignment off of Jacobs
Avenue. However, no aspect of the project would result in an airport-related safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area. The project may require the use of a crane or two to install
the bridge near CRC; however, the cranes are less than 200 feet in height (crane height is
approximately 150 feet in height), so the County would not need to file a Notice of Proposed
Construction or Alteration form with FAA. There are no other public or private airports/airstrips within
two miles of the project alignment. Therefore, no potential safety hazards associated with airports
would occur.
g)

Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan? (Less than Significant with
Mitigation)

The project alignment is located entirely within the Tsunami Inundation Area according to the
Tsunami Inundation Map for Emergency Planning for the Eureka and Arcata South quadrangles
(CalEMA et al. 2009). The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in Ewa Beach, Hawaii, is staffed full-time
by scientists, who quickly collect and analyze incoming tsunami data and decide whether to issue a
tsunami warning. In the event of a tsunami warning, the Humboldt County of Humboldt Office of
Emergency Services employees are trained in disaster preparedness including broadcasting an
emergency tsunami warning (and sirens) and giving direction to the public on the actions they should
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take in the event of a potential tsunami in Humboldt Bay. To help inform trail users of tsunami hazards
and evacuation procedures, the proposed project would include adequate signage to notify the public
of tsunami hazards and evacuation routes. Because there are existing tsunami evacuation plans for
the area, and the project includes additional tsunami hazard signage, the project would not interfere
with any existing emergency response plans. Therefore, the project would have a less than significant
impact.
h)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands? (Less than Significant)

The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) is required by law to map
areas of significant fire hazards based on fuels, terrain, weather, and other relevant factors. These
Fire Hazard Severity Zones influence how people construct buildings and protect property to reduce
risk associated with wildland fires. The project alignment is located on lands designated Local
Responsibility Area (LRA) by CAL FIRE (CAL FIRE 2007). The majority of the project alignment is
designated LRA Unzoned with a couple areas near CRC and the Bracut Industrial Park designated
LRA Moderate. The impact is less than significant.
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3.9

Hydrology and Water Quality
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant
with Mitigation
Incorporated

LessthanSignifica
nt Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements?



b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies
or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level (e.g., the
production rate of pre-existing nearby wells
would drop to a level which would not
support existing land uses or planned uses
for which permits have been granted)?



c) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation onor off- site?



d) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a
stream or river, or substantially increase
the rate or amount of surface runoff in a
manner which would result in flooding onor off- site?



e) Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?



f)

Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?



g) Place housing within a 100-year flood
hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate
Map or other flood hazard delineation
map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect
flood flows?
i)

j)





Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam?
Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
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Evaluation Criteria
Would the project violate any water
quality standards or waste discharge
requirements, or alter the existing
drainage patterns, rate, or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which
would result in substantial erosion or
siltation, flooding, or exceedance of
the capacity of stormwater drainage
systems?

Would the project substantially deplete
groundwater supplies or interfere
substantially with groundwater
recharge?

Would the project provide additional
sources of polluted runoff, or
otherwise substantially degrade water
quality?

Significance Thresholds
Non-compliance with the
NPDES General Permit for
Storm Water Discharges
Associated with Construction
and Land Disturbance
Activities.
Alteration of the course of a
stream, river, or waterway in a
manner that creates erosion or
siltation.
Creation of increased quantity
of runoff such that capacity of
storm drains would be
exceeded.
Creation of a deficit in aquifer
volume or lowering of
groundwater levels.
Creation of a substantial
amount of new impervious
surfaces that would interfere
with groundwater recharge.
Uncontrolled runoff from
construction site

CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item IX (a) (c)
(d) (e)
General Plan Policies WRP35, WR-P36, WR-P37, WRP38, WR-P39, WR-P42, WRP43, and WR-P44
General Construction Permit
(Order No. 2009-0009, as
amended by Order No. 20100014 & 2012-006)

CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item IX (b)

CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item IX (e) (f)
Humboldt County Grading
Ordinance

Would the project place housing within
a 100-year flood hazard area as
mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate
Map or other flood hazard delineation
map?

Placement of housing in a
100-year flood hazard area

Would the project expose people or
structures to a significant risk involving
flooding, or place within a 100-year
flood hazard area structures which
would impede or redirect flood flows?

Placement of facilities in a
100-year flood hazard area

Would the project expose people or
structures to flooding as a result of the
failure of a levee or dam?

Sources

Humboldt County Grading,
Excavation, and Erosion and
Sediment Control Ordinance
CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item IX (g)
General Plan Standard SP15

Non-compliance with the
Humboldt County Flood
Damage Prevention Ordinance

Placement of facilities in areas
of potential dam or levee
inundation

Humboldt County Flood
Damage Prevention
Ordinance
CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item IX (h) (i)
General Plan Standard SP15
Humboldt County Flood
Damage Prevention
Ordinance
CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item VIII (i)
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Evaluation Criteria
Would the project expose people or
structures to inundation by seiche,
tsunami, or mudflow?

a)

Significance Thresholds
Placement of facilities in an
area potentially affected by
seiche, tsunami or mudflow

Sources
CEQA Guidelines Appendix
G, Checklist Item VIII (j)
General Plan Policies S-P1
and S-P2, Standard S-S7

Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements? (Less than
Significant)

Construction activities necessary to construct the trail would be conducted in accordance with the
State Water Resources Control Board’s General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water Associated
with Construction Activity (Construction General Permit Order 2009-0009-DWQ). The Construction
General Permit requires the development of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) by a
certified Qualified SWPPP Developer. The SWPPP will identify appropriate erosion control measures
and other Best Management Practices (BMPs).
The project’s vegetation removal, excavation, grading and other earthwork activities are generally
limited to the trail prism footprint which is separated from the Bay by the existing railroad prism. Runoff
from the site would generally flow into highway drainage ditches where it would flow indirectly into
Eureka Slough and/or Humboldt Bay. Appropriate stromwater BMPs, including erosion, sediment and
non-stormwater controls would be implemented in accordance the SWRCB’s Construction General
Permit to protect water quality at all times through construction. Implementation of BMPs and erosion
control measures would reduce potential water quality impacts during project construction activities
to a less-than-significant level by requiring measures to control erosion and sedimentation of
receiving water bodies. As a result, the potential impact on water quality during construction and
operation would be less than significant.
b)

Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a
lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support existing land uses or
planned uses for which permits have been granted)? (Less than Significant)

Water would only be used during construction for dust suppression on local roadways and work
areas. Any water table draw-down during project construction would be very minor and localized and
would not affect the ability of any off-site wells to draw water. Therefore, no substantial deficit in
aquifer volume or interference would be expected to occur. The construction-related impact on
groundwater levels would be less than significant.
Following construction, the project would not utilize groundwater and would not result in an increase
in population or employment that would indirectly increase groundwater demand. Therefore, the
project would not create a deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of water levels. Additionally, the
amount of impervious surface created by the project is minimal when compared to the remaining
adjacent undeveloped surfaces, thereby not affecting groundwater recharge. The project is not
expected to result in any change in the use or recharge of any groundwater source. The operational
impact is less than significant.
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c, d, e, f) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern resulting in substantial erosion or
siltation or flooding, create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the
capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial
additional sources of polluted runoff on- or off- site, or degrade water quality? (Less
than Significant)
The proposed trail prism would extend into portions of the existing drainage ditch. In order to maintain
conveyance capacity some portions of ditch would be shifted so that the new ditch grade and slope
will match that of the existing ditch. Localized ponding similar to that experienced under the existing
conditions may occur during runoff events for short periods of time due to local depressions. However
the extent and duration of localized ponding is not anticipated to increase relative to existing
conditions and no impacts existing highway facilities and adjacent properties are anticipated. A
project specific drainage study will be developed to assess the hydrologic and hydraulic
characteristics of the existing drainage system and the proposed project. The analysis will be
completed to support the final project design and will include a capacity analysis of post-project ditch
adjoining Highway 101, and a floodplain impact analysis.
The project would not result in a substantial change to drainage patterns, would not alter the course
of a stream or river, would not substantially increase surface runoff, or create substantial additional
sources of polluted runoff. Modifications to existing highway drainage are anticipated as part of the
project. The modifications are not expected to significantly reduce the capacity or negatively impact
the conveyance of stormwater from the project site or adjacent areas.
Areas disturbed during construction would generally be restored to pre-construction conditions, and
the project would result in a minimal increase in new impervious surface associated with the paved
portion of the trail. To ensure that there are no potentially significant runoff impacts that could result
in minor erosion, completion of a SWPPP to the satisfaction of the RWQCB is required because the
project includes more than one acre of ground disturbance. The preparation of a SWPPP and
adherence to the RWQCB’s requirements for the preparation of SWPPP’s would result in a less than
significant impact on stormwater-related siltation and erosion on- or off-site, or flooding on- or offsite.
The SWPPP would incorporate BMPs as appropriate. No debris, soil, silt, sand, slash, sawdust,
rubbish, cement or concrete washings, oil or petroleum products, or other organic or earthen material
from construction operations would be allowed to enter or be placed where it may become entrained
in any flowing or standing water. Erosion control measures and BMPs would be implemented during
all phases of construction. No motorized vehicles would be allowed on the trail; therefore, oil, gas or
other fluids would not be expected to be a significant source of polluted stormwater runoff.
Erosion control measures to be included in the SWPPP or to be implemented by the County include,
but are not limited to, the following:
To the maximum extent practicable, activities that increase the erosion potential in the project area
shall be restricted to the relatively dry summer and early fall period to prevent or minimize the potential
for rainfall events to transport sediment to surface water features. In-channel and in-bay construction
activities would be restricted to the period of July 1st–September 31st. Upland construction would
likely occur throughout the year as long as work activities comply with the conservation and
avoidance and minimization measures identified in the plans/specifications and for the protection of
other sensitive or special-status plant or animal species. For upland construction activities that must
take place during the late–fall, winter, or spring (e.g., vegetation removal prior to avian nesting
periods), then temporary erosion and sediment control structures shall be in place and operational at
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the end of each construction day and maintained until permanent erosion control structures are in
place.
Areas, where wetland and upland vegetation need to be removed, shall be identified in advance of
ground disturbance and limited to only those areas that have been approved by the County.
Exclusionary fencing will be installed around environmentally sensitive areas and other areas that do
not need to be disturbed.
Within 10 days of completion of construction, in those areas where subsequent ground disturbance
will not occur for 10 calendar days or more, weed-free mulch shall be applied to disturbed areas to
reduce the potential for short-term erosion. Prior to a rain event or when there is a greater than 50
percent possibility of rain within the next 24 hours, as forecasted by the National Weather Service,
weed-free mulch shall be applied to all exposed areas upon completion of the day’s activities. Soils
shall not be left exposed during the rainy season.
Suitable BMPs, such as silt fences, straw wattles, or catch basins, shall be placed below all
construction activities at the edge of surface water features to intercept sediment before it reaches
the waterway. These structures shall be installed prior to any clearing or grading activities. Further,
sediment built up at the base of BMPs will be removed before BMP removal to avoid any accumulated
sediments from being mobilized post-construction.
If spoil sites are used, they shall be located such that they do not drain directly into a surface water
feature, if possible. If a spoil site drains into a surface water feature, catch basins shall be constructed
to intercept sediment before it reaches the feature. By the end of the project, spoil sites shall be
graded and revegetated to reduce the potential for erosion.
Sediment control measures shall be in place prior to the onset of the rainy season and will be
monitored and maintained in good working condition until disturbed areas have been revegetated.
Due to the factors above, it has been found that the project would not result in significantly increased
erosion or sedimentation potential and would not permanently alter any drainage patterns of the site
or area on- or off-site. Therefore, the project would have a less than significant impact.
g)

Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation
map? (No Impact)

The project does not include the construction of new homes and would not indirectly induce housing
growth as it would not extend infrastructure into new areas and would not increase the overall
capacity of the local water/wastewater systems. Therefore, this evaluation criterion is not applicable
to the project. No impact would occur.
h, i)

Place structures within a 100-year flood hazard area or expose people or structures
to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding as
a result of the failure of a levee or dam? (Less than Significant)

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) issues Flood Insurance Rate Maps identifying
land areas that are subject to flooding. According to Humboldt County’s GIS, which is based on FEMA
data from June, 2017, the project alignment is situated within, or near, the FEMA-designated Special
Flood Hazard Area (Humboldt County 2017). Flooding of the trail is anticipated during extreme
weather events, particularly over time as a result of anticipated sea level rise; however, the project
would not place structures that would redirect or impede flood flows within the Special Flood Hazard
Area. The impact is less than significant.
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The project alignment is not in close proximity to any dam or levee that has the potential to expose
people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, including flooding
as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. No impact has been identified.
j)

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow? (Less than Significant)

Due to the known seismic activity in the Pacific Rim, a tsunami could impact Humboldt Bay. It is
expected that the impact of a tsunami on Humboldt Bay would primarily occur along the north and
south spits and the King Salmon and Fields Landing areas, which are located directly across from
the opening to Humboldt Bay. Humboldt State University has conducted a number of studies on the
impacts to Humboldt Bay resulting from tsunami inundation. These studies indicate that, although a
wave from 12 to 20 feet high could threaten the southern end of the north spit, including the U.S.
Coast Guard base, Fairhaven and parts of Samoa, the largest tsunamis occurring on Humboldt Bay,
including those dating back as early as 1700 A.D., did not entirely inundate the north spit. The last
recorded tsunami of any observable height to occur in Humboldt Bay was in 1964 as a result of the
Gulf of Alaska earthquake. It had a recorded maximum height of 12 feet on the inside of the north
spit and breached a 10-foot seawall at the Eureka Boat Basin. The Bay was filled with logs and debris
and nine changes in tidal height were reported over the night causing high current velocities within
the Bay. Fourteen-knot currents were reported in the channel opposite the Coast Guard Stations
(Lander et al. 1993).
Inundation is only one of the hazards posed by a tsunami. The extremely high velocity caused by
rapid changes in water elevation is capable of causing significant erosion and damage to structures,
especially when the water is laden with debris. High velocity water can cause damage even when
the water height is not significantly high.
The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) published a tsunami
inundation model of the Humboldt Bay region which mathematically computed the expected
inundation levels caused by a magnitude 8.4 earthquake on the Cascadia Subduction Zone (Bernard
and others 1994). In the model, the north and south spit bear the brunt of the impact. Both spits are
overrun and the waves travel across Humboldt Bay flooding Woodley and Indian Islands. The
shallowness of the bay dissipates the wave energy and flooding on the east side of the bay is
expected only in the immediate waterfront area west of the project alignment.
Configuration of the coastline, shape of the ocean floor, and character of the advancing waves play
an important role in the destruction wrought by tsunamis along any coast, whether near the
generating area or thousands of kilometers from it. The United States has collaborated with other
countries around the Pacific to build and maintain a warning system that detects earthquake, sea
surface levels, and ocean-bottom movements of water. The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in Ewa
Beach, Hawaii, is staffed full-time by scientists, who quickly collect and analyze incoming data and
decide whether to issue a tsunami warning. In the event of a tsunami warning, the County of Humboldt
Office of Emergency Services employees are trained in disaster preparedness including broadcasting
an emergency tsunami warning and giving direction to the public on the actions they should take in
the event of a potential tsunami in Humboldt Bay.
The majority of the project alignment is located adjacent to Humboldt Bay and the Eureka Slough,
and the entire project alignment is within the Tsunami Inundation Area as mapped by the California
Emergency Management Agency, California Geological Survey and University of Southern California
(CalEMA 2009). The site is also within high and moderate inundation areas according to the Tsunami
Hazards Map. The project area includes adequate signage to notify the public of tsunami hazards
and evacuation routes. Because there are existing tsunami evacuation plans for the area (including
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tsunami sirens), and the project includes additional tsunami hazard signage, the tsunami risk is
anticipated to be less than significant. The project is therefore not expected to expose people to
significant risk, loss, injury or death from tsunami inundation.
The proposed trail alignment does run adjacent to Humboldt Bay, which lies directly within the Coastal
Tsunami Hazard zone. The County of Humboldt, City of Eureka along with FEMA, NOAA, and the
State of California, have developed emergency response procedures incorporated into the County’s
and City’s emergency response plans. While Tsunamis can be devastating, they are a potential threat
and technology currently in place would help the County/City respond in a timely and appropriate
manner. However, because the proposed project would not include the development of residential
units or other occupied structures, and because mitigation for the potential tsunami inundation hazard
already exists along the Bay in the form of tsunami hazard warning signs and a Countywide tsunami
early warning system, the impact would be less than significant. Additionally, the project is consistent
with General Plan Standard S-S7, which says that new development below the level of the 100-year
tsunami run-up elevation as described in Tsunami Predictions for the West Coast of the Continental
United States shall be limited to public recreation facilities. Because of the relatively flat terrain, the
project area is not susceptible to seiche or mudflow events.
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3.10

Land Use and Planning
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Physically divide an established
community?



b) Conflict with any applicable land use
plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project
(including, but not limited to the general
plan, specific plan, local coastal program,
or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?



c) Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?

Evaluation Criteria
Would the project physically divide an
established community?

Would the project conflict with any
applicable land use plan, policy, or
regulation of an agency with jurisdiction
over the project (including, but not limited
to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?
Would the project conflict with any
applicable habitat conservation plan or
natural community conservation plan?

a)



Significance Thresholds
A physical barrier to
movement dividing an
established community that
results in a complete physical
separation from the rest of the
neighborhood
Any such applicable
goal/policy in the Humboldt
County General Plan

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item X (a)

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item X (b)
Land Use Element of the
Humboldt County
General Plan

Any conflict with a goal or
policy envisioned in an
applicable habitat conservation
plan or natural community
conservation plan.

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item X (c)

Physically divide an established community? (No Impact)

The project would involve construction and operation of a multi-purpose Class I bicycle and
pedestrian trail parallel to Highway 101 connecting to the Humboldt Bay Trail North and Eureka
Waterfront Trail in Arcata, and Eureka, respectively. The trail would not divide any existing
neighborhood or community, rather it would provide for a more convenient and safer connection
between the two communities. No impact would occur.
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b)

Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect? (Less than Significant)

The project is located along the NCRA and Caltrans Highway 101 corridor between Bracut and the
City of Eureka, with a portion located on the perimeter levee between CRC’s property and Humboldt
Bay. The project also includes the extension of a cable barrier at various location along Highway 101
from Eureka Slough to Gannon Slough. Applicable land use plans covering the project area include
the Humboldt County General Plan and County Code, and the City of Eureka General Plan and
Municipal Code. The County’s General Plan land use designations along the project alignment
include Natural Resources (NR), Industrial General (MG) and Public Facility, and the City of Eureka’s
General Plan land use designation includes NR. County zoning along the project alignment includes
Natural Resources/Coastal Wetlands (NR/W), Industrial General/ARA (MG/A), Natural
Resources/Design Review, Wetlands (NR/D, W), Industrial General/Flood Hazard (MG/F),
Unclassified (U). City of Eureka zoning includes NR and Water (WC).
Per Humboldt County’s Web GIS, the entire project is within the Coastal Zone, with the majority of
the project alignment in the primary jurisdiction of the CCC and therefore subject to applicable coastal
zone policies and regulations of the Coastal Act. There is one small area in front of Bracut that is
within the primary jurisdiction of the County. The County of Humboldt and City of Eureka Local
Coastal Plans would be advisory. Any new development within the CCC’s coastal zone would require
a CDP from the CCC. It is anticipated that the County and City of Eureka would submit a CDP
consolidation request letter to the CCC for this project. A CCC CDP application package is being
prepared in concert with this ISMND.
Applicable policies adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating environmental effects can be
found throughout the County of Humboldt Local Coastal Program (LCP) and General Plan. A review
of the LCP and General Plan elements, and the policies and standards within, did not identify any
inconsistencies with the proposed project.
Agencies that regulate the filling of wetlands and impacts to creeks include the USACE, the State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) the CCC, and the CDFW. Since the proposed project
would affect USACE and SWRCB “jurisdictional wetlands,” the County must obtain the necessary
permit(s) to comply with respective regulations including Clean Water Act Section 404, and 401 Water
Quality Certification, and CDFW 1600 Permit. By implementing permit requirements and mitigation
measures identified in the Biological Resources and Cultural Resources sections the project would
not conflict with any applicable federal and state wetland regulations. Additionally, the proposed Class
I multi-purpose trail would not permanently alter the existing land uses or their designations or zoning,
and would not introduce new land uses or land use designations or zoning; therefore, no conflict with
applicable land use plans, policies, or regulation(s) would occur. The impact would be less than
significant.
c)

Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan? (No Impact)

Currently there are no adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan,
or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plans that cover the project area. No
impact would occur.
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3.11

Mineral Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a
known mineral resource that would be
of value to the region and the residents
of the state?



b) Result in the loss of availability of a
locally-important mineral resource
recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan or other land
use plan?



Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project result in the loss of
availability of a known mineral resource
that would be of value to the region and
the residents of the state?
Would the project result in the loss of
availability of a locally-important mineral
resource recovery site delineated on a
local general plan, specific plan or other
land use plan?

The loss of a mineral resource
of value to the region and
State

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XI (a)

The loss of a locally-important
mineral resource recovery site

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XI (b)

a, b)

Sources

Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value
to the region or delineated by a General Plan, Specific Plan or other land use plan?
(Less than Significant)

The proposed project would require minor use of quarry rock, gravel, sand, and other similar
materials, but is not expected to have any significant impact on locally available minerals or mineral
resources valuable to the region or State. There are no locally important mineral resource recovery
sites in the project vicinity, and the project alignment contains no mineral resources that would be
impacted by the project. The impact is less than significant.
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3.12

Noise
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Exposure of persons to or
generation of noise levels in
excess of standards
established in the local
general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?



b) Exposure of persons to or
generation of excessive
ground borne vibration or
ground borne noise levels?



c) A substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without
the project?



d) A substantial temporary or
periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing
without the project?



e) For a project located within an
airport land use plan or,
where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the
project expose people
residing or working in the
project area to excessive
noise levels?
f)

For a project within the vicinity
of a private airstrip, would the
project expose people
residing or working in the
project area to excessive
noise levels?
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project result in exposure of
persons to or generation of noise levels
in excess of standards established in the
local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?

Land Use/Noise Compatibility
Standards (Table 13-C)

Would the project result in exposure of
persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or noise levels?

0.3 in/sec

Would the project result in a substantial
permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

Land Use/Noise Compatibility
Standards (Table 13-C)

Would the project result in a substantial
temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the
project?

Zone MG: 80 dBA max, day,
6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Zone NR: 65 dBA max, day,
6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Zone MB: 70 dBA max, night,
10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.
Zone NR: 60 dBA max, night,
10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.
Location of project in area
exposed to effects of airport
noise

Would the project be located within an
airport land use plan, or where such a
plan has not been adopted, within two
miles of a public airport or public use
airport, exposing people residing or
working in the project area to excessive
noise levels?
Would the project be located within the
vicinity of a private airstrip, exposing
people residing or working in the Project
area to excessive noise levels?
a)

Location of project in area
exposed to effects of private
airport noise

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XII (a)
General Plan Land
Use/Noise Compatibility
Standards (Table 13-C)
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XII (b)
California Department of
Transportation –
Construction Vibration
Guidance Manual
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XII (a)
General Plan Land
Use/Noise Compatibility
Standards (Table 13-C)
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XII (d)
General Plan Standard NS7
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XII (e)

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XII (f)

Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of
other agencies? (Less than Significant)

The project area is exposed to off-site noise caused primarily by traffic on Highway 101. Humboldt
County does not have a Noise Ordinance; however, implementation measure N-IM6 of the Noise
Element of the General Plan, calls for the County to “prepare and consider a noise control ordinance
to regulate noise and vibration sources in order to protect persons from existing or future excessive
levels of noise and/or vibration which interfere with sleep, communication, relaxation, health or legally
permitted use of property.” The General Plan does not include any policies limiting noise generating
activities (for example, construction and maintenance activities and loading and unloading activities)
to certain hours of the day. The General Plan does include Standard N-S1, which specifies that the
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Land Use/Noise Compatibility Standards (Table 13-C) shall be used as a guide to ensure
compatibility of land uses. Development may occur in areas identified as “normally unacceptable” if
mitigation measures can reduce indoor noise levels to “Maximum Interior Noise Levels” and outdoor
noise levels to the maximum “Normally Acceptable” value for the given Land Use Category.
For measuring noise levels and setting noise standards, the County uses Table 13-C of the General
Plan, which stipulates that 60 CNEL is the upper acceptable limit for residential units (outside
measurement), and 85 CNEL is the upper acceptable limit for “public ROW” land uses. Table 3.12-1
identifies average construction equipment noise for various construction equipment which could be
used for the project measured at 50 feet (dBA, L max ). Of the equipment listed in Table 3.12-1 the
vibratory pile driver has the highest noise level at 101 dBA (L max ) at 50 feet.
Table 3.12-1 Construction Equipment Noise Levels
Construction Equipment

Noise Level
(dBA L max at 50 feet)

Backhoe

78

Front end loader

79

Cement and mortar mixer

79

Concrete/asphalt saw

90

Crane

81

Excavator

81

Generator

81

Horizontal boring hydraulic jack

82

Jackhammer

89

Paver

77

Pumps

81

Roller

80

Separation plant

81

Truck-mounted drill rig

79

Tractor trailer 20 yd

77

Truck

74

Vibratory Pile Driver

101
Source: FHWA 2006

The City of Eureka includes residential noise exposure policies in the General Plan Policy Document,
Part II, Section 7 (February 1997). The overall goal under “Residential Noise Exposure” is “to protect
Eureka residents from the harmful and annoying effects of exposure to excessive noise.” For nontransportation related noise, the maximum allowable noise at the property line of lands designated
for noise-sensitive uses cannot exceed 65 dB (nighttime, 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) to 70 dB (daytime, 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m.). Transportation noise sources are defined as “public roadways, railroad line operations,
and aircraft in flight.”
The closest residences are approximately 250 feet (the closest residence) or more from the project
alignments western end within the City of Eureka. The closest residences along the project alignment
within the County are more than 600 feet away. Sound from a point source is known to attenuate at
a rate of -6 dB for each doubling of distance. For example, a noise level of 101 dBA L max (e.g., a
vibratory pile driver which is the loudest equipment listed in Table 3.12-1 that the project could use)
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as measured at 50 feet from the noise source would attenuate to 96 dBA at 100 feet from the source,
to 91 dBA at 200 feet from the source, and to 86 dBA 400 feet from the source to the receptor.
Therefore, since noise levels during construction would be below 85 dBA L dn at the closest receptors,
construction work would be temporary and intermittent, and Highway 101 is the most prominent noise
source along the project alignment, the impact is less than significant.
No nighttime work is anticipated for the duration of the project; therefore, there would be no
construction during the more sensitive nighttime hours. Following construction, operational noise
associated with trail use and maintenance activities would be generated adjacent to limited noisesensitive uses (residences). However, the noise would include pedestrian/bicycle activity noise and
occasional landscaping and trail maintenance. For the overall trail alignment, this incremental
increase in noise would not expose persons to noise levels in excess of applicable standards and
would not represent a substantial increase in noise. The impact would be less than significant.
b)

Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive ground borne vibration or ground
borne noise levels? (Less than Significant)

The construction of the project may generate vibration when heavy equipment or impact tools (e.g.
jackhammers, vibratory compaction equipment, pile drivers) are used. Construction activities would
include grading, compacting, paving, and approximately 20 days of pile driving, which can cause
noticeable vibration.
For structural damage, Caltrans recommends a vibration limit of 0.5 in/sec Peak Particle Velocity
(PPV) for buildings structurally sound and designed to modern engineering standards, 0.3 in/sec PPV
for buildings that are found to be structurally sound but where structural damage is a major concern,
and a conservative limit of 0.08 in/sec PPV for very old buildings or buildings that are documented to
be structurally weakened. No known very old buildings or buildings that are documented to be
structurally weakened adjoin the project alignment. Therefore, conservatively, groundborne vibration
levels exceeding 0.3 in/sec PPV would have the potential to result in a significant vibration impact.
Table 3.12-2 presents typical vibration levels that could be expected from construction equipment at
a distance of 25 feet. High-power or vibratory tools and rolling stock equipment (tracked vehicles,
compactors, etc.), may generate substantial vibration in the immediate vicinity. Impact pile drivers
typically generate vibration levels of 0.644 in/sec PPV, potentially reaching levels up to 1.158 in/sec
PPV, and vibratory rollers typically generate vibration levels of 0.210 in/sec PPV at a distance of 25
feet. Vibration levels are highest close to the source and attenuate with increasing distance at a rate
1.1
𝐷𝐷
of � 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟�𝐷𝐷 � , where D ref is 25 feet and D is the distance from the source to the receptor, in feet.
Vibration levels would vary depending on soil conditions, construction methods, and equipment used.
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Table 3.12-2 Typical Vibration Levels for Construction Equipment
Approximate Lv

Equipment

PPV at 25 ft. (in/sec)

Pile Driver (Impact)

0.644 – 1.158

1-4 - 112

Pile Driver (Sonic)

0.170 – 0.734

93 - 105

Clam Shovel Drop

0.202

94

Vibratory Roller

0.210

94

Hoe Ram

0.089

87

Large Bulldozer

0.089

87

Caisson drilling

0.089

87

Loaded trucks

0.076

86

Jackhammer

0.035

79

Small bulldozer

0.003

58

at 25 ft. (VdB)

Source: Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, United States Department of Transportation, Office of Planning and
Environment, Federal Transit Administration, May 2006.

Project related activities would not involve the use of explosives or other intensive construction
techniques that could generate significant ground borne vibration or noise. Up to 38 piles would be
installed to a depth of up to approximately 100 feet below ground surface (bgs) and out of the water.
Noise impacts from ground borne noise to humans are anticipated to minor based on the fact that
the piles would be a maximum diameter of 18 inches; the piles would be spaced so as few are used
as feasible; attenuation measures such as (but not limited to) wood cushion blocks at impact would
be used; and there are no noise sensitive groups adjacent to the areas where piles would be used.
Vibration impacts to residences are anticipated to be minor as the closest residences are more than
1,700 feet away. A residence at a distance of approximately 1,800 feet away, for example, would be
exposed to vibration levels up to 0.002 in/sec PPV, which is substantially less than 0.3 in/sec PPV.
Minor vibration adjacent to mechanized equipment and road/trail treatments during construction work
would be generated only on a short-term basis. Therefore, ground borne vibrations and noise would
have a less than significant impact. Reference Section 3.4 (Biological Resources) for a discussion of
potential impacts to biological resources.
Following construction, operation of the project would not result in substantial sources of groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise. Project operation would not generate vibration, except in instances
where larger repairs to the trail or shoreline might be required, which could take several weeks to
complete depending on the extent of damage or other circumstances; therefore, no operational
impact would occur.
c)

Substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project? (Less than Significant)

The project is a passive recreational facility; motorized vehicles would be prohibited on the facility.
The project does not involve any operational feature that would cause any permanent increase to
noise levels. The project would, therefore, not result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project. The impact is less than
significant.
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d)

Substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project? (Less than Significant)

The duration of exposure at any given noise-sensitive receptor is a consideration in determining an
impact’s significance. For example, this analysis generally assumes that temporary construction
noise that occurs during the day for a relatively short period of time would not be significant. This
analysis assumes that most residents of average sensitivity that live in urban environments are
accustomed to a certain amount of construction activity from time to time to maintain existing
infrastructure. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, temporary exposure to construction noise
during the daytime is not considered to result in a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise
levels if it is for a duration of one year or less, and with regard to pile driving, as described above,
there are no sensitive receptors in close proximity that would experience a substantial increase in
ambient noise levels. An exception to this would be construction near schools that are in session.
There are no schools in close proximity to the project alignment; therefore, there would be no impact.
Construction activities would result in a minor temporary increase in ambient noise levels from
construction equipment and construction-related traffic. The western-most portion of the trail (Figure
2) would be the only segment of the proposed trail where construction noise could be an issue to
sensitive receptors because of residences and businesses in the vicinity of 2nd and Y Streets.
Constructing the trail would include using heavy equipment for earth moving, grading and
compaction, paving, and hauling. The construction phase would increase localized truck trips to
transport materials and equipment to and from the proposed trail corridor. Although constructionrelated noise would be unavoidable, it would be temporary and intermittent and construction hours
are anticipated between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday with occasional work on
Saturdays. Construction on Sunday or legal and County holidays is not currently anticipated except
in emergencies or with prior approval from the County of Humboldt/City of Eureka. The proposed
project would comply with all applicable County and City policies discussed above to abate
construction-related noise impacts. The temporary or periodic impact on ambient noise levels would
be less than significant.
e, f)

Exposure of people residing or working near a private or public airport to excessive
noise levels? (No Impact)

The project alignment is located just north of Murray Field, a County-owned public airport; however,
project construction and operation would include only ground-based, non-motorized travel, and
because the project is not growth inducing, it would not affect air traffic patterns or levels. Additionally,
given the nature of the project, it would not introduce new permanent residents or employees to the
area. Therefore, there would be no impact from exposing people to excessive noise levels attributable
to airport operations and flights.
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3.13

Population and Housing
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Induce substantial population
growth in an area, either directly
(for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?



b) Displace substantial numbers of
existing housing, necessitating
the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?



c) Displace substantial numbers of
people, necessitating the
construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?



a)

Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)? (No Impact)

The proposed bike path would reduce the potential for conflicts between bicyclists, pedestrians, and
vehicles within the Highway 101 Corridor and increase mobility options between the communities of
Arcata and Eureka by connecting with Arcata’s Humboldt Bay Trail North to the north and Eureka
Waterfront Trail to the south. The project does not include the construction of new homes or
businesses in the area. The project would not indirectly induce population growth because it would
not extend infrastructure into new areas not already served by the communities of Arcata and Eureka.
It would not result in the extension of utilities or roads or other infrastructure into outlying areas and
would not directly or indirectly lead to the development of new sites that would induce population
growth. In addition, implementation of the project would not result in a direct or indirect increase in
employment opportunities that could lead to an increase in the local population. Therefore, no impact
to population growth would occur.
b, c)

Displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere? (No Impact)

No homes or people would be displaced as a result of project construction or operation. Therefore,
no impact would occur.
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3.14

Public Services
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Would the project result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated
with the provision of new or physically
altered governmental facilities, need for
new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other
performance objectives for any of the
public services:
Fire Protection?



Police protection?



Schools?



Parks?



Other public facilities?



Evaluation Criteria
Would the project result in substantial
adverse physical impacts associated
with the provision of new or physically
altered governmental facilities, or the
need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times or other performance
objectives for any of the following public
services:
• fire protection
• police protection
• schools
• parks
a)

Significance Thresholds
Increase in population that
leads to unacceptable service
ratios or response times

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XIV (a)
General Plan Policy ISP25

Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
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response times or other performance objectives for public services? (Less than
Significant)
The Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office serves the Highway 101 corridor and provides a variety of
public safety services countywide (court and corrections services) and law enforcement services for
the unincorporated areas of the County. The Arcata Fire Department, Ward 5, serves the Bracut area
of the project alignment. The City of Eureka Police Department and Humboldt Bay Fire currently
serve the project area within the City limits of Eureka and the greater Eureka area. In addition, a
California Highway Patrol (CHP) office is located at 255 East Samoa Boulevard and serves the
Highway 101 corridor.
As a non-motorized transportation facility, the project would not necessitate any related new or
altered facilities. The project would not result in significant adverse effects on service ratios for the
CHP, sheriff, police or fire departments. The proposed project may result in increased motorized and
non-motorized traffic in the vicinity. The proposed project would facilitate improved bicycle and foot
access on trails and light vehicle for law enforcement and emergency services personnel. The project
is not expected to substantially increase the need for patrols by local law enforcement or emergency
services. The project may have a beneficial effect on reducing the need for patrol by encouraging
more public use and discouraging unwanted uses in the area. A less than significant impact with
respect to fire and law enforcement facilities is anticipated.
The project would not result in an increase in the County’s or Cities of Eureka or Arcata’s student
population; therefore, no new or expanded schools would be required. No impacts to schools would
occur.
The project would present a new passive recreational opportunity by increasing bike path connectivity
with the Humboldt Bay Trail North towards Arcata and the Eureka Waterfront Trail to the south. The
project would not result in the increased use of existing parks and other public facilities as it would
not induce population growth. The project would also not require the expansion of recreational
facilities to maintain acceptable service ratios in parks, and would not require the expansion of other
public facilities. No impact to parks would occur.
No other public facilities or services apply to the project. Therefore, no impact would occur.
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3.15

Recreation
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Increase the use of existing
neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that
substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated?



b) Include recreational facilities or require
the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities, which might have
an adverse physical effect on the
environment?



Evaluation Criteria
Would the project increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional
parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of
the facility would occur or be
accelerated?
Would the project include recreational
facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities which
might have an adverse physical effect on
the environment?
a, b)

Significance Thresholds
Increase in population
Increase in ratio of people to
acres for recreation
New or expanded recreational
facilities

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XV (a)

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XIV (b)
General Plan Policy COP11

Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or
be accelerated, or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities,
which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment? (Less than
Significant)

Consistent with Humboldt County’s General Plan Policy CO-P11, the project would have a long-term
positive effect on recreation by increasing recreational opportunities between the communities of
Arcata and Eureka. The Humboldt Bay Trail project has been identified as a high-priority regional
project by the Humboldt County Association of Governments (HCAOG) for many years. Once
completed, the trail would become a component of the California Coastal Trail providing nonmotorized transportation, recreation and coastal access opportunities for the public. The proposed
bike path would increase non-motorized transportation in the area making it convenient and safer for
people to travel along the Highway 101 corridor.
The proposed project would not lead to an increase in the use of recreational facilities that would
contribute to the physical deterioration of other recreational facilities. In fact, the project enhances
the existing trail system and would have an overall beneficial impact to the regional trail system.
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Increasing visibility and usage among public use facilities may deter illegal activity, such as illegal
dumping or camping, thereby enhancing public safety and the overall health of the trail corridor. Trails
are generally low maintenance facilities and the additional wear-and-tear would be minimal.
The proposed trail is a recreational facility that could encourage the construction of other recreational
facilities, predominantly other connecting trails or trail-related facilities, although a significant amount
of connecting trail has already been constructed. Future connecting and related trail and recreational
facility projects with the potential to cause significant environmental impacts would be subject to
CEQA review and other environmental regulations enacted to protect the environment. Therefore, a
less than significant impact is expected to occur.
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3.16

Transportation/Traffic
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan,
ordinance or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit
and non-motorized travel and relevant
components of the circulation system,
including but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass
transit?



b) Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but
not limited to level of service standards
and travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county
congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?



c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that
results in substantial safety risks?



d) Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or
incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?



e) Result in inadequate emergency
access?



f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or
otherwise decrease the performance or
safety of such facilities?
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project conflict with an
applicable plan, ordinance, or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the vehicular
circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass
transit and non-motorized travel and
relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and
freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths,
and mass transit?
Would the project conflict with an
applicable congestion management
program, including, but not limited to
level of service standards and travel
demand measures, or other standards
established by the county congestion
management agency for designated
roads or highways?
Would the project result in a change in
air traffic pattern, including either an
increase in traffic levels or a change in
location that results in substantial safety
risks?
Would the project substantially increase
hazards due to a design feature (e.g.,
sharp curves or dangerous intersections)
or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
Would the project result in inadequate
emergency access?

LOS deteriorates from LOS C
or better countywide, and LOS
D or better for U.S. 101, to
LOS E or F

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVI (a)

LOS deteriorates from LOS C
or better countywide, and LOS
D or better for U.S. 101, to
LOS E or F

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVI (b)

Location of project structures
not in compliance with airport
land use policies

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVI (c)

Non-conformance with defined
safety regulations or roadway
design standards, or otherwise
create unsafe conditions

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVI (d)

Increases in traffic, road
closures, or insufficient
emergency access during
construction or inadequate
design features to
accommodate emergency
vehicle access and circulation
during operation
Non-conformance or conflict
with adopted policies, plans, or
programs

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVI (e)

Would the project conflict with adopted
policies, plans, or programs regarding
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian
facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?

Sources

General Plan Policy C-P5

General Plan Policy C-P5

Humboldt County
Emergency Operations
Plan
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVI (f)
General Plan Policies CP31, C-P33, C-P35, and
C-P38
Humboldt Regional
Bicycle Plan Update 2012
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a)

Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and
relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and
mass transit? (Less than Significant)

The proposed multi-use trail would provide increased opportunities and routes for safe non-motorized
travel between the communities of Arcata and Eureka (Figure 2). The proposed trail would connect
with the Humboldt Bay Trail North to the north, and the Eureka Waterfront Trail to the south. The
project is expected to increase recreational use levels in the project area, which could result in minor
amounts of additional motorized and non-motorized traffic. However, the proposed project could
reduce motorized traffic levels by providing a safe, alternative modes of travel between Arcata and
Eureka. The project has been designed to meet the operational needs of adjacent and intersecting
roadways, area businesses, and a variety of potential trail users. Parking is not planned for the
proposed project as this section of trail would be connecting with the Humboldt Bay Trail North to the
north, and the Eureka Waterfront Trail to the south where the population centers are located.

Construction
Construction would result in vehicle trips by construction workers and haul-truck trips for material offhaul and deliveries. The anticipated haul truck route to the project area would be from Highway 101
from the north and south. Construction-related traffic would be temporary, would vary on a daily basis,
and would be spread out over the course of a work day and work week.
As identified in the Project Description, Section 1.4.3 (Construction Access and Hauling Traffic), the
number of construction-related vehicles traveling to and from the project area would vary on a daily
basis. For the purposes of analysis, it is anticipated that on any one day during construction, up to
48 vehicle round trips could occur. Because the project’s contribution of construction traffic would be
temporary (approximately six months) and distributed throughout a work day, roadway segments in
the vicinity of the construction sites would have sufficient capacity to accommodate the temporary
increase in construction traffic. The temporary construction impact on the circulation system would
be less than significant.
In accordance with Caltrans requirements, the construction contractor would be required to obtain an
encroachment permit from Caltrans for any portion of work completed within the Highway 101 ROW
or for access to the project site from the State accessed-controlled ROW. The construction
contractor’s encroachment permit application would include a proposed temporary traffic control plan,
and if necessary would include plans for re-routing of vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians. Traffic
controls would be required in accordance with the County and Caltrans standards, and contractors
would be required to comply with the general conditions of the encroachment permit. Therefore,
through compliance with local requirements, construction activities would not result in substantial
adverse effects or conflicts with the local roadway system. The impact would be less than significant.

Operation and Maintenance
Once complete, the proposed project is not expected to significantly increase vehicle traffic on local
streets, as it is not intended to increase the area’s population or redirect traffic patterns. The project
may actually decrease vehicle trips within the area by encouraging non-motorized forms of travel
(walking, bicycling, skateboarding, rollerblading, etc.). Any potential increase in traffic generated by
public visitation to the proposed trail and associated access areas would likely be offset by increased
non-motorized travel to and from the area by trail users. The project would not conflict with effective
circulation system performance or intersection level of service standards. Based on the above, the
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project: (1) would not conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system; (2) would take into account all modes of
transportation, including mass transit and non-motorized travel; and (3) would take into account other
components of the transportation system, such as intersections, streets, pedestrian paths, and
bicycle paths. Therefore, a less than significant impact would occur.
b)

Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards
established by the county congestion management agency for designated roads or
highways? (No Impact)

The project area is not subject to a Congestion Management Program and does not have a traffic
congestion problem, and the proposed project would have no effect on level of service. No impact
would occur.
c)

Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels
or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks? (No Impact)

The project alignment is located just north of Murray Field, a County-owned public airport; however,
project construction and operation would include only ground-based travel, and because the project
is not growth inducing, it would not affect air traffic patterns or levels. No impact would occur.
d)

Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)? (Less than
Significant)

The project would not change the geometry of the street or roadway network. Therefore, no
potentially hazardous roadway design features would be introduced by the project. The trail would
be routed along the west/north side of Highway 101, so there would be no crossing of the highway
by bicyclists or pedestrians. The proposed trail may impact transportation and/or traffic safety at the
crossings with Bracut; however, traffic is minimal within this area and the trail would be nearest to
Humboldt Bay for most of its alignment. The trail would be demarcated at this crossings by features
such as: differentiated pavement coloring, high-visibility crosswalk, intersection lighting, and
intersection signage for motorists and trail users.
Roadway and driveway crossings would be ADA-accessible and include warning signage and
markings both on the trail and the approaching vehicular way as applicable. In addition, signage
would be added along the trail warning users of curves, bends, and any other hazardous situations.
Speed control can only be maintained through signage and other visual cues; speed bumps or other
surface irregularities are not permitted to control the speed of bicycles or other non-motorized
vehicles.
In compliance with Caltrans standards for a Class I Bikeway, segments of the trail adjacent to
roadways would be separated by at least five feet. The proposed trail along Highway 101 would meet
all Caltrans safety requirements and is proposing a physical barrier to enhance safety and separate
trail users from vehicles traveling on Highway 101.
There is a perceived hazard associated with trails adjacent to active rail lines; however, the NCRA
rail line running adjacent to the project alignment is currently inactive. In 2009, the NCRA issued
guidelines for the development of multiuse bike paths in the NCRA railroad ROW. The official title of
the guideline is “Trail Projects on the NWP Line Rights-of-Way: Design, Construction, Safety,
Operations, and Maintenance Guidelines.” The document provides a range of design guidance and
requirements, such as minimum offsets from centerline of tracks. The portions of the project within
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NCRA ROW comply with the NCRA Guidelines. The project also complies with California Public Utility
Commission requirements for crossings of railroads. Therefore, there would be no safety impacts
associated with the project crossing or being adjacent to the rail line.
The proposed trail may have potential conflicts between users who are stationary, such as
birdwatchers, and bicyclists due to the difference in these activities. However, since the proposed
trail would have striping, signage, unpaved shoulders on both sides, and scenic vista viewing areas,
which could be used by birdwatchers and other uses who want to get out of the main travel lanes,
substantial safety related conflicts between trail users and birdwatchers (or other stationary
individuals) would be avoided.
Based on the information above, the proposed project would not substantially increase hazards due
to a design feature; therefore, the impact is less than significant.
e)

Result in inadequate emergency access? (Less than Significant)

The proposed trail would be adjacent to existing streets and Highway 101. Emergency access to the
project area already exists from these streets and Highway 101, and would continue to exist under
the proposed project during both construction and operation. Bollards would be placed at trail
intersections and entrances to prevent all but emergency and maintenance vehicles from entering.
Since the trail corridor is already served by emergency and law enforcement personnel, the trail would
not slow or hinder emergency response, the trail would not require additional emergency services,
and there would be emergency access to all trail segments; therefore, a less than significant impact
would occur.
Following construction, all properties along the project alignment would continue to have emergency
access. No operational impact on emergency access would occur.
f)

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle,
or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities? (Less than Significant)

Humboldt County benefits from several public entities and private enterprises that provide transit
services. Organizations that provide and/or fund transit services include municipalities, the County of
Humboldt, tribal governments, social services, private businesses, and community-based/non-profit
organizations. Existing transit services in the project area include Redwood Transit System in the
County and Eureka Transit Service within the Eureka City limits. The proposed project would have
no impact on existing or future transit services in the area. No impact has been identified.
Pedestrian and bicycle facilities in the project area are limited, which is one of the reasons why the
Humboldt Bay Trail has been the focus of many planning studies over the years. Pedestrian and
bicycle access between Arcata and Eureka is primarily limited to the shoulders of Highway 101 which
has no separation from the highway. Other routes between the two communities, such as Myrtle
Avenue to Old Arcata Road, are longer, more circuitous and not any safer. The project would not
conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, but would
rather implement such plans. The proposed project planning began in 1997 with the Humboldt County
Bicycle Facilities Planning Project which found substantial demand for a Class I facility between
Arcata and Eureka. Additionally, Policy C-P38 (Develop a Regional Trails System) of the Humboldt
County General Plan calls for the County to support efforts to establish and connect regional trails,
particularly in the greater Humboldt Bay and lower Mad River areas, the Eel River Valley, along the
Avenue of the Giants and in the Klamath-Trinity area. The regional trail system should include the
California Coastal Trail system and consist of multi-use trails where feasible. The entire trail would
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be constructed to ADA standards. The proposed project would thus help implement rather than
conflict with adopted policies, plans and programs regarding public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
facilities and would not decrease the performance or safety of such facilities. The impact is less than
significant.
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3.17

Tribal Cultural Resources
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a tribal cultural resource,
defined in Public Resources Code section
21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically
defined in terms of the size and scope of
the landscape, sacred place, or object with
cultural value to a California Native
American tribe, and that is:
a) Listed or eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical
Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in Public
Resources Code section 5020.1(k), or



b) A resource determined by the lead
agency, in its discretion and supported
by substantial evidence, to be significant
pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources
Code Section 5024.1. In applying the
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of
Public Resources Code Section 5024.1,
the lead agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a
California Native American tribe?



Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a
tribal cultural resource, defined in Public
Resources Code section 21074 as either
a site, feature, place, cultural landscape
that is geographically defined in terms of
the size and scope of the landscape,
sacred place, or object with cultural
value to a California Native American
tribe, and that is:

Adverse alteration of those
physical characteristics of a
tribal cultural resource that
justify its eligibility for the
NRHP, CRHR or in a local
register of historical resources

Sources
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVII (a) and (b)
General Plan Policy CUP2

Listed or eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical
Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in Public
Resources Code section 5020.1(k) or
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Sources

A resource determined by the lead
agency, in its discretion and supported
by substantial evidence, to be significant
pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code
Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria
set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1, the
lead agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a
California Native American tribe?
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource,
defined in Public Resources Code section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape
that is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object
with cultural value to a California Native American tribe, and that is:
a, b)

Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a
local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section
5020.1(k), or a resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and
supported by substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set
forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resources Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency
shall consider the significance of the resource to a California Native American tribe?
(Less than Significant with Mitigation)

CEQA requires lead agencies to determine if a proposed project would have a significant effect on
tribal cultural resources. The CEQA Guidelines define tribal cultural resources as: (1) a site, feature,
place, cultural landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a California Native American
Tribe that is listed or eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources, or on a local
register of historical resources as defined in PRC Section 5020.1(k); or (2) a resource determined by
the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to be significant according
to the historical register criteria in PRC Section 5024.1(c), and considering the significance of the
resource to a California Native American tribe.
Humboldt County General Plan Policy CU-P2 (Native American Tribal Consultation) states that
Native American Tribes shall be consulted during discretionary project review for the identification,
protection and mitigation of adverse impacts to significant cultural resources. Consultation on
ministerial permits shall be initiated if it has been determined the project may create a substantial
adverse change to a significant cultural resource. At their request, Tribes shall be afforded the
opportunity to review and provide comments to the County early in project review and planning
(screening) about known or potential Tribal cultural resources located in project areas within their
respective tribal geographical area of concern. The County has not received formal written
correspondence from any Tribe to be informed of proposed projects per PRC Section 21080.3.1;
however, the Bear River Band of the Rohnerville Rancheria, Blue Lake Rancheria and the Wiyot
Tribe at Table Bluff Reservation have been informally consulted about the project (see Section 3.5).
According to the Archaeological Survey Report prepared for the project (Roscoe and Associates
2017), there is a low possibility that the project APE contains undiscovered prehistoric artifacts or
archaeological deposits. Although formal Native American consultation was conducted by the County
for the proposed project, correspondence with local Native American Tribes conducted by Roscoe
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and Associates did not result in any expressed concerns regarding Tribal cultural resources.
Therefore, the impact is less than significant.
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3.18

Utilities and Service Systems
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment
requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board?



b) Require or result in the construction of
new water or wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects?



c) Require or result in the construction of
new stormwater drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?



d) Have sufficient water supplies available
to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new
or expanded entitlements needed?



e) Result in a determination by the
wastewater treatment provider which
serves or may serve the project that it
has adequate capacity to serve the
project’s projected demand in addition
to the provider’s existing commitments?
f)



Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs?



g) Comply with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?



Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Would the project exceed wastewater
treatment requirements of the applicable
Regional Water Quality Control Board?

An increase in wastewater
volume or strength exceeding
existing treatment capacity

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (a)

Would the project require or result in the
construction of new water or wastewater
treatment facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant
environmental effects?

Inadequate water supply or
sewer capacity to serve the
project

General Plan Policy IS-P7
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (b)

Sources
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Evaluation Criteria

Significance Thresholds

Sources

Would the project require or result in the
construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant
environmental effects?

Inadequate storm water
drainage capacity to serve
the site

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (c)

Would the project have sufficient water
supplies available to serve the project
from existing entitlements and resources
or are new or expanded entitlements
needed?
Would the project result in a
determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate
capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s
existing commitments?
Would the project be served by a landfill
with sufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste
disposal needs?
Would the project comply with federal,
State and local statutes and regulations
related to solid waste?

Inadequate water supply
capacity or infrastructure to
serve the needs of the project

General Plan Policies WRP11, WR-P35, WR-P36,
WR-P38, and WR-P42
CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (d)

Inadequate sewer capacity to
serve the project and future
needs of the County

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (e)

Inadequate regional landfill
capacity to serve the project

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (f)

Non-compliance with
applicable solid waste
diversion regulations

CEQA Guidelines
Appendix G, Checklist
Item XVIII (g)

a, b, e)

Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the RWQCB, or require the
construction of new water or wastewater treatment facilities, or have adequate
wastewater capacity? (No Impact)

The proposed project does not involve the use or construction of any facilities that would require new
water or wastewater infrastructure and would therefore have no impact.
c)

Require or result in the construction of new stormwater drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects? (Less than Significant)

As discussed in Hydrology and Water Quality, above, there are no proposed changes to drainage
patterns associated with the proposed project. There may be some storm drain culverts that would
be installed/replaced along the project alignment. To mitigate for potentially significant runoff impacts
that could result in erosion, completion of a SWPPP to the satisfaction of the RWQCB is required
because total ground disturbance is more than one acre. The preparation of a SWPPP and
adherence to the RWQCB’s requirements for the preparation of SWPPP’s would result in a less than
significant impact.
d)

Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed? (Less
than Significant)

The proposed trail would not create an increased demand for domestic water service. The project
would require relatively small quantities of water during the construction phase (e.g. for dust control
and concrete/asphalt applications) and water for landscaping, until the new vegetation is established.
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The project’s water demands would not be substantial and could be met by existing entitlements and
resources. Therefore, the project would not result in the need for the construction of new water
facilities, or the expansion of existing facilities. A less than significant impact would occur.
f, g)

Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs, and comply with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations related to solid waste? (Less than Significant)

The solid waste provider in the project area is the Humboldt Waste Management Authority (HWMA).
The project is not expected to generate a significant increase of services for solid waste disposal
needs. The proposed trail would generate limited solid waste during construction and even less
during operation. Construction solid waste would include the one-time temporary generation of
construction waste associated with the proposed development of the trail. Recyclable construction
materials (e.g. scrap metal, wood, concrete, glass) could be shipped to local businesses for reuse,
with non-recyclable materials sent to the HWMA transfer station in Eureka.
The project may include waste receptacles, spaces for recycling bins, and pet waste stations. The
County and City of Eureka have franchise agreements for waste collection in the project area. Solid
waste collected as a part of the project would be disposed of at the HWMA. HWMA trucks solid waste
produced in the County to State licensed landfills located in Anderson, California and Medford,
Oregon in compliance with local, state, and federal regulations pertaining to solid waste disposal.
These facilities have sufficient capacity to serve the project’s solid waste disposal needs; therefore,
a less than significant impact is anticipated.
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3.19

Mandatory Findings of Significance
Potentially
Significant
Impact

a) Does the project have the potential to
degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish
or wildlife species, cause a fish or
wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal community,
reduce the number or restrict the range
of a rare or endangered plant or animal
or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or
prehistory?

Less-thanSignificant with
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-thanSignificant
Impact



b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively
considerable” means that the
incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects)?



c) Does the project have environmental
effects which would cause substantial
adverse effects on human beings, either
directly or indirectly?



a)

No
Impact

Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or
animal community, reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major periods of California
history or prehistory? (Less than Significant with Mitigation)

As evaluated in this IS/MND, the project would not substantially degrade the quality of the
environment; substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community;
reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened species; or eliminate
important examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory.
Mitigation measures are listed herein to reduce impacts related to biological resources, cultural
resources, hazards and hazardous materials (related to releases that may impact biological
resources), and tribal cultural resources. With implementation of the required mitigation measures,
impacts would be less than significant.
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b)

Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects,
the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future projects)?
(Less than Significant)

Cumulative impacts are defined as “two or more individual effects which, when considered together,
are considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts” (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15355). Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant
actions taking place over a period of time.
As discussed in Section 3.10 Land Use and Planning, the project is consistent with the goals and
policies of the Humboldt County LCP and General Plan and City of Eureka General Plan. The
Humboldt Bay Trail project has also been identified as a high-priority regional project by the HCAOG
for many years, and when completed, the trail would become a component of the California Coastal
Trail providing non-motorized transportation, recreation and coastal access opportunities for the
public.
The project’s impacts would not add appreciably to any existing or foreseeable future significant
cumulative impact, such as visual quality, cultural resources, biological, traffic impacts, or air quality
degradation. Incremental impacts, if any, would be negligible and undetectable. Any applicable
cumulative impacts to which this project would contribute would be mitigated to a less-than-significant
level. Incremental impacts, if any, would be very small, and the cumulative impact would be less than
significant. Because the proposed project would not result in significant impacts after mitigation, and
because the proposed project is a trail project rather than a development project that could add to
existing and future population growth and development in the area, the proposed project would not
contribute to any significant cumulative impacts which may occur in the area in the future. Therefore,
the impact would be less than significant.
c)

Does the project have environmental effects which would cause substantial adverse
effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly? (Less than Significant)

The project has been planned and designed to avoid significant environmental impacts. As discussed
in the analysis throughout Section 3 of this IS/MND, the project would not have environmental effects
that would cause substantial adverse direct or indirect effects on human beings. The impact is less
than significant.
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